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Preface 
The Second Edition of The Syriac Primer has long been out of print, and I have received 
numerous requests to bring it back. This third revised edition aims to fulfill this need, despite 
the appearance of a few excellent introductory books in recent years (Healey, Coakley-
Robinson, and Thackston). 

 The Primer has had a long history. The first edition, published under the title Syriac for 
Beginners, was written in my late teens back in 1984. I began work on it only months after 
immigrating to the United States from Bethlehem, feeling then that there was a need for a 
primer written in English for Sunday school and community-run programs. My primary 
audience at the time was the youth of the Syriac Church. All of this was reflected in the 
simplicity of the First Edition’s (sometimes imperfect) English, and its eastern-style 
pedagogical methodology. During the late 1980s, I used to exhibit my newly developed 
DOS-based Syriac fonts at academic meetings with Gamma Productions, makers of the 
software Multi-Lingual Scholar. It was one attendee (I wish I remember who he was) at an 
AAR/SBL meeting who came across a copy of my primer and thought that it should be 
published for the academic market. He introduced me to Philip Davies of Sheffield 
Academic Press who in turn accepted the work for publication. The English was polished, 
with the help of David Levinson, who regularly attended these meetings, and the Second  
Edition appeared under the title The Syriac Primer. The Eastern-style pedagogical 
methodology remained the same, and it did not seem to bother Western students. 

This Third Edition, published under the title The New Syriac Primer is a complete rewrite; 
in fact, it is a totally different book from its predecessors. The audience here is mixed. I still 
aim to make the Primer accessible to community members and non-academic enthusiasts, but 
also would like to reach the academic student, especially in universities where a course on 
Syriac is not offered. For this reason, the primary feature of the Primer remains its simplicity. 
Repetitiveness, especially in the first few chapters, is intentional. Grammatical jargon is 
minimized. The reading portions in Chapters 1-5 are primarily my own (i.e., not derived 
from the literature) in order to concentrate on the concepts being introduced. The texts of 
Chapter 1 are derived from Syriac literature.  

The approach taken in this Primer differs substantially from all other grammars. As 
mentioned, grammatical jargon is kept to a minimum. The idea is to introduce the student to 
the language itself and to make the student feel at home reading and understanding texts. 
Students who use this book as an introduction to Syriac but continue to do their studies at 
the university graduate level and need to understand the details of Syriac phonology, 
morphology, and syntax need to consult other available grammars. John Healey’s Leshono
Suryoyo: First Studies in Syriac (Gorgias Press, 2005), with a audio recordings as well, is highly 
recommended as a first step after completing this book. Students can then move to 
Robinson-Coakley’s Robinson’s Paradigms and Exercises in Syriac Grammar (Oxford, 2003), or 
Thackston’s Introduction to Syriac (Ibex Publisher, 1999). Nöldeke’s Compendious Syriac Grammar
(Eisenbrauns, 2001) can be used by the daring! 

The book is organized as follows: Chapter One introduces the basics of reading and 
writing, with some basic grammatical material. Chapters Two, Three and Four introduce the 
concepts of gender (masculine vs. feminine), number (singular vs. plural), and tense (past, 
present and future), respectively. Chapter Five shows how prefixes and suffixes get attached 
to words. These first five chapters give the student the basics needed to read texts. Chapter 
Six then gives 20 reading passages spanning almost 2,000 years of literature. Each reading 
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passage is translated into English, followed by various explanatory notes on grammar, 
literature, and culture. Chapter Seven gives the actual grammar of the language, restricted 
mainly to what has been introduced in this book but with a few additional grammatical rules. 
Chapter Eight introduces the Estrangelo and East Syriac scripts. Finally, Chapter Nine 
answers a few practical questions: how to use the dictionary, how to read manuscripts, how 
to type Syriac on the computer, and how to read Garshuni. The Appendix gives verbal 
paradigms. 

I am most grateful to all those who kept asking me to bring my Primer back to life. A 
number of people provided invaluable comments. My friend and colleague Thomas Joseph 
meticulously read an earlier draft and pointed out places where clarifications were needed. 
The first five chapters were tested on two students of mine, Sami Mourad and Christine 
Kiraz. They too pointed out parts that were not clear. Lucas Van Rompay of Duke 
University read the entire final version and gave useful comments. Mor Polycarpus of The 
Netherlands kindly double checked the Syriac texts and the paradigm tables in the Appendix. 
Katie Stott and Robert Morehouse of Gorgias Press copy edited the penultimate version. 
Steve Wiggins kindly recorded the English portions on the audio. 

Syriac has never been the same for me as it has been in the previous five years. Until 
then, conversations in Classical Syriac were limited to scattered occasions when meeting 
clergy and malphoné. Not so recently. My six-year old daughter Tabetha grew up speaking 
Classical Syriac and has become a companion to me. I had to learn many new words to 
communicate with her, and sometimes I had to come up with others, some of which are to 
be found here. My three-year old son Sebastian Kenoro seems to follow suit. Christine, my 
wife, has been very supportive in cultivating a home environment where all this language 
madness can take place.  

Syriac can be a passion (or madness!), not just a language… It is my sincere hope that 
the Primer plants in you a love for an extraordinary language and cultural heritage. 

Piscataway, NJ 
Feast of Saint George, April 23, 2007 

George Anton Kiraz 

Note to the Second Printing 
The second printing incorporates many corrections. I would like to thank all the students 
and  friends who pointed out mistakes especially Thomas Joseph. 

St. Mary’s Villa, Sloatsburg, NY 
Feast of the Ascention, June 13, 2013 

George Anton Kiraz 
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About Syriac 
A Brief History of Syriac 

The Origins of Syriac 
Syriac is a form of Aramaic,1 a language whose many dialects have been in continuous use 
since the 11th century BC. Originally the language of the Aramean people, Aramaic became 
the lingua franca of the Near East by the 6th century BC. It was the native tongue of the 
ancient Chaldeans, a second language to the Assyro-Babylonians, an official language of the 
Persian Achaemenians, and a common language of the Jews replacing Hebrew. Jesus and the 
Apostles spoke and preached in Aramaic. 

Syriac is the Aramaic dialect of Edessa (present-day Urfa in southeast Turkey), a center 
of early intellectual activity. It became an important literary language around the 2nd and 3rd

centuries. The earliest dated Syriac inscription is from AD 6, and the earliest parchment, a 
deed of sale, is from 243. The earliest dated manuscript was produced in November 411, 
probably the earliest dated manuscript in any language. 

The oldest of the Syriac scripts, known as Estrangelo, meaning rounded, was fully 
developed by the 5th century. Later, two geographic scripts would derive from it: West 
Syriac, whose proper name is Ser o, and East Syriac. This book uses Ser o; Estrangelo and 
East Syriac are introduced in Chapter 8. The Syriac writing system lent its vocalization 
system to Hebrew and Arabic in the 7th century, before which Semitic languages were 
written using consonants only. At the time of Genghis Khan (12th century), the Mongolian 
script was derived from Syriac. 

The spread of Syriac was due to at least two factors: the spread of Christianity in the 
Semitic-speaking world, and commerce on the Silk Road, both activities sometimes 
combined. A testimony of this rather remarkable expansion is a bilingual Chinese and Syriac 
monument from Sian in China, constructed in 781. Likewise, today a few million Christians 
in India of various denominations follow the Syriac tradition. 

Within a few centuries from its origin, Syriac produced a wealth of literature in all sorts 
of fields: literary, philosophical, liturgical, scientific, historical, and linguistic, to name but a 
few.

Early Literature (from 1st to 4th Centuries) 
Early Syriac literature was produced in Mesopotamia, especially in and around Edessa, by 
pagans, agnostics, Jews, and Christians. Over sixty inscriptions, mostly pagan, and a few 
papyri from the first three centuries have come down to us. The language of these is midway 
between Official Aramaic (i.e., the Aramaic that we received from official documents) and 
literary Syriac, and represents the early development of the Syriac language. 

The literature of the first three centuries consists mostly of anonymous texts whose 
date and origin cannot be easily established. By the year 200, the books of the Old 
Testament were translated from Hebrew, probably by Syriac-speaking Jews and early Jewish 
converts. The earliest form of the New Testament, the Diatessaron, a harmony of the 
Gospels, appeared at the same time. A full translation of the Greek New Testament 
followed. To this period also belong the Odes of Solomon, 42 short lyrical poems; the story 
of the ‘Aramean Sage’ Ahiqar, a narrative set in the time of the Assyrian king Sennacherib 

1 This introduction is based on my About Syriac Web page on www.bethmardutho.org. 
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(740–681 BC) which is given as a reading in Chapter 6; and the Acts of Judas Thomas, a 
narrative of the Apostle’s mission to India. 

The fourth century witnessed the first major writings that survived till this day. Of the 
writings of the ‘Persian Sage’ Aphrahat, twenty-three Demonstrations survive, twenty-two of 
which form an alphabetic acrostic. Amongst the topics discussed are faith, love, prayer, war, 
humility, the Sabbath, and food. Another work of this period is the anonymous Book of 
Steps, dealing with spiritual direction. 

The most celebrated writer of this period, however, is Saint Ephrem the Syrian. He is 
the theologian-poet par excellence, and “perhaps, the only theologian-poet to rank beside 
Dante” as Robert Murray states.1 Saint Ephrem produced a wealth of theological works in 
prose and artistic poetry. His fame resulted in many writings of later centuries to be 
attributed to him. Of his genuine works, however, we have received many commentaries, 
expositions, refutations, letters, and above all poetry. We will be reading some of his works 
in Chapter 6 as well. 

The Golden Age (from 5th to 9th Centuries) 
This period witnessed a major intellectual activity in the Syriac-speaking world. Over 70 
important writers are known, not counting numerous anonymous works and the writings of 
lesser authors. Almost all of the writers wrote across many disciplines, though some names 
stand out in specific fields. 

Amongst the many poets, we received the writings of Narsai (d. ca. 502) and Jacob of 
Serugh (d. 521). Of the Biblical commentators, Ishodad of Merv and John of Dara (both 9th

century) stand out. The mathematicians and astronomers include Sergius of Resh Aina (d. 
536), Severus Sebokht (d. 666/7), and George of the Arabs (d. 724). Those who wrote on 
grammar and rhetoric include Jacob of Edessa (d. 708), Anton of Takrit (9th cent.), and Isho 
Bar Nun (d. 828). 

The fifth century witnessed the division of the Christian Church into many factions. It 
is worth noting that the Syriac tradition is the only linguistic tradition that represents the rich 
diversity resulting from this division, and preserves it till this day. The Christological 
controversies produced many theological debates. Amongst the most prominent apologists 
were Philoxenos of Mabbug (d. 523) and Babi the Great (d. 628). Theologians of the period 
also include Dadisho (7th century), Isaac of Nineveh (d. 7th century), Timothy I (d. 823), 
Moshe Bar Kepha (d. 903), and Theodore Bar Koni (8th cent.). 

One could go on naming famous authors whose works have come down to us. Suffice 
it to say that the Golden Age covered all fields of study under the sun: philosophy, logic, 
medicine, mathematics, astronomy, alchemy, history, theology, linguistics and literature. 

A great deal of the scholarly activities were centered in schools and monasteries 
throughout Syria and Mesopotamia. Of the schools we cannot but mention are the School of 
Edessa, the School of Nisibin and that of Qenneshrin. These among others produced many 
of the best known scholars. It is remarkable that a few of the monastic schools of this period 
are still in use today, most notably Mor Gabriel’s Monastery in southeast Turkey, and Mar 
Musa (Moses) the Ethiopian in Syria. 

Part of the History of Civilization (from 9th to 13th Centuries) 
The focal point of world civilization passes from one region to another, and from one 
language to another, by contact. If we are to trace the history of any field of science, we 
begin with the ancient Mesopotamians and Egyptians, moving to the Greeks and Romans, 
then to the Arabs, ending up in Western Europe (not to underestimate the civilizations of 

1 Robert Murray, Symbols of Church and Kingdom (Gorgias Press, 2004). 
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Asia and South America). One bus stop in this journey is almost always forgotten: Syriac 
Central Station. 

From the 4th century onward, the Greek sciences were translated into Syriac, including 
philosophy, logic, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, and alchemy. When the Arabs desired 
to transmit the Greek sciences into Arabic during the 8th and 9th centuries, they turned to 
their Syriac subjects, who have had already a long experience in this field, to do the task. In 
most cases, these Syriac scholars translated the works first into their native language then 
into Arabic. As a result, many of the Arabic scientific terminology, including the names of 
plants, are rooted in Syriac. Scientific works and terminology from other cultures, such as 
Persian and Indian, passed to Arabic via Syriac; a noted example is the name of the chemical 
element Zirconium (via Syriac zargono meaning “color of gold”). 

The most celebrated translator of the period is Hunayn Ibn Ishaq (d. 873 or 877), the 
son of a druggist. In addition to translating and revising the translations of others, many 
translators graduated at his hands. Another translator is Thabit Ibn Qurra (d. 901). He wrote 
15 scientific works in Syriac and 150 in Arabic, translated and revised Archimedes, Euclid, 
Ptolemy, and others. Thabit is also credited with introducing the mathematical theory of 
amicable numbers. 

Alongside this translation movement, native Syriac authors continued to flourish. 
During this period, Elijah of Anbar (10th cent.) produced an extensive gnomic work, and his 
namesake Elijah of Nisibin (d. 1046) wrote a chronography and an Arabic-Syriac glossary. 
Bar Salibi (d. 1171) produced many encyclopedic-type works on various topics, while 
Michael the Great (d. 1199) composed a world history from the creation till his time. 

While Saint Ephrem witnessed the beginning of the greatest period of Syriac literature, 
the 13th century writer Bar Ebroyo marked its end. Along with Saint Ephrem, Bar Ebroyo is 
the most famous of Syriac writers. A true polymath, he wrote on every subject under the 
sun. He produced over 20 books in theology, history, liturgy, medicine, philosophy, logic, 
mathematics, grammar, poetry, and a book of jokes! 

Decline of Syriac Literature (from 14th to 19th Centuries) 
Traditional historians of Syriac literature mark the 13th century as the end of Syriac literature. 
While there was indeed a general decline in intellectual activity in the Middle East after the 
13th century, Syriac writers continued to produce a considerable number of works, most of 
which have not been studied nor published. Writers of this period include Isaiah of Bet 
Sbirina who produced a contemporary account, in poetic form, of the devastation of Timur 
Leng (d. 1407). Among the other poets are Nuh the Lebanese (d. 1509), about whom we 
shall read in Chapter 6, and David the Phoenician. 

In the 16th century, the mathematician and Patriarch Ignatius Nimatallah, who 
abdicated his office in fear of execution and left to Rome, was invited by Pope Gregory to 
join the Commission on Calendar Reform. Shortly after, he wrote an extensive critique of 
the reform proposal which helped in shaping the Gregorian calendar. 

In the 17th and 18th centuries, the Maronite Assemani family produced a number of 
excellent scholars, most notably Joseph Simon Assemani (1687-1768). They played a 
magnificent role in introducing the Syriac heritage to the West. Joseph produced Bibliotheca 
Orientalis (reprinted now by Gorgias Press), the first and best (till this day) encyclopedia of 
Syriac works. Along with his nephew Stephen, they introduced the works of Saint Ephrem in 
6 volumes to the European reader. The Maronite College in Italy continued this tradition. 

In addition to the general decline in literary productivity in the Middle East during this 
period, the Syriac-speaking communities went through many hardships. Persecutions and 
massacres under Ottoman Turkey left the Syriac-speaking world in continuous fear. The 
persecutions culminated in 1915, what the Syriac people call Sayfo “[The Year of the] 
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Sword” when hundreds of thousands were collectively massacred. The result was the 
migration of the Syriac people to other countries of the Middle East, as well as the Diaspora 
in the west. 

The Modern Syriac Renaissance (20th Century) 
The late 19th and early 20th centuries witnessed a revival of Syriac literature, both secular and 
religious. At the end of World War I and the massacres of the Christians of Ottoman Turkey 
that ensued, a spirit of ethnic identity swept across some of the Syriac-speaking communities 
of the Middle East which played a role in shaping Modern Literary Syriac. 

Thomas Audo, Chaldean metropolitan of Urmia (1853-1917), composed a valuable 
large-size Syriac dictionary. The Syriac Catholic Patriarch Afram Rahmani (1848-1929) and 
his Orthodox counterpart Patriarch Afram Barsoum (1887-1969) were among the most 
distinguished Syriac scholars of the 20th century, each producing a large number of scholarly 
studies.

Journalism was a new genre in the Syriac world. Naoum Faiq (1868-1930) founded in 
1908 one of the earliest Syriac periodicals, Star of the East. Two years earlier, the Neo-
Aramaic periodical Kokhwa ‘Star’ appeared in Urmia. Today, a few dozen periodicals 
publish in Syriac and Neo-Aramaic. 

A few translations from western books into Syriac also appeared, most notably 
Bernardin de Saint Pierre’s romantic novel Paul et Virginie, translated by Paulos Gabriel (d. 
1971) and Ghattas Maqdasi Elyas; and Racine’s play Athalie, translated by Abrohom Isu. 

During this century, most of the liturgical Syriac works, of the various denominations, 
were translated from Syriac into Malayalam, the language of the St. Thomas Christians, for 
purposes of worship. Among the most celebrated translators is Mathen Konat. 

Along the revival of Syriac literature, the 20th century witnessed an increased interest in 
the study of the Syriac heritage by western scholars. Today, there is an international 
conference on Syriac studies almost every year. 

Features of the Syriac Language 
Syriac is not like any western language you may have studied. Its alphabet is distinct and has 
no resemblance to the ‘a,b,c,…’ you know. The letters look like this: 

. Further, it is written from right to left. In the above letter sequence,  is 
the first word and  is the last. Syriac books and manuscripts will seem in reverse to 
you. The last page of the book is actually the first, and vice versa. You are about to learn 
how to read and write the other way. 

Syriac has two distinct dialects: East and West, each with its own distinct script. But 
that is only a script. West Syriac  and its East Syriac counterpart  mean the same thing, 
the same way the word father in this script-like font means the same thing as FATHER IN 
THIS OTHER FONT. A more pronounced difference between the two dialects is the 
sound of vowels, the same way tomato is pronounced differently in British and American 
English. Apart from this, the dialects are mostly identical in their grammar and lexicon. This 
book is mostly written in West Syriac, introducing the East Syriac script in Chapter 8. 

Like any other language you are familiar with, Syriac has nouns and verbs, singular and 
plural, past tense and present tense, etc. There are some grammatical concepts that may not 
be familiar to the English reader like ‘gender’ which indicates if an object is masculine or 
feminine. There are a few other concepts that do not correspond to anything you may have 
learned before, such as the ‘measure’ of verbs, and the fact that vowels are written above 
consonants. These will be introduced gradually.

Five of the 22 letters have sounds that may also be foreign to you as they do not 
correspond to any sound in English. Two of them are close enough to t and s. This leaves 
only three letters to worry about. Hopefully the recording will be of help. 
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1 Introduction to Reading and Writing 

This introductory chapter teaches you the basics of reading and writing Syriac. Each section 
introduces three or four letters of the alphabet, as well as a few basic concepts. Upon 
completing this chapter, you should be able to 
• Read vocalized and partially vocalized texts 
• Write words and sentences 
• Understand more than 70 words 
• Understand basic sentences 

1.1 Olaph, Béth, Gomal, and Dolath 
The Letters 
Each letter of the Syriac alphabet has a name. The first four letters are listed below: 

Name Syriac Hebrew Arabic Sound 
Olaph  (silent) 
Béth  b 
Gomal  Egyptian  g 
Dolath  d 

The first column, labeled ‘Name’, gives the name of each of the four letters. The 
second column, labeled ‘Syriac’, gives the shapes of the letters in the Serto script (there are 
two other scripts, Estrangelo and East Syriac, which we will cover in Chapter 8). The next 
two columns give the Hebrew and Arabic equivalents in case you know either language (if 
you do not, simply ignore them). The last column gives the sound of the letters. This table 
structure will be followed in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

Béth is pronounced as b in boy, Gomal as g in give, and Dolath as d in Dad. In West 
Syriac pronunciation, Olaph is silent in most contexts, especially in words introduced in this 
chapter. 

Syriac is written from right to left. When letters are combined to form words, they are 
connected to each other, like English handwriting. For example, the sequence Gomal Béth is 
written as follows:

Some letters connect to other letters only on the right. Olaph and Dolath are such 
letters. For example, in the sequence Béth Olaph Béth, the letter Olaph connects only to the 
preceding Béth (i.e., the Béth on its right): 
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Note also that in this context, Olaph takes a more straight shape. Compare Olaph when 
it is at the beginning of the word (with a curvy shape  ), and when it is connected to another 
letter (with a straight shape ) in the sequence Olaph Béth Olaph: 

Similarly, Dolath connects only to letters on its right as shown in the sequence Olaph 
Béth Dolath: 

Note that the shape of  changes to  when it connects to other letters. 
The following table summarizes how letters connect to each other. 

Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-alone
Position

Olaph
Béth 
Gomal 
Dolath

The ‘Final Position’ column gives the shapes of letters at the end of words, the ‘Middle 
Position’ column gives the shapes of letters in the middle of words, etc. 

Some Vowels 
Try reading aloud the following sequences.  

“How can I read sequences of letters if there are no vowels in between?” you say. 
Exactly! 

Unlike English, Syriac vowels are not written on the same line as letters. They are 
written above the letters (sometimes below, but I will not inflict that upon you). Imagine the 
English word boy, being written with the vowel o on top of the b as follows: 

o
by

Here are three Syriac vowels, the shape of each is shown above a dotted circle, . The 
dotted circle represents the letter on which the vowel is written. 

Name Shape Sound 
Phtho o  Read a as in man
Zqopho  Read o as in go
Rbo o  Read e as in men

Each vowel has a name which you don’t have to memorize, but you can impress people 
if you do! (Don’t worry about the dots under ‘h’ in Phtho o and ‘s’ in Rbo o for now.) 

You can get the exact pronunciation of the vowels when we read the text below. 
Basically, placing  over the letter  gives , which is read ba. Similarly, placing  over 
gives , read go, and placing  over  gives , read dé.
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Reading for the Very First Time 
Read the following with the help of the audio files which you can download from 
www.gorgiaspress.com. For now, I will be giving you the transliteration. But start getting 
used to reading without transliterations as I will no longer give them in later sections. It’s a 
tough world out there! 

1
aoé

2
babobé

3
gagogé

4
dadodé

Syriac WordReadEnglish

5a-bofather

6bo-bobaby

7é-bofruit

8do-douncle

9ga-boside

10dé-bobear

11é-badwas lost

12bag-dadBaghdad

13gboelected, chose

Read the above repeatedly until you are comfortable that you mastered each word 
before moving on. 

Notes 
1. Did you notice that  and  sound the same? Similarly,  and , and  and  have 

the same pronunciation, respectively. In other words,  is silent at the end of words. This 
is also the case when other vowels are used as shown in the following example pairs: 

 =  =  = 

 = = =

2. Did you notice that some words have the same letters but differ in vowels? Make sure 
you do not confuse them. Here are two pairs as an example: 
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father   fruit
side   elected

3. You may find it difficult at the beginning to pronounce two letters when they come next 
to each other without an intervening vowel such as  in . This can be mastered 
only by practice and repetition. 

Phrases
It is hard to come up with phrases or sentences with the few words we have covered, but let 
us try nevertheless. For each sentence, I will give the literal translation of each word directly 
under it, then give a more idiomatic English translation in italic.

1
fatherelecteduncle

The father elected the uncle. 

2
uncleelectedfather

The uncle elected the father. 

3
bearwas lost

 The bear was lost. 

Writing Syriac for the Very First Time 
Remember that Syriac is written from right to left. The following images guide you to writing 
the letters we just learned. These were done by a calligrapher1 and differ a bit from the font 
used in the book. The numbers indicate the beginning of a stroke. 

The letter  is written from the top to the bottom with one stroke. The calligrapher in 
this case used a straight , but you can curve it a bit if you like. Note that the bottom of 
goes a bit below the writing line. 

The letter  is also written in one stroke. The letter sits on the writing line. 
The letter  is also written in one stroke. About one third of the letter is above the 

writing line. The calligrapher in this case writes  in a sharper angle than the printed version 

1 The images are taken from Erdas Salci ( ) and shak Akan ( ), 
(Södertälje, 1983). 
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shown in this book. It is up to you to use the angle you want. I usually write it closer to the 
printed version. 

The letter  is written in two strokes, but the arrow of the first stroke requires an 
explanation. In the first stroke, the pen starts from the white circle at point 1 and moves 
clockwise. When the pen reaches the white circle where you began, you start filling the top 
part clockwise with each circle moving closer to the center until the entire thing is filled. 
Then you move the pen to a position where you can begin writing the tail under the writing 
line, all of this in one stroke. When you fill in the top part, you basically go in a clockwise 
motion from the outside of the letter to the inside, and then move again to the outside to get 
to the point where you draw the tail. The second stroke is simply a dot under the letter. 

The following image illustrates how to write the three words ,  , and . The 
numbers show the motions of the pen. An asterisk, *, indicates the beginning of a stroke, 
while a ’ indicates the end of a stroke. 

Let’s start with . The  is simply one stroke from point 1 to 2. Then  is written as 
one stroke. You start from point 3, moving to 4 and 5, then continue up to point 6. Now, 
you continue to write over the same line but downward from point 6 through 7 ending at 
point 8. Remember, the whole of  is one stroke. 

The word  is written with two strokes. In the first stroke, you write  from point 1 
to 2 then to 3. In the second stroke you write  beginning at point 4 moving back and then 
down to point 3 to join with the first stroke, then moving to point 5. At point 5 you 
continue with the  as in .

Let’s move to . Two strokes take care of  by following the points 1 through 6 
for the first stroke, and then the dot at point 7 for the second stroke. Note that the 
connected Dolath does not have a circular part on top of the writing line and hence there is 
nothing to fill. The  is then straightforward (you can choose to make it straight or curved), 
then you write the  as before. 

Let’s now turn our attention to the vowels. The following image gives the shapes of the 
three vowels we covered. 

The vowel  is written with two strokes as shown. The vowel  is written with one 
stroke, and the vowel  looks like an umbrella and is written with two strokes. Practice by 
putting them on the words ,  , and . Make sure to practice the writing many 
times before going to the next section. You may want to get some see-through paper and 
place it on top of the above examples, and trace over the letters and words. 
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Review
• The first four letters of the alphabet are:  (Olaph, silent),  (Béth, b),  (Gomal, g), and 

 (Dolath, d ). 
• Syriac is written from right to left. 
• Some letters connect on both sides; others connect only on the right. The letters  and 

connect only on the right, while  and  connect on both sides. 
• The letter  takes a straight shape when it precedes a letter, e.g., .
• The letter  takes the shape  when connected on the right; e.g., .
• Vowels are written above letters. Three (out of five) vowels are:  (a),  (o), and  (é). 
• This section covered the following words: 

father
baby
fruit
uncle
side
bear
was lost
elected
Baghdad

Exercise 1.1 
1. Transcribe in Syriac the following syllables: 
 a. ba b. go c. dé d. o
2. Translate the following into English: 
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
3. Put vowel marks on the following sentences: 
 a.              b.  c. 
4. Translate the sentences in 3 into English. 

1.2 Hé, Waw, and Zayn 
The next three letters of the Syriac alphabet are: 

Name  Syriac  Hebrew Arabic Sound 
Hé  h  
Waw  w  
Zayn  z  

Hé is pronounced as h in home, Waw as w in we, and Zayn as z in zebra. All three letters 
connect only to the right. 
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Another Vowel 
In the previous section, we introduced three vowels:  (a),  (o), and  (é ). We are now 
ready to introduce a fourth vowel. Its name is o o (again don’t worry about the dots under 
‘s’ for now, or the first funny opening quote). What you need to know is its shape, , and its 
sound, oo as in moon.

Apart from two words which we will learn later (see section 1.4),  is always followed 
by the letter . In fact, the sequence  forms the vowel oo. Examples are: boo, goo,
doo, hoo, etc. 

The following table summarizes how the letters connect to each other. 
Final

Position
Middle

Position
Initial

Position
Stand-alone

Position

Hé
Waw
Zayn

Reading
Read the following with the aid of the audio files. Try reading while covering the 
transliterations with a piece of paper. 

1
hahohéhoo

2
wawowéwoo

3
zazozézoo

Syriac WordReadEnglish

4gu-bowell (noun)

5za-gobell

6wa-zogoose

7ga-zotreasure

8zu-zomoney, coin

9gaw-zonut

10ha-bo-boflower

11hobehold

12hawthat
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13hoohe

14habgive (imperative)

15bgawinside

Phrases

1
beholdgoose

Behold! The goose. 
Or: Behold! A goose. 

2
fathergivemoney

Father, give money. 

3
treasurewas lost

The treasure was lost. 
Or: A treasure was lost. 

4
unclegivenut

Uncle, give a nut. 

5
treasureinsidewell

The/a treasure inside the/a well. 
Unlike English, Syriac does not have a clear DEFINITE ARTICLE (i.e., the), or 

INDEFINITE ARTICLE (i.e., a/an). So a sentence can be read both ways: Behold! The goose; or 
Behold a goose. Hopefully a larger context will give you a clue. 

The Power of Waw 
The letter  also means and, but when it plays this role it attaches itself to the next word. 
Imagine the English sentence cat and mouse being written cat andmouse (without a space 
between and and mouse). For example, we can use  with  ‘father’ and  ‘child’ as 
follows:

father and child
Here are additional examples: 

father and uncle
treasure and money
flower and nut
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Writing 
The following images illustrate how to write , , and . The letter  is written in two strokes. 
The tail in the first goes a bit below the writing line. Stroke 2 is clockwise in some traditions, 
but in others counter clockwise and begins at the point where the circle meets the tail. 
Similarly,  is counter clockwise in some traditions. The tip of  ends just under the writing 
line.

The following example illustrates how some of the letters of words we studied connect 
to each other. 

The word  is written in two strokes. In the first, the pen moves from 1 to 2, then to 
3, then to 4 upwards. The pen then traces on the same line going down to point 5 and ends 
there. The second stroke is for the final .

The word  is written in one stroke. When  is connected, it is written clockwise. 
The vowel  is written in two strokes, plus the dot as shown. 

Review
• We studied three more letters of the alphabet:  (Hé, h),  (Waw, w), and  (Zayn, z). All 

three connect only to the right. 
• We also covered the vowel  (oo) which is always followed by a .
• Syriac does not have a clear definite article (e.g., the) or indefinite article (i.e., a/an).

Nouns can be translated either way depending on the context. 
• The letter  also means and. In such cases, it is attached to the word that follows it. 
• This section covered the following new words: 

behold
that
bell
treasure
flower
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he
well (noun)
goose
money
nut
give (imperative)
inside

Exercise 1.2 
1. Transcribe the following syllables in Syriac: 
 a. boo b. zé c. ha d. wo
 e. woo f. ga g. zoo h. zo
2. Translate into English: 

a
b
c

3. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. Uncle, give money. 
 b. The money was lost and the treasure was lost. 
 c. The bear was lost inside the well. 
4. Add vowel marks to the following sentences: 

a
b
c

5. Translate the sentences in 4 into English. 

1.3 éth, éth, and Yudh 
This section introduces three additional letters. They are: 

Name  Syriac  Hebrew Arabic Sound 
éth
éth

Yudh  y 

Now it is time to talk about the dots under letters! 
There are sounds in Syriac that do not exist in English. We simply use the closest 

English sound with a dot under it to designate the sound. Both éth and éth are such 
sounds.
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The closest English sound to  is h, but it originates deeper in the throat as illustrated 
in Figure 1. Basically, you need to place the back of your tongue (designated by T in the 
diagrams) closer to point 1 in the diagram. Listen carefully to the audio in the reading 
sections to get the gist of it. The image above compares English h (on the left) with  (on 
the right). 

Figure 2 shows the sound of the letter  (on the right) as compared with English t (on 
the left). In the case of t, you place the top of your tongue against your teeth; in the case of 

, however, you place the entire tongue on the roof of your mouth (point 1 in the figure). It 
is not easy if you have no prior experience in another Semitic language; you just need to 
practice. 

The letter  is simply pronounced as y in yet. Note that it is similar in shape to  and 
they can be easily confused—more on this below. 

All three letters connect to both left and right. However, when  connects to a letter on 
the right, a stroke going from the base line to the top tip of the  makes that connection as 
in .

The following table summarizes how letters connect to each other. 
Final

Position
Middle

Position
Initial

Position
Stand-alone

Position

éth
éth

Yudh

Figure 1. The pronounciation of h (left) and  (right). 

Figure 2. The pronunciation of t (left) and  (right). 
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One Final Vowel 
We are ready now to introduce the last vowel. Its name is bo o (again, don’t worry about 
the name for now). Its shape is  and it is pronounced ee as in meet.

Usually, but not always,  is followed by Yudh when it forms this vowel as in  (the 
same way  is usually followed by  to form ). For example,  reads hee.

Reading
Read the following with the aid of the audio files. Pay special attention to the pronunciation 
of  and .

1
aoéeeoo

2
aoéeeoo

3
YaYoYéYeeYoo

4
aoéeeoo

5
aoéeeoo

6
YaYoYéYeeYoo

Syriac WordReadEnglish

7ee-dohand

8o-bogood

9oo- othread

10ba- oduck

11zosaw (to see)

12osinned

13adone (masc.)

14doone (fem.)

15a obrother
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Masculine and Feminine 
Did you notice that both  and  mean one? The first is designated as masculine and the 
second as feminine. While numbers in English are not gender-specific (masculine versus 
feminine), they are in Syriac. 

Nouns are also classified as masculine or feminine. The nouns we have listed above 
(apart from  ‘hand’) are all masculine. When words modify each other, they must have the 
same gender. For example, we say  ‘one hand’ (both words are feminine), but 
‘one father’ (both words are masculine). 

Recognizing feminine words is not as bad as it looks because most of them end in a 
letter called Taw. But as it is the last letter of the alphabet, you just have to wait until we learn 
it.

Beware of  Next to 
As mentioned above, the shape of  is similar to  and they can be easily confused. Can you 
read this word: ?

Here it is again with vowels: . Does that help? 
Now, here it is with longer connections between the letters: . So the first letter is 

 (Yudh), the second is  ( eth) and the third is  (Yudh). The word  (get used to it 
without the longer connections) means single or solitary. It is also a reference to Christ as the 
only-begotten.

Phrases

1
brothersawhand

The/a brother saw the/a hand. 

2
beholdduckand+gooseinsidewell

Behold, the duck and the goose inside the well. 

3
brothergoodand+unclegood

Good brother and good uncle. 

4
fathersawtreasureinsidewell

The father saw the treasure inside the well. 

5
unclesinned

The uncle sinned. 
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Writing 
Each of the letters introduced in this section is written in one stroke as shown below. Note 
that  and  are similar. (Note that there are two ways to begin  and . The first is as 
shown in  at point 1 where you start at the circle, move a bit up, then down and to the 
right. The second is as in  at point 1.) 

Here are a few words that illustrate how letters connect with each other. The word 
is written in four strokes. First you write  as before. Then you write  from point 3, moving 
to point 4, then tracing down to point 5, in addition to the dot at point 6. Then you write the 
final  which is straight. 

The word  is written in two strokes. First  is written following points 1 to 9. You 
start at point 1 at the writing line, then move a bit above the line to point 2, then back to the 
writing line at point 3. You repeat the same process going to point 4, then 5. Now you 
continue to point six to write the  ending at point 9. The second stroke is for . You start 
from the top at point 10, moving down to point 11, then counter clockwise to point 12 and 
continuing the circle and moving to point 13. From point 13, you write the final  as you 
learned in the previous lesson, going to the top of the letter, then tracing on the same line to 
the bottom. 

Finally,  is written in one stroke. You start from point 1, back to the writing line at 
point 2, then finishing the  at point 3. Now you go up to connect to the top of the  at 
point 4. You then move down to point 5. From point 5, you follow the same steps as you 
did with  to finish the word. 

The vowel  is written in three strokes as indicated. You can interchange the order of 
strokes 1 and 2. 

Review
• We studied three more letters of the alphabet:  ( éth, ),  ( éth, ), and  (Yudh, y).

The first two letters do not have equivalent sounds in English (see above for more 
details.)
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• All three connect to the left and the right, but  takes a long stroke from the base line to 
its top tip when it connects to preceding letters, e.g., .

• We also covered the vowel  (ee) which is often followed by a .
• Nouns in Syriac are classified as either feminine or masculine. Unless otherwise stated, 

you can assume that the nouns we introduce are masculine. 
• Special attention must be paid in order not to confuse adjacent  and  ; e.g.,  . 
• This section covered the following new words: 

hand (feminine)
brother
good
thread
duck
saw (past tense of to see)
sinned
one (masculine)
one (feminine)
single, solitary, only-begotten

Vocabulary Review 
All the words we have learned before are listed here in alphabetical order: 

father
fruit
was lost
brother
hand (f.)
baby
Baghdad
inside
duck
elected
side
well (noun)
nut
treasure
bear
uncle
behold
give (imperative)
flower
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he
that
goose
bell
money
single, solitary, only-begotten
one (m.)
one (f.)
thread
saw (past tense of to see)
sinned
good

Exercise 1.3 
1. Translate into English: 

a
b
c

2. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. A good uncle* sinned. 
 b. One hand, and one good duck. 
 c. The good uncle* saw a goose inside the well. 
 * Hint: Look at sentence 3 above for the word order for good uncle (the adjective 
    follows the noun). 
3. Put vowel marks on the following: 

a
b
c
d

4. Translate the sentences in 3 into English. 

1.4 Koph, Lomadh, Mim, and Nun 
This section introduces the next four letters of the Syriac alphabet. They are: 

Name  Syriac  Hebrew Arabic Sound 
Koph  k  
Lomadh  l  
Mim  m  
Nun  n  
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The letter  sounds like k in kilo,  as l in let,  as m in meet, and  as n in not.

There are two things that are unique about this set of letters. Firstly, their sequence in 
the alphabet corresponds to the sequence of their counterparts in the English alphabet, so it 
is easier to remember their sequence: k, l, m, n.

Secondly, each of the above letters has two shapes. One used in the beginning and 
middle of words, and the other at the end of words. The forms shown above are the final 
forms that appear at the end of words. The forms that appear at the beginning and middle of 
words are:

Koph      
Lomadh      
Mim      
Nun      
The following table summarizes how these letters connect to others. 

Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-alone
Position

Koph 
Lomadh 
Mim
Nun

One more thing before we move on… No two letters of the alphabet are more envious 
of each other than  (whose shape is straight up) and  (whose shape is slanted like a back 
slash, \). How so? 

Well, if  is immediately followed by , it gets envious and wants to be slanted too. So 
you end up with  instead of .

Now, if  is immediately followed by , it too gets envious and wants to be straight up. 
So you end up with  instead of .

In other words, whichever letter comes first, it assumes the shape of the following 
letter. While  is obligatory,  is optional. Here are two examples: 

no
)(God

Reading
1

kakoké keekoo

2
laloléleeloo

3
mamomémeemoo
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4
nanonéneenoo

5

6

7

8

Syriac WordReadEnglish

9é-momother (f.)

10nu-nofish

11ho-nothis (m.)

12ho-déthis (f.)

13ya-mosea

14ga-mlocamel

15al-bomilk

16mél- osalt

17é-noI

18a-lo-hoGod

19ma-lelspoke

20é-kalate

21é-zalwent

22menfrom

23kulevery, each

24me- ulbecause

Where Did the Waw Go? 
I mentioned earlier in section 1.2 that whenever there is the vowel , it is always followed by 
. There are two words that violate this rule. They are  ‘every’ and  ‘because’. In 

fact, in early Syriac manuscripts, even these two words appear with a  as in  and 
. (Some contemporary educators, in particular the late Abrohom Nuro, call for 

bringing back the old tradition of using  in these two words.) 
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Phrases

1
fishinsea

The fish in the sea.

2
thiscamelatefruit

This camel ate fruit. 

3
saltand+milkfromBaghdad

Salt and milk from Baghdad. 

4
unclespokeand+went

The uncle spoke and went. 

5
eachbearatenut

Each bear ate a nut. 

Writing 
Recall that each of the letters introduced in this section has two shapes: one used in the 
beginning and middle of words, and another at the end. Here are the various shapes: 

Initial  and final  are written in one stroke. There is actually another tradition of 
writing final  in two strokes: you first write a , then write the tail under it to make . (The 
one stroke tradition prevails in Tur Abdin.) The letter  is written in two strokes as shown; 
its initial version  is also written in two strokes where the second stroke is simply the 
connecting line. This will be illustrated in the example below. Initial  is written in two 
strokes, the second stroke being the connection line, while final  is written in one stroke. 
Finally, initial  and final  are written in one stroke. 

Here are some word examples in the image below. Remember that * marks a new 
stroke, and ’ marks the end of a stroke. The word  is written in three strokes. You begin 
writing  from point 1 to 4 in one stroke, then write its connection line starting at point 5 
with a second stroke. The second stroke continues in writing the slanted portion of the letter 

 ending at point 7. The third stroke begins at point 8 writing the connection line for  and 
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then continues to write . Once at point 13, you write the final  as before moving the pen to 
the top of the letter, then tracing on the same line to the bottom. 

The word  is written in two strokes. In the first stroke, you write  starting from 
point 1, passing through point 2, then moving to point 3. With the same stroke you start 
writing  and end the stroke at the top of the letter at point 4. You then start the second 
stroke at point 5, moving to point 6 then 7. 

The word  is written in two strokes. The  is written the same way as  in .
Then the final  is written as shown above. 

The rest of the words are written tracing the points as indicated. Note that  has the 
ligature  and  has the ligature . The latter is written like final  where you begin at 
the bottom of the ligature (point 9 in  ) moving up to point 10, then tracing down on 
the same line to point 12, then moving up to point 13, then tracing down on the same line 
through point 14 ending in point 15. 

Review
• We introduced four more letters of the alphabet:  (Koph, k),  (Lomadh, l ),  (Mim, 

m), and  (Nun, n). All four connect on both sides. 
• All four letters have another shape that is used at the beginning and middle of words: 

(Koph),  (Lomadh),  (Mim), and  (Nun). 
• When  is followed by , it becomes straight (e.g.,  ); when  is followed by , it 

optionally becomes slanted (e.g., ).
• This section covered the following new words: 

mother
fish
this (m.)
this (f.)
sea
camel
milk
salt
I
God
spoke
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ate
went
from
all
because

Exercise 1.4 
1. Translate into English: 

a
b
c

2. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. This father, and this mother. 
 b. God spoke. 
 c. This milk from Baghdad. 
3. Write the number ‘one’ in Syriac in the following: 

a_____
b_____
c_____
d_____

4. Put vowel marks on the following: 
a
b
c
d

5. Translate the sentences in 4 into English. 

1.5 The  Letters
Do you remember the Power of Waw? 

Recall from section 1.2 that the letter , which means and, attaches itself to the next 
word. For example,  attached to  ‘child’ gives  ‘and child’. 

Three other letters operate in the same way: they attach themselves to the following 
word. Here they are listed along with :

  meaning in     meaning of
  meaning and     meaning to

The four letters are known as ‘the  letters.’ (They have meanings other than the 
ones listed above depending on the context in which they occur.) Let us look at some 
examples. 
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1
fatherin+Baghdad

The father in Baghdad. 

2
fishof+sea

The fish of the sea. 

3
treasureof+fatherand+uncle

The treasure of the father and the uncle. 

4
Moneyof+fatherlostin+well

The money of the father was lost in the well. 

5
beholdtreasurein+well

Behold! The treasure in the well. 

6
fathergivemoneyto+uncle

Father, give money to uncle. 

Inserting An 

Try reading the following words: 
and chose
in one
of one

You will find that it is not easy to read such words because the words begin with three 
letters without a vowel in between. To resolve this problem, Syriac adds an  vowel on the 

 letter as follows: 
and chose
in one
of one

If the word, however, has a vowel on the first letter such as  or  then we simply 
add the  letter without a vowel; e.g., , , .

Olaph is Too Lazy to Hold a Vowel! 
Olaph does not like carrying a vowel, especially at the beginning of a word. It is just too 
much work for Olaph! So as soon as one of the  letters joins a word that begins with 
Olaph, Olaph throws its vowel to the  letter. For example,  ‘father’,  ‘and father’ 
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(not ). Similarly,  ‘went’,  ‘and went’ (not ). By the way… this rule applies 
only to West Syriac. In East Syriac, Olaph retains the vowel. 

More than One 

More than one  letter can be attached to words. For example, 
sea
in the sea
and in the sea

Note that we added an  on the  because  does not have a vowel on it. 

Review
• The four letters known as  (i.e.,  ‘in’,  ‘of’,  ‘and’, and  ‘to’) act as prefixes. 
• When a word begins with an unvocalized letter, the vowel  is placed on top of the 

 letter (e.g.,  ‘one’,  ‘and one’). 
• If the word begins with an  with a vowel, the vowel moves to the  letter (e.g., 

‘father’,  ‘and the father’;  ‘mother’,   ‘of the mother’). 
• More than one  letter may be attached to a word (e.g.,  ‘and in the well’). 

Exercise 1.5 
1. Translate into English: 

a
b
c

2. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. And the father of the baby went to Baghdad. 
 b. The uncle went and elected the mother. 
 c. The father went because the uncle elected the mother. 

1.6 Simkath, é, Phé, and odhé
This section introduces the next four letters of the Syriac alphabet. They are: 

Name    Syriac Hebrew Arabic Sound 
Simkath  s  
é  (see below) 
Phé  f  
odhé 

The letter  sounds like s in sand, and  sounds like f in fat. The two other letters do 
not have an exact sound in English. 
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The sound of the letter  is the hardest to master as there is no corresponding, or even 
close, sound in English. The sound is achieved by closing the glottal (point 1 in Figure 3). 
Listen very carefully to the audio files. 

The shape of  is similar to , but is shorter. Like , the letter  has two forms. The 
first is used at the beginning of words, ; the second is used at the end of words, . The 
letter  is usually transliterated in the Roman alphabet by an open single quote ‘ or a similar 
symbol like  which we will use in this book. Sometimes you see it transliterated as a small 
superscript c, or something similar. 

The letter  sounds like s but with the tip of the tongue against the roof of the mouth 

(point 1 in Figure 4), rather than the teeth, and by opening your mouth more. It connects 
only to the right. 

The following table summarizes how these letters connect to others. 

Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-alone
Position

Simkath
é
Phe
odhe

Reading
Listen to the audio. Pay attention to the sound of  (line 2) and  (line 4). Also, compare the 
sounds in lines 4 and 5 to distinguish between  and . I am providing the transliteration for 
lines 1 and 2 only. 

Figure 3. The pronounciation of .

Figure 4. The pronounciation of s (left) and  (right). 
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1
sasoséseesoo

2
aoéeeoo

3

4

5

6

7

8

Syriac WordReadEnglish

9ol-moworld

10ol-méworlds

11a-mopeople

12a-mépeoples, nations

13no-moo-so law

14no-moo-sé laws

15ab-doslave, servant

16ab-déslaves, servants

17*ar- oground

18bbo- ooplease!

19alon

20bodesired

21b owanted, asked for

22nfalfell

* The letter  in line 17 is ‘r’ and will be introduced in section 1.7. 
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What are Those Two Dots? 
You probably have noticed the two dots above some words. The dots mark plurals, and are 
called in Syriac syomé (itself a plural). There are many rules for forming plurals. The 
simplest rule applies to most masculine nouns ending with . Simply, replace the final 
with  and add the two-dot syomé. For example,  ‘world’ becomes  ‘worlds’. 

Where does one place the two-dot syomé ? In older manuscripts, syomé tended to be 
towards the end of the word. You can put it anywhere as in , ,  ‘laws’. 
Myself, I prefer to put it on a letter that does not have a vowel as in . Also, I try to 
avoid placing it above tall letters such as , , or .

Phrases

1
fatherwantedmoneyfromuncle

The father wanted money from the uncle. 

2
bearfellonground

The bear fell on the ground. 

3
lawsof+peoplenotlawof+peoples

The laws of the people, not the law of the peoples. 

4
Iservantof+God

I (am) the servant of God 

5
askedservantfromGod

The servant asked of God. 

Writing 
The following image shows how the letters introduced in this section are written.  
The letter  is written in one stroke. The stroke starts at the middle of the letter at point 1, 
moves clockwise to complete the first circle, then with the same stroke the second circle is 
written closing it at point 1, then tracing on the same line under the second circle to get to 
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the end of the letter. The examples below illustrate this more clearly with various point 
marks on the letter. 

The letter  is written with two strokes similar to the letter . The letters  and  are 
also written with one stroke each. Note that  is mostly under the writing line. 

Here are some writing examples. 

The word  is written in three strokes. The first stroke is for the slanted portion of 
from point 1 to 2. The second stroke begins at point 3 for the connection line of  then 
moves to point 4 and begins writing the letter , drawing a circle clockwise passing through 
points 5, 6, and 7, then back to point 4, then up to point 8 where the stroke ends. The third 
stroke starts at point 9 connecting  to the final  and ends after writing  as before. 

The word  is also written in three strokes. The first begins at point 1 for , passes 
through point 2, then to point 3. At point three, you draw the circle of  clockwise as you 
did in  before ending the first stroke at point 4. I did not put all the points for you for ;
follow the points in . The second stroke starts at point 5 and connects the  to the . At 
point 6, you draw the  clockwise ending at point 7. The third final stroke is for writing .
It begins in the middle of  at point 8, then moves clockwise to points 9 and 10. Then you 
move to point 11 and start clockwise writing the second circle of  passing through point 
12, and then point 8 again. Then you continue through point 11 again. Finally, you move to 
point 13 and finish the final .

The word  is also written in three strokes. In the first you write  (points 1 to 3). In 
the second you write  and the the first line of . This stroke begins at point 4, then passes 
through points 5, 6, and 7. Before you get to point 8, you pass through point 3 again. From 
point 8, you move to point 9 then 10. The final stroke finishes  starting at point 11, 
through 12 to 13. 

Finally,  is written in two strokes. The  is simply written by tracing from point 1 to 
2.  is written as before.

Review
• We introduced four more letters of the alphabet:  (Simkath, s),  ( E),  (Phe, f ), and 

 ( odhé, ). The first three letters connect on both sides;  connects only to the right. 
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• Plurals are marked with two dots called syomé as in  ‘servants’. The simplest rule of 
making plurals, which applies to many masculine nouns, is changing the final  to  as 
in  ‘treasure’,  ‘treasures’. 

• This section covered the following new words: 
world
people
law
slave, servant
ground
please!
on
desired
wanted, asked
fell

Exercise 1.6 
1. Translate into English: 

a
b
c

2. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. This world. 
 b. Please give me ( ) money and treasure. 
 c. The servants of God, and not the servant of the peoples. 
3. Form the plural for the following words: 
 a.  b.  c.  d.  e. 
4. Form the singular of the following words: 
 a.  b.  c.  d. 

1.7 Qoph, Rish, Shin, and Taw 
This section introduces the last four letters of the Syriac alphabet. They are: 

Name   Syriac  Hebrew Arabic Sound 
Qoph  close to q 
Rish  r  
Shin  sh  
Taw  t  
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The letter  does not have a similar sound in English, and is hard to master. Say k and 
notice where the back of your tongue touches the roof of your mouth (point 1 in Figure 5). 

Now say q and notice that you have lowered the point where the back of your tongue 
touches the roof of your mouth (point 2). Now—get some cough syrup and—try to go ten 
times lower (point 3), hopefully without irritating your throat! The letter  is transliterated in 
Roman letters as q, the closest sound to it. 

The letter  sounds like r but rolled the Scottish way. Note that  looks exactly the same 
as  except that the dot is on top of the letter. Similar to , it takes another shape when 
connected to the previous letter as in . It does not connect to the left. 

The letter  sounds like sh in shame. It connects on both sides. 
Finally, the letter  sounds like t in tea. When  connects to the previous letter, a stroke 

that goes from the baseline to the top of the  makes the connection, as in  (similar to the 
line that connects ). It does not connect to the left. 

The following table summarizes how these letters connect to others. 
Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-alone
Position

Qoph
Rish
Shin
Taw

Reading
The first line is transliterated for you. Follow the same vowel patterns in lines 2-4. 

1
QaQoQéQeeQoo

2

3

4

Syriac WordReadEnglish

5ro-mohigh

Figure 5. The pronounciation of k (left), q (middle) and  (right). 
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6ra-bobig

7ho-shonow

8o-thosister

9m-shi- oChrist

10mor-yoLord

11roo- ospirit

12qa-dee-sho holy

13sha-ree-ro true

14é-marsaid

15n-faqwent out

16b-roson

17sh-moname

Phrases

1
in+nameof+fatherand+of+son

In the name of the Father, and of the Son… 

2
and+of+spiritholyoneGodtrue

… and of the Holy Spirit, one true God. 

3
LordGod

Lord God! 

4
Christsonof+Godfather

Christ, Son of God the Father. 

5
housebigand+tall

A big and tall house. 

Writing 
The following graph illustrates how the letters of this section are written. The letter  is 
written with one stroke as shown. The letter  is written like  but with the dot on the top; 
remember the top portion has to be filled in a clockwise movement. The letter , as written 
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by the calligrapher below, is made of two strokes. I learned how to write it in one stroke by 
connecting both strokes at point 2, and filling out the interior of the letter in a counter 
clockwise, spiral motion, with each circile starting at point 2, and finally making the 
connection line also starting at point 2. The letter  is written in one stroke from top to 
bottom. 

Here are some examples that illustrate how to write a few words. The word  is 
written in three strokes. The first two are for the letter  as we learned before (first stroke 
from point 1 to 2, and the second stroke from point 3 drawing a circle counter clockwise, or 
clockwise according to other traditions, back to point 3). The third stroke is for . Start at 
point 4, up to point 5, then point 6, then point 7, then back to somewhere between points 7 
and 4 to close the gap. Now fill in the  in a counter clockwise movement. When you are 
done filling it, you should be at point 4. Now move to point 8, and draw the final  as before. 

The word  is written in three strokes: the first for , the second for  and the 

third for . Simply follow the points as before. 
The word  is written in two strokes: the first for  from point 1 to 2 to 3, then the 

second for  starting at point 4. You then move clockwise to point 5, then 6, then 7, then 
8 (passing through point 3 again), then 9. Now you continue with the same stroke in 
clockwise motion to point 10, 11, then 12 (passing by point 9 again), and finishing at point 
13.

The word  is written in two strokes: one for  and the other for . Simply follow 
the points. 

 with Syomé 
When a plural word contains a , then the syomé is usually placed on it like this:  (a total of 
two points, not three); e.g. . When there is more than one , the syomé goes on the last 
one; e.g. . These, however, are late conventions as early manuscripts and texts can have 
syomé on letters other than ; e.g. .
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Review
• We introduced the last four letters of the alphabet:  (Qoph, close to q),  (Rish, rolled 

r),  (Shin, sh), and  (Taw, t ).
• When  is connected to the preceding letter, it takes a different shape as in  ‘son’. 

When  connects to the preceding letter, it takes a shape as in  ‘house’. 
• This section covered the following new words: 

high
big
now
sister
Christ
Lord
spirit
holy
true
said
went out
son
name
house

Exercise 1.7 
1. Put vowels on the following sentences: 

a
b
c

2. Translate the sentences in 1 into English ( , with a silent , means city).
3. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. A good and true uncle went to the city. 
 b. Lord God, give me bread ( ) and fish of the sea. 
 c. Now, this servant ate the nuts, and went to the big house.  

1.8 Review of the Alphabet 
Congratulations! You now know the entire Syriac alphabet. Before going forward, let us 
review the alphabet and learn something new: Rukokho and Qushoyo.

First, here is a table of the entire alphabet. 
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Name   Syriac Sound 
Olaph  (silent) 
Béth   b as in boy
Gomal   g as in give
Dolath  d as in dad
Hé  h as in home
Waw   w as in we
Zayn  z as in zebra

éth  (listen to the audio files) 
éth  (listen to the audio files) 

Yudh  y as in yet
Koph   k as in kilo
Lomadh   l as in let
Mim  m as in meet
Nun  n as in not
Simkath    s as in sand
é  (listen to the audio files) 
Phe  f as in fat
odhé   (listen to the audio files) 

Qoph   q (listen to the audio files) 
Rish   r (rolled) 
Shin  sh as in shame
Taw   t as in tea
It would be a good thing if you can start remembering the sequence of the letters so 

that you can look things up in a dictionary. The audio file has a song that will help you do 
that, or you can memorize the mnemonic: 

The following table shows the various shapes of letters depending on their position in 
the word. The names are now given in the Syriac script. 

Name Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-alone
Position
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Name Final

Position
Middle

Position
Initial

Position
Stand-alone

Position

   

   

Let us also review the vowels: 
Name Shape Sound 

 Read a as in man
 Read o as in go
 Read e as in men 
 Read ee as in meet
 Read oo as in boo

Rukokho and Qushoyo 
If you have paid attention to the audio readings, you may have noticed that some letters 
sound differently in different words, or even in the same word. Did you notice, for example, 
how  ‘house’ and  ‘sister’ were pronounced? You may have noticed that while  in 

 sounded like t as expected (bayto), in  it sounded like th in thin ( otho). In fact,  has 
those two sounds. Sometimes it is read t and sometimes th as in thin.

Determining if a  should be pronounced t or th is a complex business, and there is a 
whole section devoted to the subject in Chapter 7. It turns out that Syriac has a way to 
indicate the sound. A t sound is marked by a little dot on top of the letter as in , while 
the th sound by a little dot under the letter as in . Now, these dots, like vowel marks, are 
optional. So far we have not used these dots, but we shall do so from now on. 

Another letter that has two sounds is . The usual sound is k as in  ‘every’, 
pronounced kool or like English cool. The other sound does not have a counterpart in 
English. If you know German, it sounds like ch in acht ‘eight’. If you know Arabic, it sounds 
like . If you know neither, listen to the audio files! In Roman letters, we sometimes 
transliterate this sound as kh (not that it sounds like that). Again, Syriac has a way to mark 
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these sounds. A k sound is with a dot above the letter as in  ‘every’, and a kh sound is 
with a dot under the letter as in  ‘he eats’. 

A third letter that has two sounds is . The usual sound is g as in  ‘camel’. The 
other sound also does not exist in English—surprise, surprise! If you know French, it sounds 
like r in Paris (as the French say it). If you know Arabic, it sounds like . This latter sound is 
transcribed into Roman letters as gh (again, not that it sounds like that). The g sound is 
indicated with a dot above the letter as in  , while the gh sound with a dot under as in 

 ‘flesh’. 
We are not done. There are three more letters to go, but these are less frequently used 

by Syriac speakers themselves. I shall introduce them, however, for completeness. 
The letter  is pronounced as d as in   ‘gold’ with a dot above the letter. The other 

sound is like th in that; e.g.,  with a dot below the letter (so you end up with two dots, the 
original dot which is larger and the sound indicator dot which is smaller). The  sound is still 
observed and you will hear it in the audio files, but not to the same extent as the ,  or 
sounds.

The two remaining sound variations are almost never used today in West Syriac, except 
by a few pedantic individuals like myself who have nothing better to worry about. The letter 

 with a dot above sounds like b as we already learned. The other variation is  which 
sounds like v. As I said, no one today reads it as v. Finally, the letter  sounds like p, and no 
one uses this sound today. The variant sound is  and is the f sound we have been using 
thus far. (The sounds v and p are used in East Syriac, however, for which see Chapter 8.) 

So what are Rukokho and Qushoyo?
They are exactly what I have just explained. Letters with a dot above are called by Syriac 

grammarians , Qushoyo, meaning a hard sound. Letters with a dot below are called 
, Rukokho, meaning a soft sound. The six letters which have these sound variations are known 
by the mnemonic .

I don’t want to bother you much with these sounds, so let’s agree on the following 
policy. There is no need to put a dot above a letter. If there is no dot, we assume the usual 
sound:  is b,  is g,  is d,  is k and  is t—but  is f. I shall mark the alternative sound 
only in words when the alternative sound prevails in contemporary usage; i.e., only for  , ,
and  (sometimes  as well). 

Here are the words we learned for which we should start applying soft sounds. 
Remember, we will only mark soft sounds with a dot below:  ‘hand’,  ‘ate’, 
‘Baghdad’,  ‘inside’,  ‘this (f.)’,  ‘one (m.)’,  ‘one (f.)’,  ‘sister’, and 
‘city’.
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1.9 I Don’t Need Those Vowels, Do I? 
So far we have been reading ‘vocalized’ Syriac. That is, the vowel marks were fully written on 
each word. In reality, Syriac is usually written without vowel marks considering that vowel 
marks did not even appear until the seventh century. This is actually not as bad as it sounds 
as you will see below. The ancients did it, so can you! 

Let us start by reading some English sentences. Can you read the following? 
1. I slept on the bd. 
2. I ate a hmbrgr. 
3. pls brng me a book. 
4. I wnt to school 
5. I wnt to eat. 

You probably figured out that bd in sentence 1 is bed but without the e, and hmbrgr in 
sentence 2 is hamburger without the vowels. Similarly, the first two words in sentence 3 are 
please bring. See it is not that bad after all. 

How did you read wnt in sentences 4 and 5? If you got it right, you would have read went
in sentence 4. Actually, in sentence 5 it can be read either as want or went. This is an example 
of how a word written without vowels can be read in two (sometimes more) different ways. 
In most cases, as in sentence 4, the context of the sentence makes it clear as to which word 
you should be reading. In some cases, as in sentence 5, the sentence is not enough and one 
needs a larger context. 

Syriac operates in this same fashion. When you learn new words, try to learn them with 
and without the vowels.  

I promise to take it easy on you. Let us start omitting vowels one step at a time. 

Do I Really Need ?

You may have noticed that the vast majority of nouns end in    such as  ‘father,’ 
‘mother,’ and  ‘flower’. Since we know that the last vowel is , let us take it out. For 
example, the previous three words can be written ,  and . Here are more words: 

1ro-mohigh

2ra-bobig

3ho-shonow

4o-thosister

5m-shi- oChrist

6mor-yoLord

7roo- ospirit
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8qa-dee-shoholy

9sha-ree-rotrue

Let us review some phrases from the previous section, but now we will omit the final 
.

1

2

3

4

5

When Can I Omit ?

We studied before (see section 1.6) that plurals of masculine nouns tend to end in  rather 
than . Additionally, the plurals take the two-dot syomé as in  ‘laws’. In such cases, we 
can omit the  vowel as the two-dot syomé is a sufficient indicator. Hence, we can write 

 ‘law’ (read no-moo-so), and  ‘laws’ (read no-moo-sé ).
Here are additional examples for practice: 

1ol-moworld

2ol-méworlds

3a-mopeople

4a-mépeoples

5ab-doslave

6ab-déslaves

How about Doing Without ?

Recall that when we introduced  we also said that it is always followed by  as in 
‘law,’  ‘fish’, etc. In fact, it is the combination  that makes this vowel. 

This does not mean that the reverse is true. If there is a  in a word, it may be preceded 
by  as in  ‘fast.’

So let’s make a deal. When we have  in a word, we will omit the . The  is enough 
to tell us that the vowel is there. For example, we will say  for  and  for .
(Remember, we are omitting the final  as well.) But we will keep showing  as in  for 

 ‘fast’. 
Let us practice reading some words: 

1roo- ospirit

2no-moo-so law
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3noo-nofish

Can I Omit  Now? 

OK, we are getting there. So far we were able to omit  at the end of words, and  because 
it is usually followed by . Now, we will try to omit  in a specific context. 

You may have noticed that  is usually followed by  as in  ‘head’. (Again, the 
opposite does not hold as  can be preceded by  or  as in  ‘house’ and  ‘she 
rises’.) So whenever we have the combination , we will omit the vowel as in  ‘head’ for 

, and  ‘hand’ for . But we will show other vowels before  as in  ‘house’ for 
.
Here are some words for practice: 

1ee-dohand

2ay-dowhich (f.)

3sha-ree-ro true

Review
• Syriac is usually written without vowel marks. We will begin omitting vowels bit by 

bit.
• When a word ends in , we will not show the  as in  for  ‘father’. 
• When a masculine plural word ends in , we will not show the  as in  for .

The two-dot syomé indicates that the word is plural. 
• When  is preceded by  in the combination , we will omit the vowel mark as 

 for  ‘owl’, but we will keep other vowels before  as in  ‘day’ for 
.

• When  is preceded by  in the combination , we will omit the vowel mark as 
 for  ‘hand’, but we will keep other vowels before  as in  ‘house’ for 

.
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2 Reading with Gender 

Syriac is highly gender-sensitive. That is, words are either masculine or feminine. Almost 
every word is classified either as masculine or feminine, though there are a few exceptions 
which will be noted. Prepositions like  ‘from’,  ‘near’, etc. are not gender sensitive. 

This chapter introduces gender and how it is used with verbs, adjectives, nouns, 
numerals, and pronouns. This chapter also introduces about 80 words, giving you a 
vocabulary of about 150 words. 

Remember that in the reading sections we no longer show the  at the end of the word, 
 before a , or  before a . Further, when a word occurs many times, we will start 

omitting its vowels bit by bit. The objective is to get you used to reading Syriac without 
vowels.

2.1 Getting Our Feet Wet With Gender 
New Words 

(he) has
(she) has

board
book

key
pen

Reading Sentences
1..a brother/the is This
2..a sister/the is This
3.. is a fatherThis
4.. is a motherThis
5.. a penhasThe brother 
6.. a boardhasThe sister 
7.. a bookhasThe father 
8.. a keyhasThe mother 

New Concepts 
Unlike English, Syriac is very sensitive to gender (i.e., whether a word is masculine or 
feminine). Most words in Syriac are classified as being masculine or feminine. 

There are words whose gender is obvious from the meaning. For example, it is obvious 
that  ‘father’ and  ‘brother’ are masculine, while  ‘mother’ and  ‘sister’ are 
feminine. 

Now, when we want to say this is the/a father, it is important to use a masculine form for 
the word this. Similarly, when we want to say this is the/a mother, we need to use the feminine 
form of the word this. Syriac gives us two forms for the word this:
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•  for masculine nouns as in  ‘this is the/a brother’. 
•  for feminine nouns as in  ‘this is the/a sister’. 

In a similar fashion, if we want to say the brother has a book or the sister has a book, Syriac 
gives us two forms for the word has as follows: 

•  ‘(he) has’ as in  ‘the brother has’. 
•  ‘(she) has’ as in  ‘the sister has’. (The dot over the  indicates 

the feminine form in case the vowel on  is not written; for example,  is , and 
 is . Note that even if you put the vowel on , you still have to put the dot 

on .)

More on 
The word  has many usages in the language, and you will come across it 
frequently in this book and any other Syriac text. When it stands on its own, 
it gives the meaning of is, are. We will come across this usage in section 2.6.
For our purposes here, when it is followed by  as in  it means he
has, and when it is followed by  as in  (with a dot on the ) it 
means she has.

Exercise 2.1 
1. For each of the following words, write a Syriac sentence that says Sara has this _____:
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
 (Hint: Sara is .)
2. For each of the following words, write a Syriac sentence that says Simon has this _____:
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
 (Hint: Simon is .)
3. Translate the sentences you came up with in 1 and 2 into English. 

2.2 Gender and Verbs 
New Words 

(he) eats
(she) eats
(he) sits
(she) sits
(he) sings
(she) sings

banana
John
chair
Martha
bench
priest

church
Mark
Mary
deaconess

Note. An indented word is usually a variation of the unindented word above it. For 
example,  ‘she eats’ has similarity to  ‘he eats’ above. 
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Reading Sentences 
1..bananaaeatsfatherThe 
2..fisheatsmotherThe 
3.. on the chairsitsJohn
4..bench on the sitsMarta
5..in the churchchantsThe priest 
6..the church inchantsThe deaconess 
7.Mark has a book.
8.Mary has a pen.

New Concepts 
Gender affects verbs too. For example,  is the masculine form of ‘is eating’, while  is 
the feminine form of the same verb. Here is a list of the verbs introduced above: 
   Masculine Feminine 

eats
 sits 

sings
We will learn more about verbs in Chapter 5. 
Remember that the word has has two forms in Syriac. Masculine  as in Sentence 

7, and feminine  (with a dot above the ) as in Sentence 8. 

Exercise 2.2 
1. Write one Syriac sentence for each verb: 
 a.  ‘he drinks’ /  ‘she drinks’. 
 b.  ‘he cries’ /  ‘she cries’. 
 c.  ‘he reads’ /  ‘she reads’. 
2. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. Mary drinks water from the sea. 
 b. Mark runs ( ) to the church, and Martha runs ( ) to the house. 
 c. Sara has a big pen, and Simon has a high chair. 

2.3 Review
New Words 

(he) drinks
(she) drinks
(he) likes
(she) likes
Barsaum

juice
water
pitcher
wine
berry

girl
very (much)
has in it (m.)
has in it (f.)

Reading Sentences 
1.Barsaum drinks milk.
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2.Mary drinks juice.
3.The well has in it water.
4.The pitcher has in it wine.
5.This baby very much likes banana.
6.This girl very much likes berry.

Review
The above sentences stress what we have covered so far. You will notice the various 
masculine and feminine forms of verbs (e.g.,  vs. , and  vs. ).

Also you will notice that the it of there is in it has two forms:  is masculine, while 
 is feminine (compare that with  ‘he has’, and  ‘she has’). 

Finally remember the two forms of the demonstrative pronoun this:  is the masculine 
form as in Sentence 5, and  is the feminine form as in Sentence 6. 

Exercise 2.3 
1. Collect all the verbs from this chapter up to this point, and create a conjugation table with 
the masculine and feminine forms like this: 

Meaning Masculine Feminine 
Drinks

2. Rearrange the table you created in 1 in alphabetical order. 

2.4 Gender and Adjectives 
New Words 

student (m.)
student (f.)
bright (m.)
bright (f.)
diligent (m.)
diligent (f.)

boy
girl
small (m.)
small (f.)
diligent, successful (m.)
diligent (f.)

book
large (m.)
large (f.)
heavy (m.)
heavy (f.)
volume, codex

Reading Sentences 
1..student)male (diligent and intelligentAn
2..student)female (diligent and intelligentAn
3.. boysuccessful and smallA
4.. girlsuccessful and smallA
5.. bookheavy and largeA
6..volumeheavy and largeA
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New Concepts 
Examine the first two sentences. Both give the meaning an intelligent and diligent student, except 
that the student is male in the first sentence ( ), and female in the second (  ). 
Each one of them is followed by two adjectives. An ADJECTIVE is a word that modifies a 
noun. For example, tall in tall tree is an adjective.  

It is important to note that word order in Syriac is different from that of English. While 
in English the adjective comes before the noun, it comes after the noun in Syriac. 

The adjectives in all the sentences above are listed here: 
Table 1. Masculine and feminine adjectives. 

 Masculine Feminine 
intelligent
small
successful 
big, large 
heavy
diligent

The masculine adjectives above end in , while the feminine ones end in . Also, you 
will notice that the masculine nouns in the above sentences (  ‘male student’,  ‘boy’, 
and  ‘book’) also end in , while the feminine nouns (  ‘female student’, 
‘girl’, and  ‘codex’) end in . Soon you will realize that the ending  is the feminine’s 
best friend. 

When do we use masculine versus feminine adjectives? Simply, a masculine noun takes 
a masculine adjective (e.g.,  ‘small brother’), and a feminine noun takes a feminine 
adjective (  ‘small sister’). 

Bonus Word: 
The word  ‘tablet, codex’ is used in a liturgical sense to indicate the large volume 
(traditionally a manuscript) that contains the hymns of the canonical hours for the liturgical 
year cycle according to the West Syriac tradition (Syriac Orthodox, Catholic and Maronite). 

Exercise 2.4 
1. Give the feminine forms of the following adjectives: 
 a.  ‘high’ b.  ‘long’ c.  ‘fat’ 
2. Give the masculine forms of the following adjectives: 
 a.  ‘smart’ b.  ‘beautiful’ 
3. For each of the adjectives in 1 and 2 (including the ones you wrote), write Syriac sentences 
filling in the gaps: 
 a. This boy is ____ and he has a treasure. 
 b. This girl is ____ and she eats bread. 
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2.5 Gender and Body Parts 
New Words 

beautiful, handsome (m.)
beautiful (f.)
long (m.)
long (f.)

Tabitha, gazelle
eye
also
ear

Susan
nose
mouth
hair

Reading Sentences 
1.. eyebeautifultha has a iTab
2.. earsmallhas a )she(,Also
3..nosebeautifulSusan has a 
4.. mouthsmallhas a )she(,Also
5..longThe hand of Mary is very 
6..longthe hair of Mary is very ,Also

New Concepts 
Like the sentences of the previous section, the above sentences also contain adjectives. They 
are:

 Masculine Feminine
beautiful
small
long

Recall that masculine adjectives end in , while the feminine ones end in .
Here is a pop quiz… In the sentences above, can you figure out if  ‘eye’ is feminine 

or masculine? How about  ‘mouth’? 
Here is the answer: Since in  the adjective  is feminine (we know this 

because it ends in ), then  must be feminine too. Similarly, since in  the 
adjective  is masculine (we known this because it ends with ), then  must be 
masculine too. This is because the noun and the adjective that modifies it must be of the 
same gender. 

This was an easy quiz because the Syriac text is in front of you. How about if you were 
asked to translate beautiful eye into Syriac? You know that eye is , but how would you 
know if it is feminine or masculine? 

One way is to look it up in the dictionary. It turns out, however, that there is a simple 
rule that tells you if a body part is masculine or feminine. Let us look at the body parts we 
covered so far. The masculine ones are  ‘mouth’ and  ‘nose’; the feminine ones are 

 ‘eye’ and  ‘ear’. What is common about the masculine body parts? How about the 
feminine ones? 

Think hard! 
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Don’t look at the words. Stand in front of a mirror and look at your body parts. 
OK. Here is a hint. The following body parts are masculine:  ‘head’, and 

‘tongue’. But the following are feminine:  ‘hand’ and  ‘leg’. 
One more hint:  ‘back’ is masculine, while  ‘palm’ is feminine. Look harder in the 

mirror.
Did you get the rule? 
Here it is: if the body has a pair of the body part, then it is feminine; otherwise, it is 

masculine. For example, you only have one head, so  is masculine, but you have two 
hands so  is feminine. 

Are there exceptions? Of course! They include  ‘wing’,  ‘arm’, and  ‘breast’. 
They are masculine despite the fact that they are all pairs. 

Exercise 2.5 
1. For each of the body parts in this section, write a Syriac sentence that says: A beautiful and 
small _____.
2. For each of the following body parts, write a sentence that says: A long _____:
 a.   b.  c.  d. 

2.6 Gender with Numerals 
New Words 

one (m.)
one (f.)
two (m.)
two (f.)
three (m.)
three (f.)
four (m.)
four (f.)
five (m.)
five (f.)
ten (m.)
ten (f.)
there is, there are

Simon
contain, carries
pages
students (f.)
class
our
school
teachers (m.)
teachers (f.)
principal, administrator
wants, asks for, seeks (m.)
wants, asks for,
    seeks (f.)

gifts
but
Kenoro, harp
pictures
patriarch
Antioch
ordained
deacons
deaconess, maid
deaconesses,
maids

Reading Sentences 
1..

Simon has one book and one codex. Simon’s book contains ten pages. 
2.

There are five (male) pupils, and five (female) pupils in our class.
3.
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In our school, there are three (male) teachers, three (female) teachers, one principal, and 
one maid.

4.
Tabitha wants four gifts, but Kenoro wants four pictures.

5.
The Patriarch of Antioch ordained two deacons, and two deaconesses.

New Concepts 
The numbers one through nineteen have masculine and feminine forms. For example, the 
number three has two forms in Sentence 3: 

•  is the masculine form and is used with the masculine noun .
•  is the feminine form and is used with the feminine noun .
Also note that in the word  ‘pictures’ (last word in Sentence 4), the two-dot syomé is 

collapsed with the dot of the letter . So you get a total of two dots on the letter like this .

Punctuation Marks 
You may have noticed the usual period at the end of sentences, which is not surprising. You 
may have also noticed the slanted two-dot  within a sentence. This is a punctuation mark 
similar to the comma in English separating clauses within a sentence. 

Syriac does not have rigid rules on how to apply punctuation marks, the same way 
English did not have rigid rules until recent times. In this book, we use the two-dot mark 
to indicate a small pause. 

Bonus Word: 
The word  ‘harp’ is an epithet of a number of poets, each of whom is called 

 ‘harp of the Holy Spirit’. It is applied to David, the Old Testament psalmist, the 
theologian-poet Saint Ephrem the Syrian, and Mar Narsai of the Church of the East. 

It is also my son’s name! 

Another Bonus Word: 
The word  (meaning ‘class’ in this lesson) actually means ‘an ordered list, array’. Hence, it 
denotes the line of pupils who stand in line before they go to their classrooms. Liturgically, 
there is a genre of prayers called  which consists of a list of petitions. 

Exercise 2.6 
Give the masculine and feminine forms for the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10. 

2.7 Gender with Pronouns 
New Words 

that (m.)that (f.)story (f.)
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Matthew
what?
reads (m.)
reads (f.)
you (m.)
you (f.)

I
today
answered (m.)
answered (f.)
Holy
Sara

said (m.)
said (f.)
Saint
George

Letters which are underlined are silent. See below for more on this. 

Reading Sentences 
1.

That book; that story. 
2 :

Matthew: What (are) you reading today? 
3 :.

Matthew answered and said: I (am) reading the Holy Book (i.e., Bible). 
4 :

Sara: What (are) you reading today? 
5:.

Sara answered and said: I (am) reading the story of Saint George. 
6.

Matthew is reading that book, but Sara is reading that story of Saint George.

New Concepts 
We learned before how the demonstrative pronoun this has two forms in Syriac:  which is 
masculine, and  which is feminine. The demonstrative pronoun that also has two forms: 

•  used with masculine nouns such as  ‘book’ in Sentences 1 and 6 above. 
•  used with feminine nouns such as  ‘story’ in Sentences 1 and 6. 
The personal pronoun you also has two forms: 

•  is the masculine form and is used with masculine nouns like  in Sentence 2. 
•  is the feminine form and is used with feminine nouns like  in Sentence 4. 
The personal pronoun  ‘I’ is common to both masculine and feminine forms. So is 

 ‘we’ (it does not appear in the reading sentences). 
Remember that verbs are gender-specific; e.g.,  ‘he reads’ vs.  ‘she reads’. 

Similarly,  ‘he answered’ vs.  ‘she answered’, and  ‘he said’ vs.  ‘she said’. 

Underlined Silent Letters 
There are a few words above with underlined letters:  ‘you (m.)’,  ‘you (f.)’ with two 
underlined letters, and  ‘Saint’. These letters are silent, the same way k is silent in English 
know and knife.

Underlining the letter is optional. For example, in sentence 5 we wrote , but in 
sentence 6 we wrote . You should try to get accustomed bit by bit to the words that have 
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silent letters. There aren’t that many of them in Syriac anyway. Other examples of words 
containing a silent letter include  ‘city’, and  ‘mighty’. 

Bonus Word: 
The word , literally ‘my Lord’, has a number of meanings. It means ‘saint’ as in 

 ‘Saint George’ above. It is also a title given to patriarchs and bishops; e.g., 
 ‘Mor Ignatius’ (here, one usually transliterates it into ‘Mor’ as it becomes part of 

the name). 

Exercise 2.7 
For each of the verbs that you listed in Exercise 2.3, conjugate that verb with the following 
pronouns: 
 a.  (becomes  with the verb) ‘I’  
 b.  ‘you (m.)’ c.  ‘you (f.)’ 
Example: 

 Masculine Feminine
I drink 
You drink 
He/she drinks 

Note that he and she do not require a pronoun; it is implied from the verb. 

2.8 How Do I Recognize Masculine and Feminine 
Words?

Here are some hints to help you recognize if a word is masculine or feminine: 
1. Recall that masculine nouns tend to end in , while feminine nouns tend to end in .

Examples:  ‘male teacher’,  ‘female teacher’. The same applies to 
adjectives. There are a few exceptions such as  ‘house’ which ends in  but is 
masculine. Here is a list of common words that are feminine, but end in :  ‘road’, 

 ‘ship’,  ‘earth’,  ‘knife’, and  ‘choir’. 
2. City and regional names are always feminine:  ‘Edessa’,  ‘America’, and 

 ‘Mesopotamia’. 
3. There are some nouns that can be used as masculine and feminine. Common nouns that 

belong to this category include:  ‘monastery’,  ‘salt’,  ‘fire’,  ‘heaven’, 
 ‘sun’,  ‘moon’, and last but not least  ‘spirit’ (for which see note 4 below). 

4. One word of theological interest should also be mentioned. The word  ‘spirit’ is 
feminine unless it denotes the Holy Spirit, , in which case it is masculine (so 
one does not say  ). Earlier Syriac writers, such as St. Ephrem, used feminine 
imagery for  and this can still be seen today in liturgical texts where feminine 
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verbs are used with  when it denotes the Holy Spirit. An example is 
 ‘the Holy Spirit interweaves and puts’ where the verbs  ‘interweaves’ and 

 ‘puts’ are feminine. The masculine forms of these verbs are  and . (The 
expression  is a variant for  ‘Holy Spirit’ and is much older.) 

5. Verbs can only be recognized from their form (e.g., masculine  ‘he reads’ vs. feminine 
 ‘she reads’; and masculine  ‘he said’ vs. feminine  ‘she said’). These forms 

are covered in Chapter 4. 
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3 Reading with Number 

In the last chapter, we learned that Syriac is highly sensitive to gender (i.e., masculine vs. 
feminine). In this chapter, we will learn that Syriac is also highly sensitive to number (i.e., 
singular vs. plural). Almost every word is classified either as singular or plural. As in the case 
of gender, prepositions like  ‘from’,  ‘near’, etc. are not number sensitive. 

This chapter demonstrates how number affects verbs, adjectives, and other word 
categories. You will also get introduced to 25 or so more words giving you a total vocabulary 
of over 250 words. 

Again, remember that in the readings we no longer show the  at the end of the word, 
 before a , or  before a . Further, when a word occurs many times, we will start 

omitting its vowels bit by bit. The objective is to get you used to reading Syriac without 
vowels.

3.1 Getting Our Feet Wet With Number 
New Words
black-board
black-boards
book

books
these
brother

brothers
sister
sisters

Reading Sentences 
1..oardb-lackba has fatherThe 
2..oardsb-lackbhas The brother 
3..book has a motherThe 
4..books has sisterThe 
5..brotherThis
6..brothersThese
7..sisterThis
8..sistersThese

New Concepts 
The sentences above demonstrate singular and plural word pairs. In Sentence 1, for example, 
we encounter the singular word  ‘black-board’; its plural counterpart in Sentence 2 is 

 ‘black-boards’. The other words introduced above, which are highlighted, are: singular 
 ‘book’ and plural  ‘books’; singular  ‘brother’ and plural  ‘brothers’; singular 

 ‘sister’ and plural  ‘sisters’. 
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In English, we typically form the plural by adding an ‘s’ at the end of the singular; e.g., 
singular book becomes plural books. Syriac works differently. To form a plural from a 
masculine, singular noun that ends in  such as  ‘book’, we replace the  with  and 
add the two-dot syomé. Hence, singular  becomes plural .

As in English, there are always words that do not follow the rules. For example, English 
singular mouse becomes plural mice. In Syriac too there are such irregular words. You may 
have noticed above that the singular  ‘sister’ becomes plural . These you simply have 
to remember. Note that even irregular formations of the plural still have the two-dot syomé.

Bonus Word:  (plural  and )
Some nouns have more than one plural, each with its own meaning. One such frequent 
noun is  ‘father’. It has two plural forms: 

•  means parents; e.g.,  ‘Matthew’s parents’. 
•  means forefathers or ancestors; e.g.,  ‘the Fathers of the Syriac 

Church’.

Exercise 3.1 
1. Put vowels on the following sentences: 

a
b

2. Fill in the following gaps: 
a
b

3. Translate the sentences in 2 into English. 

3.2 Number and Verbs 
New Words
eat (pl., m.)
eat (pl., f.)
sit (pl., m.)

sit (pl., f.)
sing (pl. m.)
sing (pl., f.)

apple
apples

Reading Sentences 
1..applean eatsThe brother
2..appleseatThe brothers
3..n the chair ositsThe boy 
4..on the benchsitThe boys 
5.. in the churchchantsacon deThe 
6..monasterythe  inchantsThe deacon
7..sbananaeatssisterThe 
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8..appleseatsistersThe 
9.. on the chairsitsThe girl 

10..bench on the sitThe girls 
11.. in the churchchantsdeaconessThe 

12..monasterythe  inchantesThe deaconess

New Concepts 
The above sentences give pairs of singular and plural verbs; e.g., singular  ‘he eats’ in 
Sentence 1 and plural  ‘they eat’ in Sentence 2. The next two sentences give an example 
of singular  ‘he sits’ and plural  ‘they sit’. The next two sentences give an example 
of singular  ‘he sings’ and plural  ‘they sing’. The verbs in Sentences 1-6 are used 
with masculine subjects. Since, for example,  is masculine, the verb  is also masculine. 

Sentences 7-12 are the feminine counterparts of Sentences 1-6. You will see that 
feminine verbs also have singular and plural forms, such as  ‘she eats’ and  ‘they 
(fem.) eat’ in Sentences 7 and 8. Note that in plural feminine verbs, we use the two-dot syomé,
but not in the plural masculine verbs. Why? That’s how it is! 

Syriac, like all other Semitic languages, has many verb forms. In fact, every grammar 
book, including this Primer, contains tables that list hundreds of verb forms. So pay attention 
to new verbal forms that get introduced and learn them well; otherwise, you will be 
overwhelmed. The following table summarizes the verbal forms we have already covered. 

Table 2. Verbs according to number and gender. 
  Masculine Feminine 
 Singular Plural Singular Plural 

eat/eats 

sit/sits

sing/sings 

To help you distinguish the various verbal forms with respect to gender and number, 
here is the same table repeated below with the pronouns  ‘he’,  ‘she’,  ‘they (m.)’, 
and  ‘they (f.)’ 

  Masculine Feminine 
 Singular Plural Singular Plural 

eat/eats 

sit/sits    
sing/sings    

Exercise 3.2 
1. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences: 

a
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b
c
d
e*

    * Hint: with a combination of masculine and feminine nouns, the verb is masculine. 
2. Translate the sentences in 1 into English. 
3. Conjugate (i.e., list all forms) the verb  ‘he says’ as  in the table above. 
4. Conjugate the verb  ‘he ascends’ the same way as  above. 
5. What is the root of  ‘he sings’,  and  ‘they sing’? 

Roots 
You may have noticed that  ‘he eats’,  ‘she eats’,  ‘they (m.) eat’, 
and  ‘they (f.) eat’ share some letters. All three forms have the letters ,
, and , put together in . We call this the root. Usually the root has 

three letters. 
Similarly, the verbs  ‘he sits’,  ‘she sits’,  and  ‘they 

sit’ share three letters in common: , , and , put together in  which is 
the root of these verbs. 

What is the root of  ‘he sings’,  ‘she sings’,  and  ‘they 
sing’? This is part of your homework below. 

3.3 Number and Adjectives 
New Words 
The following table gives the various adjectival forms which appear in this section: 

Table 3. Number and adjectives. 
  Masculine Feminine 
 Singular Plural Singular Plural 
intelligent
diligent
small
successful 
big
heavy

The other new words are: 
(he) goes
(she) goes

(they m.) go
(they f.) go

library, archives
small, young

Reading Sentences 
1..student)lema (diligent and intelligentAn
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2..students)male (diligent and Intelligent
3..student)female (diligent and intelligentAn
4..students)female (diligent and Intelligent

5.. boy goes to schoolsuccessful and youngA
6.. boys go to schoolsuccessful and Young
7.. girl goes to schoolsuccessful and youngA
8.. girls go to schoolsuccessful and Young

9.
There is a large and heavy book in the library of the school.

10.
There are large and heavy books in the library of the school.

11.
There is a large and heavy codex in the library of the church.

12.
There are large and heavy codices in the library of the city.

New Concepts 
Adjectives are also number-sensitive, as well as gender-sensitive. For example, the adjective 
bright has four forms: 

•  is masculine singular as in Sentence 1. 
•  is masculine plural as in Sentence 2. 
•  is feminine singular as in Sentence 3. 
•  is feminine plural as in Sentence 4. 

Other sets of adjectives also appear in the above sentences. They were tabulated at the 
beginning of this section. 

It is probably a good time to start paying attention to how these forms differ from each 
other so that you can start recognizing other forms of adjectives. Can you find out on your 
own what is the common denominator in each column in the table above? 

Look at the endings. 
You may have noticed that all the words in each column have the same ending (or 

suffix). The following table gives the suffixes: 

Masculine Feminine 
Singular Plural Singular Plural

Bonus Word: 
The word , which is a short form of  ‘house’, means ‘house of’ or ‘place of’. It is 
used in combination with other words to create names of place. An example we have already 
seen is  ‘school’, literally ‘house of the book’ as  means ‘book’. Another 
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example is  ‘library’, literally ‘house of archives’ (  and English archive share a 
common Greek origin). 

Exercise 3.3 
1. Form the various masculine/feminine and singular/plural combinations for the following 
adjectives: 
 a.  ‘beautiful’ b.  ‘long’ 
 c.  ‘holy’  d.  ‘evil’ 
2. Classify the following adjectives by number and gender: 
 a.  ‘glorious’ b.  ‘mixed’ 
 c.  ‘strong’ d.  ‘good’ 
3. For each adjective in 2, make a table of all the other masculine/feminine and 
singular/plural forms.

3.4 How Do I Recognize Singular and Plural Words? 
In the case of nouns and adjectives, it is easy. Plurals have the two-dot syomé on top of them 
(e.g.,  ‘book’ vs.  ‘books’). That’s it! 

In the case of verbs, you can usually tell from verb endings. These will be covered in 
the next chapter. 
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4 Reading With Tense 

Now we turn our attention primarily to verbs, and here you need to start paying serious 
attention. Syriac, like all other Semitic languages, has a bewildering number of verbal forms. 

Have you ever learned a foreign language? I mean apart from Syriac of course. At 
elementary school, I was fortunate to have been introduced to English and German. To this 
day I remember some of the lessons: 

I am… you are… he is… she is.. we are… you are.. they are. 
Ich bin… du bist… er ist… sie ist…, and I cannot remember the rest now. 
This is called conjugation, which tells us the various verb forms. Syriac is rich with verb 

forms. In fact, if you pick any grammar you will find that a large portion of it is dedicated to 
verb forms. We will not be doing that here. As it turns out, many of the verb forms are not 
as frequent as others, and you may not come across them for some time. Instead, we will 
concentrate here on a few verb forms that appear in introductory texts. 

While I will try to make your experience with verbs as pleasant as possible, there is no 
way around you looking at tables, understanding them, memorizing them, and writing them 
again and again and again with different verbs until you feel you understand them. That is 
the only way to learn verbs. Sorry! 

In this chapter, we will learn the basic verb forms and tenses: past, present, and future. 
We will also take a look at participles. Additionally, this chapter will introduce you to 30 or 
so additional words. 

4.1 The Present Tense 
New Words 
The following table gives the various verbal forms introduced in this section: 

M
He sits He eats He drinks He sings 

Si
ng

ul
ar

F
She sits She eats She drinks She sings 

M
They sit They eat They drink They sing

Pl
ur

al

F
They sit They eat They drink They sing

The other new words are: 
Paul
food

earth, land, floor
Peter

stair, step
David
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night
in front
evening

Hannah
Elizabeth
Lord

morning
monastery (f.)
day

Reading Sentences 
1.

Paul sits on the chair; (he) eats food and drinks milk. 
2.

Mary sits on the floor; (she) eats food and drinks milk. 
3.

Peter and Paul sit on the bench; (they) eat food and drink wine. 
4.

Mary and Elizabeth sit on the stair; (they) eat food and drink juice. 

5.. in front of GodsingsDavid,In the night
6.. in front of the LordsingsahnnHa,In the evening
7.. in the churchsing)men(oly hthe,In the morning
8.

In (i.e., during) the day, the holy (women) sing in the monastery. 

New Concepts 
If you look at the English verbs above, you will find that there are two forms such as eats
(for singular) and eat (for plural). In Syriac, there are a lot more forms. There is a form for 
every combination of gender (masculine or feminine) and number (singular or plural). 

Most of the verbs that we have come across previously were in the present tense. The 
verbs introduced in the reading sentences above are also in the present tense. 

There are four forms in the present tense, classified by gender, and number. The 
various combinations are listed below: 

Table 4. Present Tense Verbs (3rd Person). 

M
He sits He eats He drinks He sings 

Si
ng

ul
ar

F
She sits She eats She drinks She sings 

M
They sit They eat They drink They sing

Pl
ur

al

F
They sit They eat They drink They sing

Let’s look for patterns to help us remember these four forms. Ignoring the highlighted 
words for now, take a look at the verbs in the singular masculine row. Do you see a pattern? 
It seems that there is always an  on the first letter, and  on the second letter, with no 
vowel on the last letter. (The last letter never takes a vowel in Syriac.) If we use a dotted 
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circle to represent each letter, then our pattern is . (Don’t start coloring circles with 
crayons. That’s not the point!) 

The last highlighted verb in this row is  and it does not fit the pattern as the vowel 
of the second letter is , not . This is actually not an exception, but governed by a rule. All 
what you need to know now is that if the third letter is  then the vowel of the second letter 
is . Here, the pattern is     (since we know the third letter is  we use it in the pattern 
instead of a dotted circle). 

Let’s now find a pattern for the plural masculine row. Again, ignore the highlighted 
 for now. The vowel of the first letter is . The second letter has no vowel. The vowel 

of the third letter is . Then follows the suffix . The pattern then is .
Now it is your turn to find the patterns of the two feminine rows. Simply, look at the 

verbs in each row. If you see a letter that changes in each instance, replace it with a dotted 
circle. What do you get? 

If you got it right, you would have the pattern  for the singular feminine row, and 
 for the plural feminine row (with the two-dot syomé). The following table summarizes 

the patterns: 
Table 5. Present Tense Patterns. 

M

Si
ng

ul
ar

F

M

Pl
ur

al

F

Such patterns or templates govern verb formation in Syriac and all other Semitic 
languages. It will help you a great deal if you start looking for patterns in verbs. 

Exercise 4.1 
1. Give the feminine forms of the following verbs: 
 a.  ‘he writes’ b.  ‘he takes’ 
 c.  ‘he worships’ d.  ‘he descends’ 
2. Give the masculine forms of the following verbs: 
 a.  ‘she ascends’ b.  ‘she closes’ 
 c.  ‘she kills’  d.  ‘he exits’ 
3. Replace  with  in the following sentence, changing verbs as appropriate: 

 ..
 (Vocabulary:  ‘learns’,  ‘reading’,  ‘writing’.) 
4. Replace  with  in the following sentence, changing verbs as appropriate: 

.
5. Translate the sentences in 3 and 4 (including the ones you modified) into English. 
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Templates and Syriac Morphology 
The term MORPHOLOGY is used in linguistics to describe how words are 
formed. For example, the English word unsuccessful is formed by the 
sequence un + success + ful. Most languages derive words by simply adding 
prefixes like un and suffixes like ful.

Word formation in Syriac (and all other Semitic languages) also uses 
prefixes and suffixes, but makes use of a more complex system—especially 
in verbs—called templates or patterns. We have seen templates above. As it 
turns out, templates are a blessing and help you recognize words. 

Take a look at the following verbs: , , . Do you think you 
can tell something about them, even if you don’t know what they mean? 
Compare their pattern with the patterns in the table above. You will find 
that they have a pattern that matches . So now you know that these 
are present tense verbs. They are also masculine and singular.  

See, simply by recognizing the pattern, you can tell something about the 
verb even if you don’t know the meaning. 

4.2 The Past Tense 
New Words 
letter
paper
afterwards
painted, engraved
picture
paper, leaf, card
then

wall
Rachel
short
fathers
Syriac (f.)
 useful (pl.)
scribes

they scribed, copied (m.)
them
pupils (f.)
yesterday
day

Reading Sentences 
1.

The father wrote a letter on paper; and then (he) painted a picture on the board. 
2.

The mother wrote a letter on paper; and then (she) painted a picture on the wall. 
3 :.

Matthew: you wrote a long story. 
4 :.

Rachel: you wrote a short story. 
5.

I wrote a long book. 

6.
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The Fathers of the Syriac Church wrote useful books; and the scribes copied them. 
7.

The (female) teachers of the school wrote books, and the (female) pupils copied them. 
8 :

George and Kenoro: What (did) you write today? 
9 :

Tabitha and Susan: What did (you) write yesterday? 
10.

We wrote every day. 

New Concepts 
The above sentences show a number of verbs in the past tense. In addition to being gender 
and number sensitive, verbs are also person sensitive. PERSON can be 1st (e.g., I/we), 2nd (i.e., 
you), or 3rd (i.e., he/she/they). So now our tables will become more complicated when we add 
the person variable. The table for the various past tense forms for the verbs  ‘to write’, 

 ‘to draw’, and  ‘to be hungry’ is given below. 
Table 6. Past tense verbs. 

M3

F

M2

FSi
ng

ul
ar

1

M3

F

M2

F

Pl
ur

al

1

As before, we will look at common denominators to help us remember these forms. If 
you examine each row, you will note that—apart from the first row—each row has a specific 
suffix. For example, all singular 3rd feminine forms (row 2) end in  such as  ‘she 
wrote’,  ‘she drew’, and  ‘she was hungry’. Also, all the plural 1st masculine and 
feminine forms (last row) end in  as in  ‘we wrote’,  ‘we drew’, and  ‘we 
were hungry’. The last right-most column in the table gives these endings. 

Note that the singular 3rd masculine forms (first row) have no endings. Also note that in 
the first person, the masculine and feminine forms are the same. So a man or a woman can 
say  ‘I wrote’.

Take a minute to count the number of rows in the table above… 
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Yes, we learned in this lesson ten verbal forms, and much more are coming. As I 
stressed at the beginning of this chapter, keep practicing each set of forms that you learn 
before you move on to the next section. In addition to doing the exercises below, you can 
create tables for various verbs following the above table. The most common cause of Syriac 
course drop outs is the verb. 

One final important note, especially if you are reading other grammars. All European 
and American grammars of Syriac call the past tense PERFECT TENSE (if you are interested 
why, read Section 4.7). We shall follow here the Syriac grammatical tradition which calls this 
tense  ‘the time which passed’. 

Verbs with  on the Second Letter 
Note that while the verbs  and  have  on the second letter, the verb  has 
instead. Other past tense verbs with  are  ‘he descended’ and  ‘he ascended’. You 
learn this by experience or by looking up the verb in the dictionary. (Hint: Transitive verbs, 
i.e., those which take an object, tend to have an  vowel, while intransitive verbs, i.e., those 
that do not take an object, tend to have . In Sentence 1,  is the object of .)

The endings in the above table are the same regardless of the vowel of the verb: 
‘he descended’,  ‘she descended’,  ‘you (m.) descended’,  ‘you (f.) 
descended)’, etc. 

Bonus Word: 
The word  ‘card’ shares a common ancestry with the English word card. Both come 
from Greek chartés. While the Syriac comes directly from Greek, the English comes from a 
long journey: from Middle English carde, from Anglo-French, alteration of Middle French 
carte, probably from Old Italian carta (literally ‘leaf of paper’), from Latin charta ‘leaf of 
papyrus’, from Greek chartés.

This common ancestry helps you remember words. Here are a few more words which 
share a common ancestry:  ‘Patriarch’,  ‘archive’, and  ‘sphere’. 

Exercise 4.2 
1. Conjugate the following verbs as in the table above: 
 a.  ‘he sang’  b.  ‘he took’ 
 c.  ‘he descended’ d.  ‘he ascended’ 
2. Change the verb  to  ‘copied’ in sentences 1-10 above. 
3. Conjugate the verbs in 1 above in the present tense as in section 4.1. 
4. Translate into English: 

a.
b.
c.
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Note.  ‘elephant’,  ‘sleeps’,  ‘lives’,  ‘forest’,  ‘king’,  ‘prophet’, 
‘psalm’. 

4.3 Let’s Take a Break… and Chant 
Thus far we have introduced fourteen verbal forms: four present-tense forms and ten past-
tense forms. So let’s take a break and do a bit of reading (and chanting if you like). Unlike 
the sentences which we have thus far read (which I imposed on you from my own 
composition), the reading in this section is a hymn from the liturgy. 

New Words 
they are flying (f.)
they are coming (f.)
pigeons
beautiful

first
is carrying (m.)
is carrying (f.)
Samuel

middle
creation

Reading Sentences 
The following is a hymn consisting of four lines: 

1.
2
3
4.

1. Three beautiful pigeons are flying and coming. 
2. The first (one) is carrying Samuel, 
3. The middle (one) is carrying John, 
4. And that, the third, is carrying Him, that Who is carrying the Creation. 

New Concepts 
The above text is a hymn from the West Syriac tradition. Let’s first concentrate on the 
language, then I will tell you a bit about it. 

Sentence 1: Note that the word order in the Syriac phrase and its English translation 
don’t match. Actually, we can say , but this will not fit the melody 
of the hymn. Syriac word order then is more free than English. There are two verbs here: 

 ‘are flying’ and  ‘are coming’; both are present-tense, 3rd person feminine plurals. 
The noun  ‘pigeon’ looks like a masculine noun because it does not end in , but since 
the number  ‘three’ and the adjective  ‘beautiful’ are both feminine, then  must 
be feminine too (in fact it is one of few words that can be both feminine and masculine). 

Sentences 2 and 3: The letter  is frequently used to mark the object in a sentence. In 
Sentence 2, the object is  ‘Samuel’, and in Sentence 3  ‘John’. This marker will 
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help you recognize the object of a sentence, especially when the sentence can be read 
different ways. We will see some examples later on. 

Sentence 4 is a bit complicated. The construction  does not have a clear 
equivalent in English. It literally means ‘and that, the third’, and can be translated more 
idiomatically into English as ‘and the third’. The construction  means literally ‘that, 
who carries’. We will cover constructions like  and  in Chapter 1.

You can hear the hymn chanted in the audio files. 
Did you guess the symbolism behind the hymn? 
The first pigeon is Hannah, the mother of Prophet Samuel who prophesied the coming 

of Christ. The middle one is Elizabeth, the mother of John the Baptist who prepared the 
path for Christ. Who is the third one? 

Present Tense Revisited 
We covered the present tense in section 4.1, but only for the third person. The rest of the 
conjugation of the present tense follows the third person, but adds pronouns like  ‘I’, 
‘you (m.)’,  ‘you (f.)’,  ‘we’,  ‘you (pl. m.)’, and  ‘you (pl. f.)’. The following 
table gives the entire conjugation. 

Table 7. Present Tense Full Conjugation. 

M3

F

M2

F

M   

Si
ng

ul
ar

1

F

M3

F

M2

F

M

Pl
ur

al

1

F

Note that in the present tense context,  is read  without a vowel on the . You will 
also note that there is no  on the  of  and  above. This is so because the phrase 

 is read yoth-bee-toon as one word, where the final  of the verb, and  of  are 
all silent even though we only put a line under the . Similarly, we read yoth-bo-tén
(with a long é), sho-té-toon, etc. 
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Exercise 4.3 
1. Conjugate the verb  ‘he took’ in the past tense. 
2. For each verbal form in the tables you created in 1, construct a meaningful sentence. 
3. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. The big boy wrote a letter. 
 b. The female-teacher wrote a long book. 
 c. I carried the cross (  ). 
4. Conjugate the following verbs in the present tense (1st, 2nd, and 3rd person): 
 a.  b. 

4.4 The Future Tense 
New Words 
we shall thank
they (m.) will thank
we shall worship
they(m.)will worship
he will come

she will come
he will rest
she will rest
they (m.) will cry out
Emmanuel

descended
my bones
tomb
she gave birth
virgin

Reading Sentences 
1.

We shall thank and shall worship him, Emmanuel who descended (from heaven). 
2.

They will thank and will worship him, Emmanuel who descended [from heaven].
3.

The Holy Spirit will come (masculine) and will rest upon each one. 
4.

The Holy Spirit will come (feminine) and will rest upon each one. 
5.

My bones will cry from the tomb, “the Virgin gave birth to God.” 

New Concepts 
The above sentences show a number of verbs in the future tense. As with the past tense, the 
future tense verbs are sensitive to number (singular or plural), gender (masculine or 
feminine) and person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd). You do the math. This gives 12 formations (actually 
10 because the 1st person masculine and feminine are the same). 

All the highlighted verbs, apart from the ones in Sentence 4 which we will come to 
later, begin with a . This is your clue that the verb is in the future tense. It is also a clue that 
the verb is masculine. 
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Do you see a difference between the verbs  and  in Sentence 1, and their 
counterparts  and  in Sentence 2? The second set ends in . This is your clue 
that they are plural (the first set is singular). 

The verbs in Sentence 4 begin with a . This is also a clue that they are in the future 
tense, but they are feminine. 

But be careful. These prefixes are all clues, not assurances that the verbs are in the 
future. Consider the verb  ‘he is taking’. It too begins with , but notice its pattern .
We said already that such patterns are in the present tense. It turns out the initial  is part of 
the verb’s root. 

The following table gives the conjugation of the future tense with the verbs  ‘to 
write’,  ‘to draw’, and  ‘to open’. Note that the vowel of the future tense varies from 
verb to verb: it is  in  and , but  in . The only way to know is to look it 
up in the dictionary. The last two columns on the right give the prefixes and suffixes of these 
forms.

Table 8. Future Tense Verbs. 

M3

F

M2

F

Si
ng

ul
ar

1

M3

F

M2

F

Pl
ur

al

1

Did you notice that some forms do not have the  vowel such as ? Can you 
figure out which verb forms have this vowel deleted? Look at the suffixes. You will find that 
forms with suffixes do not have the  vowel. 

All European and American grammars of Syriac call the future tense IMPERFECT (if you 
are interested why, read Section 4.7). We shall follow here the Syriac grammatical tradition 
which calls this tense  ‘the time that shall (come)’. 
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Other Usages of  (The Relative, Quotation Marker) 

You may have noticed that the letter  appears as a prefix to a number of words and it is 
highlighted in the above sentences. Remember that  is one of the  letters and it means 
‘of’.

Another usage of  (and trust me, it has many others!) is in a relative clause. A 
RELATIVE CLAUSE is the part of the sentence that gives extra information. It is usually 
introduced by a RELATIVE PRONOUN. In the English sentence here is the bottle which I bought 
this morning, the relative pronoun which introduces the relative clause (i.e., extra information) I
bought this morning. Another example is this is the girl who comes from Edessa; here, the relative 
pronoun who introduces the relative clause comes from Edessa. In Syriac,  is the mother of all 
relative pronouns. 

In Sentence 1,  ‘We shall thank and shall 
worship him, Emmanuel who descended (from heaven)’, the letter  is the relative pronoun 
for who.

Another usage of  is to introduce a quotation. This is illustrated in Sentence 5 which 
reads  ‘My bones shall cry from the tomb, “the 
Virgin gave birth to God”.’ 

Bonus Word: 
The Holy Spirit, , is commonly used in the feminine in earlier Syriac literature, 
especially in the writings of Saint Ephrem. Traces of this remain in the liturgy today. You 
will notice that in Sentences 3 and 4, we used both masculine and feminine verbs to refer to 
the Holy Spirit. In this particular instance, the liturgy uses the masculine form: 

 (the phrase  means each one, literally one one).

Exercise 4.4 
1. Conjugate the following verbs in the future tense: 
 a.  ‘he shall write’ b.  ‘he shall open’ 
 c.  ‘he shall carry’ d.  ‘he shall sign’ 
2. What is the meaning and function of  in the following sentence? 

a.
b.
c.

Note.  ‘cried, shouted’,  ‘my son’. 
3. Write three sentences one with  meaning ‘of’, a second for  as a relative pronoun, and a 
third with  marking a direct quote. 
4. Translate the sentences in 2 and 3 into English. 
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4.5 Don’t Order Me Around: The Imperative and the 
Prohibitive

New Words 
Abraham
open (sing., m.)
door
car
enter

window
exit (pl., m.)
outside
train
look (pl., f.)

there
for us
full of
mercy

Reading Sentences 
1..enter the door of the car and open,Abraham
2..window of the house the open,Sara
3.. outsideexit the door and open,Boys
4.look the door of the train and open,Girls

   there.
5.which is full, big doorthe,My Lord,us for Open

   of mercy.

New Concepts 
The above highlighted verbs are all imperative. The IMPERATIVE tense refers to commands, 
instructions, or requests for action. 

While the imperative is gender- and number-sensitive, luckily all forms are almost the 
same. They only differ in the endings, which at any rate are silent (as indicated by the line 
under the endings). So  (masculine, singular),  (feminine, singular—with a silent 
at the end),  (masculine, plural—with a silent  at the end), and  (feminine, 
plural—with a silent  at the end and a syomé ) all sound the same and mean ‘open (as a 
command)’. 

In Sentence 5, note the use of  as a relative pronoun for which.
The following table gives the conjugation of the imperative with the verbs  ‘to 

write’,  ‘to draw’, and  ‘to open’. Note that the vowel of the future tense (see Table 
8) is retained in the imperative:  in  and , but  in . The last column gives 
the suffixes of these forms. 

Table 9. Imperative verbs. 

M

Si
ng

.

F
M

Pl
ur

al

F
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Note that the table does not have the person variable. This is because all imperatives 
are in the 2nd person (you can order around someone you are speaking to, but you cannot 
order around someone in the next room or order yourself around). 

You can easily figure out the imperative of the singular masculine from the future tense: 
simply remove the  prefix; e.g.,  ‘he shall write’ becomes  ‘write (imperative)’, 

 ‘he shall sing’ becomes  ‘sing (imperative)’, etc. 

The Prohibitive 
In English one prohibits an action by negating the imperative; e.g., open the door vs. do not open 
the door. In Syriac, the prohibitive is formed by using the negation particle  with the future 
tense verb, not the imperative. The reading sentences above are rewritten with :

1.
Abraham, do not open the door of the car and do not enter.

2.
Sara, do not open the window of the house.

3.
Boys, do not open the door and do not exit outside. 

4.
Girls, do not open the door of the train and do not look there. 

Note: you have to choose the future verb with the proper person, number and gender. 

Exercise 4.5 
1. Derive the imperative from the following future verbs, and give the various forms like in 
the table above: 
 a.  ‘he shall open’ b.  ‘he shall draw’ 
 c.  ‘he shall carry’ d.  ‘he shall sign’ 
2. Derive the future tense verbs from the following imperative verbs: 
 a.  ‘kill’  b.  ‘close’ 
 c.  ‘put on clothes’ d.  ‘anoint’ 
3. For each imperative verb in 2, write a Syriac sentence and translate it into English. 
4. Convert each sentence in 3 from the imperative to the prohibitive. 
5. For each verb in 2, construct tables in the past, present, future, and imperative. 

4.6 The World of Participles 
New Words 
eagle
old

anddays
blessed (m. sing.)

blessed (m. pl.)
blessed (f. pl.)

Reading Sentences 
1..all the creationcarryingGod is 
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2. the carryinggeon is pi-girlyoung The 
   old eagle (i.e., of old times).

3.. is this dayBlessed
4.. are these daysBlessed
5.. are the prayers of the womenBlessed

New Concepts 
The PARTICIPLE is a form of the verb, but it is not a verb. It usually acts like an adjective 
modifying a noun. In English, participles end in ing, ed, or en such as I like to see smiling faces 
and I ate a boiled egg (the participles are underlined). 

In Syriac, the participles are also a form of the verb. For example,  ‘carrying’ in 
Sentence 1 derives from the verb  ‘he carried’. This is the singular masculine form. 

The singular feminine form of the same participle adds  at the end, e.g.,  in 
Sentence 2. (This is a case where the final  ending is actually feminine.) 

The plural forms are also derived by adding endings to : the plural masculine adds 
 as in , and the plural feminine by adding  with the two-dot syomé as in . The 

following table gives all the participles derived from the verb :
Table 10. Participle forms. 

M

Si
ng

.

F

M

Pl
ur

al

F

Exercise 4.6 
1. Read the discussion on patterns in section 4.1. Find the patterns in the participle forms in 
the above table using dotted circles  for root letters. 
2. Derive the various participle forms for the following verb roots, and give their English 
meaning:
 a.   b. 
 c.   d. 
3. Translate into English: 

a.
b.

Note.  ‘wood’,  ‘cross’,  ‘carried him’. 
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4.7 The Perfect and Imperfect 
In this chapter, we have studied verbs in the past tense, present tense, and future tense. The 
TENSE expresses the time at which an event described by a sentence occurs. For example, a 
sentence with a past tense verb such as I went denotes that the event took place in the past. 

Syriac grammars give three tenses, which we have studied already:  ‘the past 
tense’,  ‘the present tense’, and  ‘the future tense’. 

Western grammars of Syriac, however, tend to use other terms. They talk of perfect and 
imperfect verbs. Where do these terms come from? 

Strictly speaking, perfect and imperfect are not tenses but aspects. In language, ASPECT

marks the verb as being complete (i.e., not in a state of change or flux), or incomplete (i.e., in 
progress or otherwise conveying a sense of change). A verb whose event has completed is 
said to be a perfect verb; a verb whose event is still not complete is said to be an imperfect 
verb.

Semitic philologists and linguists still argue about how to describe the Semitic verb, and 
how aspect and tense are related. This is not something for you to worry about. Most Syriac 
grammars use the terms perfect and imperfect as if they are tenses, the perfect 
corresponding to past tense, and imperfect corresponding to future tense. 
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5 Longer Words: Prefixes and Suffixes 

We have come across the  prefixes such as the  ‘and’ in  ‘and book’. Syriac also 
allows for suffixes, making the word even longer. This chapter introduces two types of 
suffixes: possessive pronouns (like my, your, his, etc.) and object pronouns (like me, you, him,
etc.). Unlike English, these are attached at the end of words. We will also review the 
prefixes. This chapter introduces about 50 additional words. 

5.1 “It’s Mine”: Possessive Suffixes 
New Words
Isaac
grapes
Shmuni
pancake*
O!
sinner
awaken (m. sing.)
awaken (f. sing.)

awaken (m. pl.)
awaken (f. pl.)
sister
his sister
her sister
self, soul
yourself (m. sing.)
yourself (f. sing.)

selves, souls
yourselves (m. pl.)
yourselves (f. pl.)
repentance
my God
our God
Lord
our Lord

* A word I coined to use with my kids! 

Reading Sentences 
1.. sister are eating grapeshisIsaac and 
2.. sister are eating pancakesherShmuni and 
3..self for repentanceyourawaken,sinner)male(O
4.self for yourawaken,sinner)female(O

   repentance.
5.selves for yourawaken,sinners)male(O

   repentance.
6.vesselyourawaken,sinners)female (O

   for repentance.
7.. Godmyand, LordMy
8.. Godourand , LordOur

New Concepts 
The same way the English your attaches to self to form yourself, all possessive pronouns in 
Syriac attach to words (but at the end as suffixes). A POSSESSIVE PRONOUN, like the English 
my or your, attributes ownership to someone or something. 
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For example, in Sentence 1 the possessive pronoun  ‘his’ attaches to  ‘sister’ to 
form  ‘his sister’. Note that the noun ending  of  gets removed in the process. Try 
forming his book from . First, remove the ending  to get , then add the  to get 

 ‘his book’. 
Possessive pronouns are gender, number, and person sensitive too, the same way 

English has my, your, his, her, etc. In Sentence 2, you will note that the suffix for her is  as 
in  ‘her sister’, and  ‘her book’. The following table gives the entire list of 
possessive pronouns with the noun  ‘book’: 

Table 11. Possessive suffixes. 

M His book3

F Her book

M Your book2

F Your bookSi
ng

ul
ar

1 My book

M Their book3

F Their book

M Your book2

F Your book

Pl
ur

al

1 Our book

In the case of unvocalized text,  ‘his book’ and  ‘her book’ are homographs, 
but the dot on the  is enough to indicate if the suffix is masculine or feminine; e.g.,  is 

 and  is . The dot is obligatory. 

Possessive Pronouns with Plural Nouns
There is a second set of possessive pronouns that are used when the noun is masculine and
plural. For instance, while his book is , his books (plural) is  (note the use of syomé
with the plural noun). Do you know what the possessive pronoun suffix is in this case? If 
you take out , we end up with . This is the suffix. In this suffix, both the  and the 
 are silent, even though only the  is underlined. There are some modern texts where one 

finds both letters underlined like , but the orthographic tradition only underlines the 
like  and this is my preference. 

The other suffixes are straightforward. They are listed in the following table with the 
plural noun  ‘books’. 
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Table 12. Possessive suffixes with plural, masculine nouns. 

M His books3

F Her books

M Your books2

F Your booksSi
ng

ul
ar

1 My books

M Their books3

F Their books 

M Your books2

F Your books

Pl
ur

al

1 Our books

What is common in the above table? Apart from the first two rows (  and ), all 
of the possessive suffixes that attach to a plural noun begin with . Also, don’t forget that 
since the noun itself is plural, it takes the two-dot syomé.

What if the noun is feminine and plural? You simply use the first set as in Table 11. For 
example, the plural of  ‘queen’ (which is feminine) is . Then we say 
‘his queens’,  ‘her queens’, etc. 

Using

There is a way to designate possessiveness without attaching the possessive pronoun to the 
word. This is done with  which is always followed by the suffixes listed in Table 11. (If 
you are interested to learn about the history of  , read this footnote.1) The sentences 
introduced at the beginning of this chapter are repeated here with .

1.. sister are eating grapeshisIsaac and 
2.. sister are eating pancakesherShmuni and 
3..self for repentanceyourawaken,sinner)male(O
4.selfyourawaken,sinner)female(O

   for repentance.
5.selvesyourawaken,sinners)male(O

   for repentance.
6.vesselyourawaken,sinners)female(O

   for repentance.
7.. Godmyand, LordMy
8.. Godourand , LordOur

1  is composed of , which itself is an old form of the relative pronoun  meaning of, and the 
preposition  meaning to. So  would literally mean of to you; that is, belonging to you.
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Another Usage of : Double Possessive 

There are several ways in English to indicate the possessive. You can say, for example, the 
book of the boy. If you know that we are talking about the boy, you can even simply say his 
book. But you cannot say his book of the boy. That is ungrammatical. 

But Syriac is not English, and as it turns out this is actually grammatical and frequently 
used in Syriac. The double way to indicate the possessive can be used for emphasis. For 
example, one can say  literally ‘his book of the boy’ (or the book of him, who is a 
boy).

This usage is reserved only for the third person such as  ‘his book of the 
boy’,  ‘her book of the girl’,  ‘their book of the boys’, 

 ‘their books of the boys’,  ‘their book of the girls’. Of course when you 
translate the phrase into English, you have to obey English grammar; so you would say the 
book of the boy or the boy’s book.

Exercise 5.1 
1. Add all the possessive suffixes to the following nouns in tabular form: 
 a.  ‘hand’  b.  ‘milk’ 
 c.  ‘sides’  d.  ‘teachers’ 
2. Repeat 1 above using .
3. Translate into English: 

a.
b.
c(full of).
d(Merciful One).

Note.  ‘to knock’,  ‘voice’,  ‘petition’

5.2 Attaching the Object to the Verb 
New Words 
A number of names which appear in the translation. The other new words are: 
sent it (m. it)
sent it (f. it)
Tur Abdin
taught (m.)

taught (f.)
guided me
guided us
printing press

succeeded (m. pl.)
succeeded (f. pl.)

Reading Sentences 
1.

Malphono Sebastian Brock1 wrote a book and sent it to the press.

1 Sebastian Brock is the former Reader of Aramaic and Syriac at the University of Oxford. He 
retired in 2003. 
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2.
Nun Phabronia1 wrote a letter and sent it to Tur Abdin.

3.
Boys, Malphono Sebastian Brock taught you. 

4.
Girls, Nun Phabronia taught you.

5.
Malphono Sebastian Brock taught me and guided me.

6.
All Malphonos say, “Malphono Sebastian Brock taught us and guided us.”

7.
The boys succeeded because Malphono Sebastian Brock taught them.

8.
The nuns succeeded because Nun Phabronia taught them. 

New Concepts 
The OBJECT is what is affected in the sentence. In the English sentence I read the book, the 
object is the book. If we already know the object, we can replace it by an OBJECT PRONOUN;
e.g., I read it. Other English object pronouns are me, you, him, her, it, us, and them. Syriac also 
has object pronouns; they just don’t like to stand on their own and so they attach themselves 
to the verb as suffixes. Imagine saying in English I readit (without a space between read and 
it). Note: in Sentences 7 and 8, the object pronouns are not suffixes but words on their own. 

You just need to be careful and note that vowel changes take place within the verb 
when the object suffixes are added. No need to learn any rules as to what sort of changes 
take place; just be aware that they do. For example,  ‘he sent’ becomes  ‘he sent it’. 
The suffix is , but note that the  on  of  disappeared.

The following table gives all the object suffixes with the verb :
Table 13. Object pronoun suffixes. 

M He wrote him/it3

F He wrote her/it

M He wrote you2

F He wrote youSi
ng

ul
ar

1 He wrote me

M He wrote them3

F He wrote them 

M He wrote you2

F He wrote you

Pl
ur

al

1 He wrote us

1 Sister Phabronia is a nun at the Monastery of Mor Gabriel, southeast Turkey. 
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Again, note the changes to the vowels of the verb. In  ‘he wrote him/it’ the  of 
 moved from the  to the , but in  ‘he wrote you (plural)’ the  remained in its 

place. Look at all the instances. Can you figure out when the vowel shifts place and when it 
does not? 

Hint: Look at the last column on the right that gives the suffix forms. Does this help? 
You will note that if the suffix begins with a vowel as in   ‘him’, the vowel shifts 

place in the verb. If, on the other hand, the suffix begins with a consonant as in , no 
shifting takes place. 

Also note that many of the object endings in Table 13 are the same as the possessive 
endings in Table 11. This is a good thing because you have to learn less suffixes; e.g.,  is 
the object suffix in  ‘he wrote it’ and the possessive suffix in  ‘his book’. But this 
will cause you confusion when there are no vowels: what is ? You need a larger context 
(try the sentences in Exercise 3 below). 

Exercise 5.2 
1. Conjugate the following verbs with the object pronouns: 
 a.  ‘killed’  b.  ‘scribed’ 
 c.  ‘took’  d.  ‘served’ 
2. Translate into English: 

a
b
c

    Note.  ‘help’. 
3. Translate into English: 

a.
b.
c.

5.3 Revisiting the  Prefixes 
This chapter has so far introduced suffixes. We have already studied the  prefixes. Let 
us review them here. 

Four letters act as prefixes. They are: 
 meaning in.

 meaning of, as well as acting as a relative pronoun, or a quote marker. 
 meaning and.

 meaning to, and acting as an object marker. 
You can review Section 1.5 regarding some of the rules that govern these letters. 
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5.4 Putting it All Together 
New Words 
Words with prefixes and suffixes are listed in the Analysis subsection below. Other new 
words are: 
Adam
Jesus
to be
lover of
mankind

come
mercy
abbreviation for Hallelujah
he sins
repents

in the beginning
earth
speaker
praise (n.)

Reading Sentences 
1.

With (literally, in) your light we see light; Jesus full of light.
2 . . .

 ..
In the evening Abraham had called you on the peak of the mountain, and you answered 

him, (O) lover of mankind. And in the evening we call (to) you. Come to our help, 
our God full of mercy. Hallelujah. And have mercy upon us.

3.
Of (literally, in) my (own) will I sin; of my will I repent. 

4 .
.

On the Friday in the beginning, God fashioned Adam from earth. And he breathed in 
him a spirit and he made him talkative (i.e., endowed him with the power of 
speech), that he shall sing praise to Him. Hallelujah and Hallelujah. And he shall 
thank his maker. 

Analysis
There are not that many new concepts in this lesson, except how everything that we learned 
thus far can appear all together in texts. So let us analyze each of the words given above that 
contain prefixes and/or suffixes. 

Sentence 1 

 =  ++
With + light + your = with your light.  is the prefix meaning ‘in’ (although it is more 
idiomatic to say ‘with’ in English here). The main word is  ‘light’ but the final  is 
deleted when the word attaches to the object suffix  ‘your’. 

Sentence 2 

 = +
In + evening = in the evening.  is the prefix meaning ‘in’. The stem is  ‘evening’. 

 =+
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Called you. The stem is the verb  ‘called’, but the final  is deleted when it attaches to 
the object pronoun suffix  ‘you’. 

 = ++
And + you answered + him = and you answered him. The prefix  means ‘and’; it has a 
vowel because the next letter, , has no vowel. The stem is  ‘you answered’. The 
suffix  is the object pronoun for ‘him’; it is a variant of the suffix  (see section 
6.4).

 = + +
And + in + evening = and in the evening. Same analysis as  above, but with the prefix 
 for ‘and’ (again, it has a  vowel because the next letter, , has no vowel). 

 = + +
To our help. The prefix  is for ‘to’. The stem is  ‘help’ again without the  ending. 
The suffix is the possessive pronoun  for ‘our’. 

 =+
God + our = our God. The stem is  ‘help’ without the  ending. The suffix is the 
possessive pronoun  for ‘our’. 

 =+
Upon + us = upon us. The stem is  ‘upon’ but when it connects to the possessive 
pronoun  ‘our’ it looses the  (i.e., the  of  belongs to the suffix, not the stem). 

Sentence 3 

 = ++
In + will + my = literally in my will, but more idiomatically from an English point of view 
of my will. The prefix  is for ‘in/of’. The stem is  ‘will’ without the  ending. The 
suffix is the possessive pronoun  ‘my’ which is silent. 

Sentence 4 

 = +
In + Friday = literally in Friday, more idiomatically on Friday.  is the prefix meaning 
‘in/on’ but with  since the next letter, , does not have a vowel. The stem is 
‘Friday’.

 =+
Fashioned + him = fashioned him. The stem is  but the  on  shifts one position 
back to  because the object pronoun suffix  begins with a vowel. 

 = + 
Adam. The prefix  is the object marker. The stem  is the object of the phrase but 
the  of  shifts back to  (remember,  is too lazy to carry a vowel at the beginning of 
words).

 = +
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And + he breathed = and he breathed. The prefix  means ‘and’; it has a  vowel because 
the next letter, , has no vowel. The stem is  ‘he breathed’. 

 =+
In him. The prefix  means ‘in’. The object pronoun suffix  is for ‘him’. This is an 
interesting word in that it has no stem, just a prefix and a suffix. 

 = ++
And + he made + him = and he made him. The prefix  means ‘and’. The stem is  ‘he 
made’ but the  of  shifts back to  because the object pronoun suffix  begins with 
a vowel. 

 = +
That + he shall sing = that he shall sing. The prefix is the relative pronoun  for ‘that’. The 
stem is  ‘he shall sing’. 

 = +
And + he shall worship = and he shall worship. The prefix  is for ‘and’. The stem is  ‘he 
shall worship’. 

 = ++
(object marker) + maker + his = his maker. The prefix  is the object marker. The stem, 
which is the object of the phrase, is  ‘maker’ without the  ending. The suffix 
is the possessive pronoun ‘his’. 

The Noun Ending  (Absolute and Emphatic State) 
In many of the sentences above, we noticed that nouns which end in  such as 
‘maker’ lose this ending when the noun is attached to a suffix that begins with a vowel such 
as  as in  ‘his maker’. Is this a hint that the ending  is in fact not part of the 
noun and is itself an addition? 

Historically speaking, yes. Once upon a time this ending used to mean ‘the’; e.g., 
 ‘a maker’,  ‘the maker’. But this function has long been lost in the language. 

The fact that  was historically a suffix and not part of the noun may make it clearer to you 
why it is compromised and deleted when suffixes like  are added. 

Also, knowing this is important because in some dictionaries, such as J. Payne Smith’s 
A Compendious Syriac Dictionary (which you need to get if you are serious about Syriac, and I 
know you are since you are still with me), you need to look up nouns without the  ending. 

The form without the  ending is called in Syriac grammars  ‘cut’ (because the 
ending is cut). In western grammars it is called the ABSOLUTE STATE of the noun; the form 
with the ending is called the EMPHATIC STATE.

Bonus Word:  and the Abbreviation Mark 
You may have noticed that the word for Hallelujah in Syriac was simply  in the text above. 
The line above is an abbreviation mark; the full word is .
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The abbreviation mark is used in familiar words, and can be decorated in various ways. 
For example, one can write  for  ‘praise’. Usually one comes across such 
abbreviations in manuscripts and printed liturgical texts. 

Enclitic
In sentence 2, you encountered  ‘had called’. You will encounter the auxiliary verb 

 after verbs a lot in Syriac. It gives a sence of the distance past; e.g.  ‘called’, 
‘had called’,  ‘wrote’,  ‘had written’.  

Did I Hear  Correctly?
If you pay attention to the audio of sentence 3, you will notice that  is pronounced toyeb,
not to-eb. In West Syriac, when  is surrounded by vowels on both sides, it is pronounced as if 
it was ; e.g.  ‘air’ is oyar;  ‘he stands’ is qoyem.
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6 Readings 

This chapter gives 20 reading passages from Syriac literature, spanning from the early 
periods until the 20th century. With each reading, we also introduce new grammatical 
concepts. 

In the first few readings, we will be omitting some of the following vowels as before: 
final  of masculine nouns, final  in plurals, , and . Words that occur more than 
once will be given gradually without vowels. 

Remember that one or more  letters can be prefixed to a word. Also remember 
that possessive suffixes attach to nouns, and object suffixes attach to verbs. If you feel you 
need to revisit them, make sure to read Chapter 5 again. 

Note that the translations of the reading passages are extremely literal and in many 
cases not idiomatic—or even grammatical—as far as English is concerned. The aim is to 
illustrate Syriac sentence structure. 

6.1 Saint Ephrem 
New Words
Edessa
Ephrem
he came
was born
was baptized
became a pupil
Daughters of 

   the Covenant
virgin
Jacob
couplet poem
metrical poem
commentator
Nisibis

women
dialogue poem
put, composed
died
year

Reading
The following passage gives a brief biography of Saint Ephrem (d. 373).1

1.
Saint Ephrem, the interpreter (of the Bible), and the Harp of the (Holy) spirit.

2 ..
In the city of Nisibin he was born; and there he was baptized.

3.
And of Saint Jacob and Saint Abraham he became a pupil. 

4  .
And in the year 363 of our Lord, to the city of Edessa he came.

5.

1 Passage is adapted from Is aq Armalat,  (1908), vol. 2, pp. 105-106. 
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And Mimré (couplet poems), and Madroshé (metrical poems), and Sughyotho (dialogue 
poems) he composed. 

6.
And the Daughters of the Covenant, and women, and virgins, he taught. 

7.
And in it, in the city of Edessa, he died. 

Word Order 
Have you ever heard Yoda in the Star Wars epic series speak? Here are a few examples: 
“Powerful you have become,” “help you I can,” “agree with you the council does,” “When 
900 years you reach, look as good, you will not.” Note that in all of these examples, the verb 
is at the end of the sentence. This is unusual in English, but is quite OK in Syriac. The Syriac 
verb clause can appear towards the end of the sentence. 

This is not to say that putting the verb at the beginning is not grammatical. For 
example, you can rewrite Sentence 2 to read as follows:  .
‘he was born in the city of Nisibin, and he was baptized there’. Word order in Syriac 
sentences is more free than in English. 

Use of  in Narrative 
Note that Sentences 3-7 all begin with  ‘and’. The  is used frequently in narratives to link 
events in a chronological sequence. 

Passive Verbs Beginning with 
There are three verbs in the above passage that begin with :  ‘was born’,  ‘was 
baptized’, and  ‘became a pupil’. Verbs that begin with  are usually passive.  

In a sentence that has a PASSIVE VERB, the subject receives the action expressed in the 
verb. In other words, the subject is acted upon. In this case  in Sentence 1 is the subject 
receiving the action of birth or baptism. 

But be careful, there are verbs that originally contain  at the beginning like  ‘he 
came’ in Sentence 4. If you actually take away the , not much is left except the last , and 
that is a good indication that the  is original in the verb, not a passive marker. 

The  Letters With the Object Suffixes 
In Sentence 7  ‘and in it, in the city of Edessa, he died’, the 
preposition  ‘in’ occurs twice: once with the object suffix,  ‘in it’, and once with the city 
name,  ‘in Edessa’. This double usage of the preposition is frequently used in Syriac 
and gives a sense of stress; i.e., really in Edessa he died. In later readings we will see examples 
of other  letters being used this way. 

Letter Numbers 
The word  must have looked weird to you. Actually, it is not a word, but a number. 
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Syriac uses letters to designate numbers the same way we use letters for Roman 
numerals: I for 1, III for 3, VI for 6. Roman numerals can also get complicated: MMVII is 
2007. The Syriac system is actually much simpler. 

Let’s create our own system of letter numbers from the English alphabet. Let’s use a
for 1, b for 2, c for 3, d for 4, e for 5, f for 6, g for 7, h for 8, i for 9, and j for 10. Easy so far? 

Now, let’s come up with letters for 11. If j is 10 and a is 1, let’s put the two letters 
together: ja for 11. Think of it as simple addition: 

j + a = 10 + 1 = 11 
This way jb is 12, jc is 13, …, jh is 18 and ji is 19. Are you with me so far? 
Now we need a letter for 20. Let’s pick the next available letter we have not used so far. 

It is k. So if k is 20, then ka is 21, kb is 22, kc is 23, …, until ki for 29. I hope I did not loose 
you.

Let’s assign the next letter, l, for 30. So la is 31, lb is 32, etc. 
Continuing with the same idea, we will pick m for 40, n for 50, o for 60, p for 70, q for 

80, r for 90, and s for 100. 
So what is 125 in letters using our system? Just split it into hundreds, tens, and ones: 

100 + 20 + 5 = s + k + e = ske.
What is spb in numbers? Just split the letters and add their numerical counterparts: s + p

+ b = 100 + 70 + 2 = 172. 
What is the largest number you can come up with using our system? 
If you answered 199 you are correct. It will be sri (s + r + i = 100 + 90 + 9 = 199). 
How about if we need to go higher. What would the letters be for 200? Well, we have 

now used the letters up to s. What is next? Let’s use t for 200. Now, ta is 201, tb is 202, tj is 
210, tja is 211, tkb is 222, etc. 

The next available letter, u, becomes 300, then v becomes 400, w becomes 500, x
becomes 600, y becomes 700, and z becomes 800. So zri is 899 and it is the largest number 
we can manage with our system. 

Syriac works exactly in the same way we just described:  is 1,  is 2,  is 3,  is 4,  is 
5,  is 6,  is 7,  is 8,  is 9, and  is 10. So  is 11,  is 12, …,  is 18, and  is 19. 

The next available letter in the alphabet is  and it is assigned 20. So  is 21,  is 22, 
…, and  is 29. 

Then  is assigned 30,  is 40,  is 50,  is 60,  is 70,  is 80,  is 90, and  is 100. 
So  is  +  +  = 100 + 40 + 2 = 142. 

Next,  is assigned 200,  is 300, and finally  is 400. So  is 401, and  is 427. 
Now test yourself with the number in Sentence 4. What is ? It is  +  +  = 

300 + 60 + 3 = 363. 
Now, what is the line above ? It is the abbreviation mark we talked about earlier 

in section 5.4. It is used on top of letters to mark them as numbers. In some texts, the mark 
may be a simple line above only one of the letters; e.g., .
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Finally, how does one read ? The proper way is reading the number as if it were 
written in words:  ‘three hundred, and sixty, and six’ (note the double 
use of  ‘and’). The lazy way is to read the letters with  in between each pair of letters; e.g., 

shasag!
A table of the numbers appears in section 7.6. 

Analysis

Sentence 1 

The only words with prefixes are  ‘and harp’, and  ‘of the spirit’. We have seen 
many examples before using  as a prefix for ‘and’, and  for ‘of’. From now on we will not 
note them any more. 

Sentence 2 

The  of  ‘in Nisibin’ is used for ‘in’. We have seen other examples for this usage 
before, and we will no longer note it in later readings. 

About the Reading 
In Sentence 1, we have come across  ‘harp of the (holy) spirit’. We actually came 
across this term earlier. Do you remember it? It is an epithet of a number of poets such as 
David who wrote, according to tradition, the Old Testament Psalms, and Saint Ephrem who 
wrote much poetry. 

Sentence 5 lists three types of poetry.  are couplet-based poems often used in 
narratives, where each line has the same number of syllables.  are stanzaic and have 
more complex metrical structures; Saint Ephrem is the most famous of all poets who wrote 
in this type.  are simple metrical poems often in the form of dialogues, building on a 
tradition that goes back to ancient Mesopotamia. We will introduce these types of poems in 
the next three sections. 

Sentence 6 alludes to Saint Ephrem’s teaching activities. He was probably the first to 
introduce women choirs to the church. The term  ‘daughters of the Covenant’ 
refers to a group of people who were known by that name. Not much is known about the 
Children of the Covenant, but it seems that they were lay people involved in the service of 
the church. There is much literature about them in Robert Murray’s book Symbols of Church 
and Kingdom (Gorgias Press, 2004). Today, the term  ‘daughter of the covenant’ (
with a silent  is the singular of ) is used to address the wife of a priest. 

Let’s go back to Sentence 3. Two names are mentioned. Saint Ephrem served as a 
deacon under four bishops of Nisibin. Two of them were called Jacob and Abraham. 

Exercise 6.1 
1. Rewrite the reading passage moving the verbs to the front of the sentences. 
2. Translate into Syriac: 
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Saint Jacob of Edessa was born in Andiba ( ), and became a pupil of Severus 
Sebokht ( ) in the Monastery of Qenneshrin ( ). He came to 
Edessa in the year 648 of our Lord. He taught in Edessa and Antioch. He died in the 
year 708 of our Lord. 

3. Translate into English:

 .
 .   .

(Hint:  = orthodox;  = Batnan, a place name;  = Sarug, a place name.) 

6.2 Mimro (Verse) Poem 
New Words 
learning
who, which, what
he who
teaches

make
make him
kingdom
he shall

idleness
no, not
can, able

Reading
The following passage is the first stanza of a  ‘verse poem’ attributed to Saint Ephrem.1

1.
2
3.
4

1. God, give learning, to him who loves learning. 
2. And the master who teaches well, make him great in the Kingdom.
3. He who loves learning, his learning will be much. 
4. And he who loves idleness is not able to become diligent.

Verse Poetry: Meter of Saint Ephrem 
In verse poetry, a poem consists of stanzas, which in turn consist of lines. The above 
passage gives the first stanza of a longer poem. The stanza consists of four lines. 

Verse writing, as opposed to prose writing, makes use of meter (called in Syriac ).
The Syriac meter is simply defined by the number of syllables (or vowels) in a line. In the 
above poem, you will note that each line is split into two portions. Count the vowels in each 
portion. I have fully vocalized the first two lines. 

Each portion has 7 syllables (or 7 vowels). Each line has 7 + 7 vowels (because of the 
two portions). This 7-syllabic meter is very popular with Saint Ephrem. Some even argue 

1 The full poem is found in Dolabani’s  (1914), vol. 2, pp. - .
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that he is the one who invented it. For this reason, poems in this meter are usually headed 
with  ‘in the meter of Saint Ephrem’. This resulted in many poems which 
were not written by Saint Ephrem being attributed to him, simply because it is in his meter. 
So be careful when you come across poems—especially in the liturgy—that claims to be by 
Saint Ephrem. They may not be. The above poem is probably not by Saint Ephrem as it 
does not follow his fluent style of writing. 

Punctuation Marks 
PUNCTUATION MARKS are symbols, in Syriac primarily points, which serve to indicate the 
structure and organization of writing, as well as intonation and pauses to be observed when 
reading aloud. In all languages, punctuation marks evolve over time and this cannot be more 
true in the case of Syriac. We do not even understand fully all the usages of punctuation 
marks over various historical periods. The late J. B. Segal wrote an entire book about this 
subject called The Diacritical Point and the Accents in Syriac (Gorgias Press, 2004). 

Four points, , are usually used at the end of a paragraph, stanza, or, as in the above 
case, couplet (i.e., two lines of poetry). The period marks the end of a sentence. Small clauses 
of a sentence can be marked with :, , or . Unlike modern English, there are really no 
conventions of punctuation in Syriac. 

The  Construction 

The construction  is used three times, in Sentences 1, 3, and 4. In all instances it is 
followed by the present tense verb . We translated  as he who loves (or him who loves
in Sentence 1 because of the object marker  in  ). 

 on its own is an INTERROGATIVE who? which? what? The  is the relative pronoun we 
came across before for who. When put together,  becomes he who.

Analysis

Verse 2 

In , the  is the object marker.  
The  of  is for the relative pronoun who.

 is the short (absolute) form of .
 is made of the imperative verb  ‘make’ and the object suffix  ‘him’. 

Here we have another Yoda-type sentence where the verb is left until later in the sentence. 
Note the word play using . It appears twice. In the first instance it is a noun meaning 

master (compare with Hebrew Rabbi ). In the second instance, it is an adjective meaning great.

Verse 3 

The last word  ‘his learning’ is  ‘learning’ followed by the possessive pronoun 
 ‘his’. Recall that the  ending of the noun is removed when the suffix is attached. 
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Exercises 6.2 
1. Fill in the blank spaces of the following verse poem with the following words: 
 a.   b. 
 c.   d. 

2. Translate into Syriac using :
 a. He who copies a codex. 
 b. To him who sings in the church. 
 c. He who went to Edessa. 
3. The feminine counterpart of  is . Change the sentences in 2 to the feminine 
form; e.g., She who copies a codex, etc. 

6.3 Madrosho Poem 
New Words 
or
my brothers
lamb
if
they compare

Egypt
they differ
let us look
let us see
slaughtered

Zion
truth
killed, slain
both of them

Reading
The following passage makes up the first two stanzas of a Madrosho poem written this time 
genuinely by Saint Ephrem.1

1.

Behold, the Passover lamb is slain in Egypt (literally: behold, is slain in Egypt the lamb 
of Passover). 

And the True Lamb is slaughtered in Zion (literally: and is slaughtered in Zion the 
Lamb of True).

2.

At the two lambs, let us look my brethren. 
And let us see if they compare or differ. 

1 The Madrosho belongs to the Cycle on Unleavened Bread. It can be found with an English 
translation in Sebastian P. Brock and George A. Kiraz, Ephrem the Syrian, Select Poems: Vocalized Syriac 
text with English translation, introduction, and notes (2006), pp. 112-121 (my English translation above is 
more literal for pedagogical purposes). The later version, cited below in this section, is based on 
Qarabashi’s  (1968), p. 135. 
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Madrosho Poems Meter 
In verse poetry, the meter of a line is repeated throughout the entire poem. In Madrosho 
poetry, a larger unit defines the meter. This larger unit is the whole stanza. Some Madroshé 
have stanzas that are long and complex in meter. Others, like the stanzas of this particular 
Madrosho, have a simpler structure. 

Each stanza above consists of two lines. In each line, the first part has 5 syllables (or 
vowels) and the second part has 4 syllables (or vowels). Do you believe me? Count them. 

You may think I am not telling you the truth. You say, “look at  ; it 
only has 4 vowels, not 5.” You are quite right. 

But I am also right. How so? 
If in a word like  ‘east’ there are two consecutive letters without a vowel on top of 

them (  in this case), it becomes difficult to read the word. Syriac allows you to insert an 
sound on the first letter (  in this case), but you cannot write it; i.e., you read it as if it were 
written maden o. This rule applies across word boundaries. In  the two 
letters  have no vowels on them. Hence, we are allowed to add an  sound on the  as 
if the phrase were written . Now count the vowels. How many do we have? 
Yes, we now have 5 vowels. The same applies to . Read it as if it were 

 (with  sound on the ).
This is called poetic permissibilities. That is, the poet is permitted to add a vowel in 

such cases to fit the meter. 
Now count the syllables of each stanza. Does each line fit the 5 + 4 meter? 
You may have found out that  contains only 3 vowels and we are expecting 4. 

So how do we deal with this one? 
Here pretty much each letter has a vowel, apart from the first . So if we read it as if it 

were written , we will be in a good shape. In fact, later liturgical versions have it 
written with an initial . If you are interested in the details that explain this insertion of ,
then read this footnote.1

As you can see, scholars who study the metrical structure of Madroshé have to consider 
many complications. But unless you plan to become an Ephrem guru, you have nothing to 
worry about. 

Analysis

Stanza 1 

Both  and  are participles, similar to the ones we studied in section 4.6. 

1 Historically, there was a short vowel on the initial  called Schwa (a term actually borrowed 
from Syriac through Hebrew) in modern linguistics. The Schwa sounds like a short  and it must 
have taken the function of a full  sound to fill in the meter. 
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The word  is the short form (absolute) of  ‘lamb’. Do not confuse it with the 
verb  ‘he said’. 

Stanza 2 

The first word  is made up of  ‘in’, and  ‘two’ which looses its final  when it 
connects to the object suffix .

The two verbs  ‘let us look’ and  ‘let us see’ are in the future tense. Note that the 
future tense here begins with .

 is made of the relative pronoun  ‘that’ (which was omitted in the English translation 
for idiomatic reasons), and  ‘if’. Literally, the whole word means ‘that if’.

About the Reading 
This Madrosho, of which we only have seen the first stanza, is significant for at least two 
reasons. First, it represents a text written in the fourth century by Saint Ephrem which has 
been continuously used in the Syriac churches until the present day. Many church goers can 
chant the above stanza by heart, albeit the modern version reads as follows: 

1.

2.

The differences in the version that came down to us in the liturgical tradition are 
highlighted. Can you tell why these changes took place? 

It seems that after the time of Saint Ephrem someone figured out a way to compensate 
for the lack of vowels that we talked about above. By adding  in both lines of stanza one, 
later users of the hymn ensured 5 syllables in the first portion of each line. They also fixed 
the problem in stanza 2 by adding  in  (although this  is not allowed in prose, it is 
allowed in poetry).  

Can you find another variation between the liturgical version on this page, and the 
reading passage? Search hard! 

Look at the last line. In Saint Ephrem’s version, you find in the last line  which is 
in the liturgical version. This is simply a variant reading. When texts get copied for hundreds 
of years, copiests introduce variants intentionally or unintentionally. Scholars usually spend 
years comparing the same text found in various manuscripts to arrive to a perfect edition of 
the text. They give their ‘perfect’ text in the body of the book, either taking one manuscript 
as the basis of this perfect text, or coming up with one text from the various manuscripts. In 
the footnotes, they note all variant readings from various manuscripts. Such an edition is 
called a CRITICAL EDITION.

The second significance is the content of the Madrosho. There are two lambs 
mentioned in stanza 1, and in fact the whole Madrosho, as one can learn from stanza 2, 
compares and contrasts these two lambs. The first lamb is that of the Passover, ,
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mentioned in the Book of Exodus, chapter 12. The second lamb is Christ, the new Passover 
Lamb, or as Saint Ephrem calls him  ‘the True Lamb’. If you are interested to 
learn more about how the structure of the poem ingeniously compares the two lambs, read 
Brock’s description in this book: Sebastian P. Brock and George A. Kiraz, Ephrem the Syrian, 
Select Poems: Vocalized Syriac text with English translation, introduction, and notes (Brigham Young 
University Press, 2006), pp. 112-121. 

Exercise 6.3 
1. Fill in the blank spaces of the following poem with the following words: 
 a.  b.  c.   d. 

2. Translate the poem in 1 into English. 
3. Define a meter for a Madrosho, and compose two stanzas in that meter. 

6.4 Sugitho (Dialogue) Poem 
New Words 
This section has a lot of new words. Try to go over them a few times. 
I (f.) go
say (imperative, f.)
she said

 =you
   (f) are crying 
son, son of
daughter of David
he reclined
perhaps
I am becoming
I was
like this, in this manner
love
debts, sins
sins
we sinned
sinner (f.), sinful woman
more than
news

he knew, recognized
today
birth
heart
dressed, put on (garment)
to, towards
for me, to me
why?
why?
words
Lord of all
he appeases
she is approaching, 
   coming near 
he shall say
attracted
attracted him
Satan

 =you hate

until
compelled
compelled him
body
near
crafts, deceits
he approached, came near
they are angry
loved ones
mercies
forgave
forgive (imperative)
forgiver, forgives

 =I listen
she heard
banquet
began
repentance
repenting ones

Reading
The following passage gives a few stanzas from a longer  in the form of a dialogue 
poem. The dialogue takes place between the sinful woman who went to Jesus when he was 
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at the house of Simon, one of the Pharisees, and washed his feet (Luke 7:36-50), and Satan 
who is preventing her from repenting.1

1
.

The forgiver of sins to earth descended, 
And from the daughter of David wore a body. 
Mercies attracted him, and his love compelled him. 
And he came to birth, the Lord of all.

2
.

The (female) sinner heard (of) his news. 
That in the banquet of Simon He reclined. 
And she said in her heart that if I go, 
He forgives me all my sins.

3
.

Satan saw and he recognized her. 
That to repentance she is nearing. 
And with his deceits he came near next to her, 
And started in this manner to say to her: 

4:

.

Satan:
Say to me girl why are you crying. 
Perhaps your loved-ones are angry at you. 
I shall go to them, 
(and) appease them; why are you crying?

5:

.

1 Sebastian P. Brock,  (1982), pp. 50-55, stanzas 1, 6, 8, 9, 14, and 55. 
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The Sinful (Woman): 
I am not listening to your words. 
For you very much hate those who repent. 
Until today I was yours. 
And today I am becoming of the son of Mary. 

6
.

The Son of God opened a door. 
And he forgave the (female) sinner her sins. 
Forgive us our offenses and trespasses, 
For we have sinned against you more than that one (i.e. her). 

Sugitho Structure 
The history of dialogue poems goes back to ancient Mesopotamia and is found in Sumerian 
and Akkadian literature. The Syriac fathers composed many dialogue poems. Usually, the 
dialogue takes place between two biblical figures, but there are a few on other matters. There 
is a Sugitho, for example, that gives a dialogue between the body and the soul. Another gives 
a dialogue amongst the months of the year. Some of these dialogue poems, like the one we 
just read, are still used in the liturgy (this particular one on Thursday of Passion Week in the 
Night Office). 

Regarding meter, dialogue poems are actually couplet poems. Each line has the same 
number of syllables (or vowels). A dialogue poem begins with an introduction that sets the 
stage (e.g., stanzas 1-3 above). Then a dialogue begins (e.g., stanzas 4 and 5) above. The 
poem ends with a conclusion giving the moral of the story (e.g., stanza 6). The above 

 is much longer: the setting of the stage has 8 stanzas, the dialogue 45 stanzas, and 
the conclusion 3 stanzas. 

Usually scholars have to reconstruct these dialogue poems from various manuscripts 
because liturgical scribes tend not to write the whole thing to shorten services. One common 
method used by scribes to shorten hymns is to skip over every other stanza. This has terrible 
consequences in the case of dialogue poems: one ends up with a monolog! Even today 
deacons skip stanzas in a similar manner to shorten services (Syriac services are very long). 

Hint for deacons: if you plan to skip in a , chant one stanza and skip 2 stanzas. 
This way you maintain the dialogue and you don’t end up in a monolog! 

The Possessive Without Using 
We have seen thus far how to use the possessive in a number of ways. For example, David’s
daughter (or the daughter of David) can be expressed using the possessive particle  as in 

.
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There is another way to say the same thing. We can use the short (absolute)1 form of 
the word , which in many cases you can obtain by removing the ending , and getting 
rid of the possessive  as in  (in this particular word, the  is silent in the short form 

 but this has nothing to do with the possessive).  
Here are some other examples:  ‘head of the apostles’ can be expressed as 

. Similarly,  ‘big/head of the priests’ can be expressed as .
Sometimes the short form (absolute) of the noun cannot be achieved by simply 

removing the final . The absolute form of  ‘Lord’, for example, is . Hence you see 
in Stanza 1  ‘Lord of all’ (which can be expressed as ).

Use of the Present Tense as Active Participles 
The present tense verb, e.g.  ‘forgives’, can also be used as a noun for forgiver. This is 
similar to the English end -er that changes the verb write into noun writer; e.g., 
‘forgiver of sins’. Notice also the use of the possessive without  as described above. 

Attaching the Subject Pronouns to Verbs 
We have already covered the present tense in section 4.1. Frequently, the present tense is 
followed by a personal pronoun (e.g., I, you, he, she, etc.). For instance  ‘(she) is crying’ 
can be used with pronouns as follows:  ‘you are crying’,  ‘I am crying’. 

Syriac allows you to join the verb and the pronoun together. The operation is called 
CONTRACTION. It is done as follows: remove the final vowel of the verb (in this case ) as 
well as the final , then remove the  of the pronoun but keep the , then join the rest 
together. The bits that need to be removed are shown shaded below: 

You end up with  ‘you are crying’ which appears twice in stanza 4 above. 
Why would one want to do that? Look at stanza 4 and see if you can figure out the 

answer.
Hint: It has to do with the meter. 
This  is in the meter of Saint Ephrem; i.e., each ½ line has 7 syllables (or 

vowels). The full  has three vowels, which does not fit in with the rest of the text 
in stanza 4. But the short  has only two vowels giving a total of 7 vowels in 

.
Stanza 5 has two verbs that make use of contraction. These are shown below with the 

bits that are removed shaded: 

Note that in the case of  ‘I (feminine) am listening’, there is the  ending. 

1 When the short form of the noun is used for the possessive, it is called in grammars the 
‘construct’ state (see §82 in section 7.4).
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Can you find another verb that makes use of contraction which we may have missed? 
Hint: Look at Stanza 2. 
It is  ‘I am going’. It is equivalent to  (the  is silent in this verb). Compare it 

to  above. 

Forms of the Object Suffix for him
In the first stanza, we came across two forms of the object suffix for him. The first is  in 

 ‘persuaded him’. The verb here is the past tense  ‘they persuaded’. When the 
suffix  was added, the  took on an  vowel (because it is followed by ) so we get 

. Then the  moved to the . The result is .
The second is  in  ‘compelled him’. Here, the verb is  ‘compelled’. The 

form  is always used when the verb ends in .
Don’t forget the more common suffix for him:  as in  ‘he (not they) persuaded 

him’. The form of the suffix depends on the tense, gender, number and person of the verb. 
(See Table 11 in the Appendix if you want to learn more.) 

Analysis

Stanza 1 

We have covered the object suffixes in  and  above. 
 ‘and his love’ is made of  ‘and’,  ‘love’ (the final  is removed), and 

‘his’.

Stanza 2 

The verbs  ‘she heard’ and  ‘she said’ are in the past tense, feminine, singular. 
 ‘his news’ is  ‘news’ and  ‘his’. 

 ‘that in his banquet’ is the relative pronoun  ‘that’, the prefix  ‘in’, 
‘banquet’, and  ‘his’. Note the double possessive usage in , literally ‘his 
banquet of Simon’. 

 ‘in her heart’ is the prefix  ‘in’,  ‘heart’, and  ‘her’. 
 is the relative pronoun  ‘that’, and  ‘if’. 

 is a contracted form of  ‘I am going’. Note that the  is silent in this verb. 

Stanza 3 

 ‘that to repentance’ is the possessive pronoun  ‘that’, the prefix  ‘to’, and 
‘repentance’.

 ‘and with his crafts’ is  ‘and’,  ‘in’,  ‘crafts’, and  ‘his’. 
 ‘near her’ is  ‘near’ and  ‘her’ (because some prepositions, like , take the 

plural suffixes). 
In , the prefix  is a relative pronoun introducing a relative clause  ‘in this 

manner’. 
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Stanza 4 

The verb  ‘tell me’ is imperative in the feminine 2nd person. 
 and  are interrogatives, both meaning why? which?
 ‘your loved-ones’ is  ‘loved-ones’, and the suffix  ‘your’ which is used 

with plural nouns. 
 ‘on/at you’ is  ‘on’ and the same suffix  ‘your’. Note the change in the 

 vowel from  to .
 is  ‘towards, to’ and  ‘them’. 

The verbs  ‘I am going’ and  ‘I am appeasing’ are in the present tense. 

Stanza 5 

The verbs , , and  were discussed above. 
 is the object market ,  ‘words’, and  ‘your’ which is used with plural 

nouns.
 is the object marker , the relative pronoun  ‘those who’, and the verb 

‘repent’ in the present tense. 
 ‘to today’ is  ‘to’ and  which is the short (absolute) form of  ‘today’. 

 is the possessive prefix  ‘of, belonging to’ and  is the short (absolute) form of 
‘son’.

Exercise 6.4 
1. Why did the poet choose  over  in Stanza 5? Why did he chose  instead of ?
2. Conjugate the following verbs in the present tense using the full and contracted forms. 
The verb  is given here as an example. Note that the 3rd person does not have any 
suffixes.

M3

F       
M     2

F       
M       

Si
ng

ul
ar

1

F       
M     3

F       
M     2

F       
M     

Pl
ur

al

1

F       
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6.5 The Wolf, the Fox, and the Lion 
New Words 
where
stag
them
lion
rabbit
they (m.) became friends
became furious
between us
wolf
then

these
strangled
strangled him
dinner
you (sing., m.) learned
fair, just
when, at the time
certain, some
king
goat

division
divide (imperative)
lunch
they hunted
in front
in front of you
lying
jumped
breakfast
fox

Reading
The following passage is taken from stories collected by the thirteenth century polymath Bar 
Ebroyo.1

1 ..
A certain wolf, and a fox, and a lion. When they became friends, they hunted a goat, 

and a stag, and a rabbit.
2.

Then the lion said to the wolf, “divide them amongst us.”
3.

The wolf said, “The goat for you, and the stag for me, and the rabbit for the fox.” 
4.

And when the lion heard these, he became furious and jumped on the wolf and 
strangled him.

5 :.
And he said to the fox:  you divide. 

6.
The fox said to him, “let the goat be for your breakfast, and the rabbit for your lunch, 

and the stag for your dinner.” 
7.

He said to him, “from where did you learn this fair division.”
8 :

The fox said to him, “from the wolf which is lying in front of you my Lord king.” 

The Particles , , , and 
Sentence 1 above begins with  ‘a certain wolf’. The word  can also mean some,
somewhat. It is usually used with inanimate objects and animals. One uses  ‘human’ or 

1 E. A. Wallis Budge, The Laughable Stories Collected by Mar Gregory John Bar Hebraeus (London 1897; 
Gorgias Press edition 2004), no. 371. 
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‘one’ instead with humans; e.g.,  or  ‘a certain man’;  or 
‘a certain woman’. (Note that  is the feminine form of .)

In Sentence 3 you may have noticed that we left  out of the translation. It is a 
particle of explanation, corresponding to English namely. It is usually used to mark a 
quotation and takes the position of the second word in the quotation as in .

In Sentence 6,  (not to be confused with  ‘from’), is a particle that is used to 
introduce the first element of a list. In this case, the list is: 

1.
2.
3.
Usually, though not in this case, the second element is introduced by  ; e.g., 

The  usage corresponds to English on the one hand—on the other.

Revisiting  for Introducing a Quotation 
Recall that the prefix  can be used to introduce a quotation. You can see examples in 
Sentences 2, 3, 6, and 7. 

Getting Rid of a Vowel 
The suffix  ‘your’ appeared three times in Sentence 6. From now on we will do without its 
vowel. For example, we will write   for . Further, we will no longer indicate this 
suffix in the Analysis sections.

Analysis

Sentence 1 

In  ‘they became friends’ the prefix  is the passive marker. 
 ‘they hunted’ is a past tense plural masculine verb. 

Sentence 2 

 is  which is introducing the quotation , then comes  ‘divide’ 
which is an imperative verb. 

 is  ‘between, among’ and  ‘us’. 

Sentence 4 

 ‘became furious’ is also a passive verb by virtue of the prefix .
 ‘and he strangled him’ is  ‘and’,  ‘strangled’, and  ‘him’. Note the shift of 

the vowel  from  back to  when the suffix was added. 

Sentence 6 

 is the prefix  ‘for’,  ‘breakfast’, and  ‘your’. 
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 and  have the same construction. 

Sentence 7 

 ‘you learned’ is a past tense verb, singular, 2nd person, masculine. 

Sentence 8 

 is the relative pronoun  ‘which’ and  ‘lying’. 

Exercise 6.5 
1. What is  made of? What is  made of? 
2. Translate into Syriac using  to introduce quotations: 
 a. The uncle said to the father, “divide the treasure amongst us.” 
 b. Sara said to Simon, “the deacons sing in the Church.” 
 c. I told Joseph, “Mary’s hair is too long.” 
3. Rewrite the reading sentences in section 4.3 using  to list the pigeons in sentences 
2 and 3.

6.6 John of Ephesus 
New Words 
he wrote
Amid, Diyarbakir
Asia
bishop
Ephesus
they aroused
he left
was made
was ordained
children
but
golden
century
a particle
now

time
small, minor
pleasantness
fervent
blessed
Jacobite
easterners
from this time
word
shines
deacon
was called, was named
the Severians
in Syriac
authors

polish
ecclesiastical
reason
ran away
part
parts
Constantinople
persecution
beginning
simple
sixth
faith
three (feminine)
story, chronicle
stories

Reading
The following passage is a biography of John of Ephesus by Eugene Manna (d. 1928).1

1.
This John in the city of Amid in the beginning of the sixth century was born.

2  .

1 Eugene Manna,  (1901), p. .
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And in the year 529 he was ordained a deacon in the monastery of Saint John which is 
in it (i.e.) in Amid.

3
.

But on the account of the persecution which Ephrem, Patriarch of Antioch, and 
Abraham, Bishop of Amid, aroused against the Severians (i.e., followers of Severus 
of Antioch), he left and ran away to Constantinople. 

4.
But he was a fervent Jacobite.

5.
And there he was made Bishop for Asia Minor. 

6.
And from this time, he was called also John of Asia and John of Ephesus. 

7.
He, now, wrote in Syriac in Amid the stories of the blessed easterners, the followers of 

his faith. 
8.

And in Asia the ecclesiastical chronicles in three parts. 
9.

But his word (i.e., writings) is not simple in that (same) pleasantness and polish which 
shines in (the case of) the golden authors of his time. 

Adverbs Ending in 
ADVERBS are used to describe or modify verbs; e.g., quickly in he is working quickly. Adverbs in 
Syriac have the ending  as in  ‘in Syriac’ in Sentence 7. 

Doing Without Two Vowels at the Same Time 
You may have noticed that many feminine plural words end with  as in  ‘stories’ 
(singular ),  ‘ecclesiastical’ (singular ), and  ‘parts’ (singular 

). We shall start omitting the vowels in this suffix; we will write , ,
and .

Ordinal Numbers 
ORDINAL NUMBERS are used to express orders (e.g., first, second, third), as opposed to 
CARDINAL NUMBERS which are used to count (e.g., one, two, three). We came across 
cardinal numbers before. Sentence 1 above gives an example of an ordinal number, 
‘sixth’.

Ordinal numbers have the ending  for masculine numbers and  for feminine 
ones (but see the exception for second below). The following table gives the various forms 
from 1 to 10. 
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Table 14. Ordinal and Cardinal Numbers. 

Cardinal Numbers Ordinal Numbers 
Number Masc. Fem. Number Masc. Fem. 

One First
Two Second

Three Third 
Four Fourth
Five Fifth
Six Sixth
Seven Seventh 
Eight Eighth
Nine Ninth 
Ten Tenth 

The number two appears sometimes with Syomé; e.g., , .

The Conjunction 
The conjunction  gives a number of meanings: for, but, indeed, however. It appears in 
Sentence 4 above. Manna, the writer of the above passage was a Catholic (not a ‘Jacobite’), 
and may have used  for disapproval. 

Af el: Verbs Beginning with 
There is a class of verbs that begin with  such as  ‘he left’ in Sentence 3, and  ‘he 
wrote’ in Sentence 7. Usually, but not always, these verbs have another form without the 
such as  ‘he loosened’, and  ‘he wrote’. In some cases the meaning of the verbs is 
similar as in  and , but in others the meaning is very different as in  and .

Another example is  ‘he labored’, and  which actually has no meaning. 
Classical Syriac grammarians used this particular verb to denote the various verb types by 
analogy. For instance, they said that  and  are -type verbs, and that  and 

 are -type verbs. This tradition was picked up by later grammarians, even western 
grammarians. For this reason, you will find in Syriac grammars terms like P AL verbs or 
AF EL (sometimes APH EL) verbs. These are simply transliterations of  and  (the 
symbol  is used to transliterate ).

A few grammars use the verbs  ‘he killed’ and , which also has no meaning, 
instead of  and . They would then say that  is a Q AL-type verb and  is 
an AQTEL-type verb. 
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Revisiting Passive  Verbs 
A number of verbs above have the passive marker  such as  ‘he was born’. Two of the 
verbs begin with  (two s).

We mentioned above the - and -type verbs. The  prefix is used with them 
to create the passive version of the verb; e.g.,  becomes ,  becomes .

When we add the passive  to -type verbs, we get . Here the  of 
assimilates into the  giving  (both  s become hard). In Sentence 2, we have 
(from  and  giving  then ).

So whether you see  or , this should be a good indication that the verb is passive. 
Also  indicates to you that the verb is -type, while  indicates that it is -type. 
But be careful when these prefixes are actually part of the verb. In  ‘he came’, for example, 

 is part of the verb. If you take it out, you are left with , a good indication that it must be 
part of the verb. Also  ‘she came’ when not vocalized will appear as ; it cannot be 
passive because if you take out the supposed  prefix, you will end up with nothing.

The Construct: Revisiting the Possessive Without 
We saw in the previous sections how we can use the possessive using the absolute form of 
the noun. We have more similar examples in the above passage:  ‘beginning of 
century’ (instead of ),  ‘for the reason of the persecution’ (instead of 

), and  ‘the children of his faith’ (instead of ).
Western grammars call the short (absolute) form that is used to construct the 

possessive expression the CONSTRUCT STATE of the noun. 

Bonus Word: 
The shorter form of  is  which is used with other words to indicate certain 
cities: city of God=Antioch, the holy city=Jerusalem, 
city of peace=Baghdad! 

Analysis

Sentence 2 

 is  ‘and’, and  ‘year’ which is the short (construct) form of .
The year  is  +  +  +  = 400 + 100 + 20 + 9 = 529. 
The double usage of  ‘in’ in  ‘in it, in Amid’ is used for stress. Recall that city 

names are all feminine giving rise to the feminine usage of the suffix  ‘it/her’. 

Sentence 3 

 ‘which they aroused’ is  ‘which’, and  ‘they aroused’. 

Sentence 7 

 is  ‘faith’, and  ‘his’. 
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Sentence 9 

 is  ‘word’, and  ‘his’. 
 is  ‘of’,  ‘time’, and  ‘his’. 

Exercise 6.6 
1. Classify the following verbs as , , , or :
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
 e.  f.  g. h.

i.  j.  k.  l. 
2. Give the tense, gender, number, and person for each of the verbs in 1. 
3. Write the following phrases :
 a. The first man. b. Ten elephants. 
 c. The third hand. d. The seventh day. 
 e. Four deacons. f.  The fourth deaconess. 
4. Translate into Syriac using the construct state for the possessive: 
 a. The king’s mouth. b. The door’s key. 
 c. Church law.  d. The king’s son. 

6.7 The Proverbs of Ahiqar 
New Words 
Ahiqar
others
as, as if
taught
people
wife of
pour
my son
after
after you
lest
glory
remember
righteous
friend
rods
wise man

wine
taste
stones
dog
heart
perfumed
strike (imperative)
strike him
my words
his lord
oil
they shall commit 
   adultery
Nadan
he shall strike
he/we shall anoint
he shall anoint 

   you
many
fool
wicked
tombs
he left
beauty
listen (imperative)
you shall go
you shall commit 
   adultery
you shall desire
you shall desire her
my sense, my mind
you shall drink
you shall drink it

Reading
The following passage is taken from the Syriac version of the Story of Ahiqar.1

1 Dolabani,  (1962), numbers 1, 6, 10, 19, 35, 73. 
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1.
Listen my son Nadan and come to my sense (i.e., accept my way of thinking), and 

remember my words as the words of god.
2 ..

My son, do not commit adultery with the wife of your friend, lest others commit 
adultery with your wife.

3.
My son, pour out your wine on the graves of the righteous, and do not drink it with 

wicked people. 
4

.
My son, after the beauty of a woman do not go, and do not desire her in your heart, for 

the beauty of a woman is her taste, and the word of her mouth is her glory.
5.

My son, the dog that leaves his owner and came after you, with stones strike him. 
6.

My son, let a wise (person) hit you many rods (i.e., many times with a rod), and not a 
fool anoint you (with) perfumed oil. 

7.
This teaching which Ahiqar taught to Nadan, the son of his sister. 

Revisiting the Prohibitive 
Recall from section 4.5 the prohibitive, when one prohibits an action. The prohibitive is 
formed by  ‘not’ followed by the future tense; e.g.,  ‘do not commit adultery’, 

 ‘do not drink it’,  ‘do not go’, etc. 

Doing Without a Vowel 
The suffix  ‘her’ appears three times in Sentence 4. Going forward, we will start writing it 
without the vowel; e.g.,  ‘her taste’,  ‘her mouth’,  ‘her glory’. Another 
version of the suffix is  as in  ‘desire her’ (see analysis of sentence 4 below). 

Recall that the masculine form of the suffix is  ‘his’, but without a dot on top of the 
. Hence, the dot can be your guide to distinguish between her and his. For instance,  is 

 ‘his mouth’, while  is  ‘her mouth’. 
From now on, we will no longer indicate these endings in the Analysis sections nor will 

we vocalize them. 

Analysis

Sentence 1 

 is  ‘to’,  ‘sense’, and the silent possessive suffix  ‘my’. 
 is  ‘son’, and  ‘my’. Note the changes that take place in the word when the 

suffix is attached. 
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 is  ‘and’, and  which is the singular 2nd person masculine of the verb to be,
. The combination with the present tense  ‘remembers’ gives an imperative-like verb 

 ‘remember’. 
 is  the object marker,  ‘words’, and the possessive suffix  ‘my’ which is 

used with plural nouns.  ‘my words’ is the same but without the prefix. 

Sentence 2 

 ‘wife of your friend’:  is the short (construct) form of  ‘woman, wife’ 
(note the silent  ). The usage of the construct form gives the possessive notion.

 literally ‘that lest’, but more idiomatically the whole thing is translated ‘lest’. It is 
the relative pronoun  ‘that’ followed by  ‘lest’. 

 is in the future tense, plural 3rd person masculine form. 
 is  ‘in/with’,  ‘wife’, and  ‘your’. 

Sentence 3 

 is  ‘you shall drink’, verb in the future tense singular 2nd person masculine 
form, and the suffix  ‘him/it’. You may have expected to see , but this verb ends 
in  and takes different object suffixes from a regular verb (see Table 12 in the Appendix if 
you want to learn more about this). 

Sentence 4 

 is  ‘you shall lust’, future tense verb in the singular 2nd masculine form, and the 
feminine possessive suffix . You may have expected to see , but this verb is called a 
‘doubled’ verb (see Table 10 in the Appendix if you are interested), and as such it takes the 
suffix .

 is the prefix  ‘in’,  ‘heart’, and  ‘your’. 
 ‘the word of her mouth’:  is the short (construct) form of 

‘word’. The use of the construct gives the possessive sense.  is  ‘mouth’, and 
‘her’.

Sentence 5 

 ‘hit him’ is , and  ‘him’. This verb tool ends in  and has a different suffix. 

Sentence 6 

 ‘many rods’ refers to one physical rod being used many times to hit. 
 is  ‘for’,  ‘oil, anointment’, and  ‘your’. 

Sentence 7 

 is the relative pronoun  ‘which’, and  ‘taught’. 
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Summary of Assumed Knowledge 
From now on, I shall assume that you are able to recognize the following prefixes and 
suffixes which we will indicate without vowels: 
Prefixes
•  ‘in’. 
•  ‘of’ (we will indicate it when it is used as a relative pronoun). 
•  ‘and’. 
•  ‘to’ (we will indicate it when it is used as an object marker). 
Suffixes
•  ‘your’. 
•  ‘his’ 
•  and  ‘her’. 
• , ending of plural masculines such as  ‘books’. 
• , ending of plural feminines such as  ‘virgins’.

About the Reading 
The Story of Ahiqar,1 also known as the Words of Ahiqar, first appears in an Aramaic 
papyrus from 500 B.C. The narrative of the initial part of the story is expanded greatly by the 
presence of a large number of wise sayings and proverbs that Ahiqar is portrayed as speaking 
to his nephew. It is suspected by most scholars that these sayings and proverbs were 
originally a separate document, as they do not mention Ahiqar. Some of the sayings are 
similar to parts of the Biblical Book of Proverbs, others to the apocryphal Ecclesiasticus, and 
others still to Babylonian and Persian proverbs. The collection of sayings is in essence a 
selection from those common in the Middle East at the time, noticeably preferring those in 
favor of corporal punishment. 

Ahiqar’s name is mentioned in the Book of Tobit, and the legend’s tradition continued 
in Syriac. In the story, Ahiqar was chancellor to the Assyrian kings Sennacherib and 
Esarhaddon. Having no child of his own, he adopted his nephew Nadan, and raised him to 
be his successor. Nadan ungratefully plotted to have his elderly uncle murdered, and 
persuades Esarhaddon that Ahiqar has committed treason. Esarhaddon orders Ahiqar be 
executed in response, and so Ahiqar is arrested and imprisoned to await punishment. 
However, Ahiqar reminds the executioner that the executioner had been saved by Ahiqar 
from a similar fate under Sennacherib, and so the executioner kills one of his (innocent) 
eunuchs instead, and pretends to Esarhaddon that it is the body of Ahiqar. 

Exercise 6.7 
1. List the following words with the possessive suffixes in section 5.1:
 a.  ‘wine’ b.  ‘oil’ c.  ‘woman’  d.  ‘after’ 

1 Adapted from Wikipedia on http://www.wikipedia.org. 
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Note. The  of  is deleted when the possessive suffix begins with a vowel. 
2. Translate the following into Syriac: 
 a. John, do not write a letter. 
 b. Sara, do not write a Phanqitho. 
 c. Boys, do not draw on the board. 
 d. Girls, do not sing in the house. 
 e. Boys and girls, do not sing today. 

6.8 Taw Mim Simkath 
New Words
feather, wing
ground (pl.)
I drank
ignorant
within
wing
wings
mind
palm (fem.)
she made wise, gave 
   wisdom

sweet (sing., m.)
sweet (pl., m.)
good
young
youthfulness, youth
she fed
association
crumbs
virtues
he is jumping

plucked
blind
she held fast
bird
she adorned
person
clipped (adj.)
adolescence
tutor

Reading
During the aftermath of the massacres that befell the Syriac-speaking Christians of Ottoman 
Turkey in 1895, Syriac-speaking immigrants in the United States established an Association 
named by the acronym ... . The Association established an orphanage that produced a 
number of Syriac educators. One of them was Fawlos Gabriel (1912-1971) who composed 
this poem in recognition of ... .1

1

I was a bird, whose feathers (were) plucked. 
And I was jumping, and my wings clipped 
 On the ground. 
In her (i.e., the Association’s) hands it fed sweet crumbs. 

1 Gabriel Asad,  (1953), pp. 34-37. 
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And from within her palms I drank water 
 Of the good Association

2

 . .
I was young and ignorant, and (with a) blind mind. 
She became for me a tutor, also a teacher. 
 And she held fast my adolescence. 
With all learning, she made wise my youth. 
And with virtues, she adorned my person. 
 Taw Mim Simkath

Plurals Ending in 
We have covered so far the masculine plurals that end in ; e.g.,  ‘book’,  ‘books’. 
There is another form of plurals ending in ; e.g.,  ‘books’. The two-dot Syomé is still 
used. Like the short (absolute) form  ‘book’, the plurals ending in  are also called 
absolute forms. 

In the above text, there are two nouns making use of this plural type:  ‘wings’ (as 
opposed to  ), and  ‘learnings’ (as opposed to ).

Plural adjectives can have the same ending:  ‘plucked’ but without Syomé. 

Plurals like 
Did you notice that the plural of  ‘sweet’ is not ? It is . Masculine nouns that 
end in  have a plural in in this pattern; e.g.  ‘pen’,  ‘pens’;  ‘epithet for bishop’, 

 ‘bishops’. 

The Verb 
The verb  corresponds to the English verb to be (i.e., present am, is, are, or past was, were), 
to become. We have already came across it before:  ‘I was’ in Stanza 1 above, and 
‘you became’ in Sentence 1 of Section 6.7 (although there it got lost in the translation as 
saying become remember is not idiomatic). You would have noticed that sometimes there is a 
line under the  indicating that it is silent, and sometimes there is no line. With the line it 
usually corresponds to the verb to be, and without the line it means to become. The verb is 
conjugated in the following table. 
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Table 15. Conjugation of the verb .

M He became He was3
F She became She was
M You became You were2
F You became You wereSi

ng
ul

ar

1 I became I was
M They became They were3
F They became They were
M You became You were2

F You became You were

Pl
ur

al

1 We became We were

For example, we have in the Nicene Creed  ‘and he became man’. In Stanza 5 
of section 6.4, we had  ‘until today I was yours’. 

The Diacritic Point in 
You may have noticed that in past tense verbs, the singular 1st person and the singular 3rd

feminine are homographs. For example,  could be  ‘I wrote’, or  ‘she 
wrote’; similarly,  could be  ‘I fed’, or  ‘she fed’. The former has the ending 

, while the latter has the ending .
In the absence of vowels, one can use a diacritic point on the top-left of the  to 

indicate the singular 3rd feminine form. Hence, , by virtue of the dot, is , and 
 is . Do not confuse this dot which appears on the left of  with the Qushoyo 

‘hard’ dot which appears on the right of .

Analysis

Sentence 1 

 is the relative pronoun  ‘whose’,  ‘feathers’, and  ‘her’ which is used with 
plural nouns. 

 has a similar formation. 

Sentence 2 

 is  ‘and’,  ‘adolescence’, and the silent suffix  ‘my’. 
 is the object marker ,  ‘youth’, and the suffix .  has a 

similar formation. 
We will no longer indicate the silent suffix  ‘my’ in later sections. 

 is the letter name for  of .. , the Associations acronym, but is also a verb 
meaning ‘she (the Association?) held fast’. The fact that the letter is spelled out may indicate 
a play on words by the author. 
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About the Reading 
On October 8, 1899, a group of young men who fled Ottoman Diyarbakir (the historic city 
of Amid we read about) after the horrific massacres of 1895, met in Sterling, New Jersey. 
They organized a club to help their fellow Syriac Christians who remained in Amid. They 
started with an initiation fee of one dollar and weekly dues of five cents. 

The year 1915 brought further massacres and killings of Christians in Ottoman Turkey, 
a year called now in Syriac the year of  ‘sword’ (two excellent accounts of these 
massacres are David Gaunt’s Massacres, Resistance, Protectors: Muslim-Christian Relations in Eastern 
Anatolia During World War I (2006), and Sebastien de Courtois’ The Forgotten Genocide: Eastern 
Christians, The Last Arameans (2004), both available from www.gorgiaspress.com). Following 
the massacres, many were displaced. The New Jersey group began to think about 
establishing an orphanage for the survivors. Their club became known as .. , an acronym 
not for a Syriac name but an Arabic one taraqq  al-mad ris al-sury niyyah ‘progress of Syriac 
schools’, with the English name The Assyrian National School Association of America. It is now 
the oldest organization of this immigrant community that is still functioning, sometimes 
known in English as T.M.S. 

The Association managed to establish an orphanage in Adana where many survivors 
received education. A few graduates of this school became luminaries of 20th century Syriac 
literature. One such luminary was Fawlos Gabriel. 

Born in Kharput in 1912, he was sent to the orphanage after the massacres of 1915. 
During WWI, the orphanage moved to Beirut. Later he joined the American College, and 
after his graduation he became the principal of the orphanage. He co-authored with Costaz a 
number of textbooks for teaching Syriac at the Lebanese University. 

Exercise 6.8 
1. What is  made of? What is  made of? 
2. Give the plural of the following nouns using  and  : 
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
3. Translate into Syriac without using vowel marks on verbs: 
 a. I wrote a book. 
 b. She sang in the church. 
 c. She wrote a letter. 
 d. I sang with him. 

6.9 From the Eucharistic Liturgy 
New Words 
divine (m.)
divine (f.)

person
grant

was given
 = bless 
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   my lord 
together
love
our lives
priest

all of you
merciful
deacon
kiss
let us bow

let us give
people
holy (f.)
neighbor
peace

Reading
The following passage is taken from the Eucharistic Liturgy of the Syriac Orthodox Church 
at the time of the giving of the Kiss of Peace. 

1 :.
Deacon: Bless my lord.

2 :.
Priest: Peace unto you all.

3 :.
People: And with your spirit. 

4 :

Deacon: (Let) us give peace to each other, each person to his neighbor, with a holy and 
divine kiss, in the love of our Lord and our God.

5 :
People: Grant to us Lord God this peace all (of them) of the days of our lives. 

6 :.
Deacon: After this holy and divine peace which was given, in front of the merciful Lord 

(let us) bow our heads. 
7 :.

People: In front of you, our Lord and our God. 

Space
Space between words appears first in Aramaic, at least as early as the 5th century BC, but 
does not become the norm, even in Greek in the West, until the early Christian period. 
Syriac documents, the earliest of which is from December 240, always had space between 
words. Sometimes, however, one finds words without a space such as  above, from 

. One sometimes finds  for  ‘have mercy upon us’, and in 
manuscripts phrases like  for  ‘forever and ever’, and even 

 for  ‘our Lord Jesus Christ’.

Using the Future as Instruction 
In the liturgical text above, you may have noticed that the future tense verbs  ‘we shall 
give’ (line 4) and  ‘we shall bow’ (4) are used in the form of instruction; i.e. ‘let us give’, 
‘let us bow’. You can say, for example,  ‘let us eat’. 
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Analysis

Sentence 1 

 ‘bless my lord’ is made of two words joined together: the imperative  ‘bless’, and 
 ‘my lord’ (itself from  ‘lord’ and  ‘my’). Note that the  of  is deleted when the 

suffix  is added. 
The word occurs so frequently in the liturgy asking the priest to bless, that it has 

become a common greeting for priests. When you meet a Syriac priest, you do not say good 
morning, good evening, or good day. You simply say . The priest then replies 
‘God will bless’. 

Sentence 2 

 ‘to you all’ is  ‘to’,  ‘all’,  ‘you’ (pl.). 

Sentence 4 

 is the future tense verb in the plural 1st person. 
 is the possessive pronoun  ‘of’, , and  ‘our’. The same changes that occur in 

 occur in  when the suffix is added. 
 is  ‘and’,  ‘God’, and  ‘our’. 

We will no longer indicate the suffix  ‘our’ in future readings. 

Sentence 6 

 is the abbreviation for  ‘deacon’. 
 is the possessive  ‘which’, and  ‘was given’. The verb is passive by virtue 

of the  prefix to the verb. 

Exercise 6.9 
1. Using the possessive suffixes from section 5.1, change the phrase  to 
read:
 a. Peace be unto us. b. Peace be unto them. 
 c. Peace be unto them (fem.). d. Peace be unto you (pl. fem.). 
2. Rewrite sentence 4 from the reading replacing feminine  with its masculine 
counterpart .

6.10 The Lord’s Prayer from the Peshitta Version 
New Words 
your (pl.) father
our Father
as
evil, evil one
children of man, people

then (adverb of time)
debts
sins, trespasses
debtor
power

bread
foreverandever
temptation
he shall forgive
our need
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offenses
deliver
will (n.)
pray (imperative, pl.)

he forgave
we forgave
he forgives
forgive (imperative)

heaven
=make us enter

glory
you shall forgive

Reading
The following passage is taken from the Peshitta version of Matthew, Chapter 6, verses 9-15. 

9 :.
In this manner then you pray: Our Father who are in Heaven, let your name be holy.

10.
Let your kingdom come; let your will be (done) as in heaven also on earth.

11.
Give us bread of our need today. 

12)(.
And forgive us our debts (and sins), as also we forgave our debtors.

13

And do not make us enter into temptation, but deliver us from evil, for yours is the 
kingdom, and the power, and the glory, forever and ever. 

14.
If, therefore, you shall forgive people their offenses, your father who is in heaven shall 

also forgive you. 
15

If, however, you do not forgive people, neither your father forgives you your offenses. 

The Suffixes  and 
We have come across these plural suffixes before:  for the second person, and  for the 
third person. We will no longer indicate them or vocalize them in later sections. 

Adding
There are two versions of the Lord’s Prayer in the Gospels: In Matthew, verse 12 uses .
The corresponding verse in Luke uses . The liturgical practice combines both. 

Analysis

Verse 9 

 is an imperative plural. 

Verse 13 

 is from :  is the future tense verb, the  of  is the object marker, and 
 is the object suffix ‘us’. 

Similarly  is from the contraction of . Note the ligature . (See section 6.16 for 
ligatures.) 
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Verse 14 

 ‘people’ (literally ‘children of man’) is  but without a space (in which case 
the silent  is removed). The  is the object marker,  is the construct form of 
‘children’ and gives the notion of the possessive when used with the next noun .

Verse 15 

 is  ‘also’ and  ‘not’ (i.e., also not, or neither), but without a space. 

Exercise 6.10 
1. Conjugate  in the past and future tenses. 
2. Add the possessive suffixes introduced in section 5.1 to  and .

6.11 Aydin’s Introduction to Brock’s The Bible in the 
Syriac Tradition

New Words 
I gazed
nation
my sisters
my brothers
my hands
as
English
I shall translate it
I translated
it became certain
through
are immersed
studies
composed
enviable

much
are buried
chief
benefit
heavy, rich
heritage
trouble
deserves
according
tongue, language
beneficial
immediately
honorable
fully
I present

tradition
titled, named
they shall become aware
they shall dig
they shall pick
hope
literary work
treasure
book
hard labor
the ancient ones
gift
love of
glorious
under

Reading
The following passage is taken from the preface of (Mor Polycarpus) Eugene Aydin’s 
translation of Brock’s The Bible in the Syriac Tradition (Gorgias Press, 2006).1

1»«

When fell under my hands the rich literary-work which is titled The Holy Bible According 
to the Syriac Tradition which is composed in the English language (by) the chief 
Malphono the honorable Sebastian Brock,

1 Eugene Aydin,  (Gorgias Press, 2002). 
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2

.
I gazed at it fully, and immediately it became certain to me that it (will be) much 

beneficial and very much deserves that I translate it into the Syriac tongue (i.e., 
language) for the benefit of the children of the glorious Syriac Church and the 
happy/enviable Syriac nation.

3
.

And as such, after hard labor and much trouble I translated this rich work and I present 
it as a gift to my brothers and my sisters, those who are immersed in the love of 
the learning of the Holy Bible and its study. 

4
.

And I have hope that they pick from it great benefit and through it they become aware 
of the glorious heritage of the ancient, their forefathers, and they dig in the rich 
treasures which are buried in the books (i.e., of the writings of the Fathers).

Verb Types , , and 
We have already discussed that verbs belong to various types such as  and . There 
is also the -type verb. 

Let us look at various verbs from the above passage and see if we can classify them 
according to their types. The first verb that occurs above is . Does it look like a 
verb,  verb, or  verb? Compare their letter positions and vowels. You will find 
that  matches .

Sentence 2 begins with the verb  ‘I gazed’. What type of a verb do you think it is? 
The  at the beginning is a good indication that the verb is of the  type even though the 
vowels may not match exactly. Another verb of this type is  ‘I translated’ in Sentence 3. 

There is one verb of type . It is  in  in Sentence 3. Its vowels match 
.
How important is it to recognize the various verb types? Well, that depends on what 

you really want to do with Syriac. If all that you aim at is understanding simple texts, you 
need not worry about the verb typology. If you were to ask the average Syriac speaker, she 
would not even know of the existence of this typology (the same way the average English 
speaker hardly knows the details of English grammar). Yet, she understands and speaks the 
language. However, if you plan to become a serious student of Syriac, knowing the verb 
typology will help you a lot in understanding the numerous verbal forms of the language.

The Root 
Do you see a similarity in  ‘I translated’ and  ‘I shall translate it’? They both 
begin with . The initial  may indicate to you that this is an  type verb. In fact, it is. 
The basic  form is . The root of the verb are the three letters .
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Let us find the roots of  and . These are in the future tense, and are 
plurals. As such, they begin with  and end in  (review Table 8 in section 4.4). If you 
remove them, you end up with the roots  and .

Now let us find the root of . It too is a future plural form. Removing the prefix 
and the suffix , we end up with . Hmm! Roots usually have three letters, not two. 
There is a class of verbs whose third root letter is . Do you remember what we said about 
before: that it is too lazy to carry a vowel. Well,  is also a push-over! If a suffix comes near 
it, it runs away. The root here is  but when the suffix  got attached,  disappeared. 

Analysis

Sentence 1 

 ‘my hands’ is  ‘hands’ and  ‘my’. The final  of the noun is removed when the 
suffix is attached. 

Sentence 2 

 ‘fully’ is an adjective with an  ending. 
 is the short (absolute) form of .

 ‘that I translate it’ is the relative pronoun  ‘that’,  ‘I translate’ (
type), and the suffix  ‘it’. Note the removal of the second  in  when the suffix is 
added.

 ‘children of the church’ has the same formation as  in the previous 
section. 

Sentence 3 

 ‘love of learning’ is a construct for . It should not be confused 
with the feminine past tense verb  ‘she loved’. 

Exercise 6.11 
1. Give the typology ( , , , , , or  ) of the following 
verbs.
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
 e.  f. 
2. Rewrite the reading passage replacing  with feminine . Note: feminine 
adjectives (participles) are introduced in section 4.6, and verb conjugations in other sections 
of chapter 4; feminine form of  is .
3. Give the root of the following verbs: 
 a.  b.  c. 

d.  e.  f. 
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6.12 Doctrine of Simon Peter in Rome 
New Words 
meeting, welcoming
he was crucified
we go
they brought him
sign
countries
immediately
he requested
man, human (lit. ‘son 
   of man’)
head down
joy
he became alive
sorcerer
gathering
he captured him
some

is trusted, believed in
restores to life
dead man
you are preaching
teaching, doctrine
he was preaching
is accepted
he shall go
he shall be crucified
hesitatingly
he shall enter
went out
they went out
many
make (imperative)
was passing
bed

he ordered
near him
will
received him
rise, get up
Claudius Caesar
cried aloud
he was near
Rome
they sent
ended
they heard
years
he began
true
confidently
thirty

Reading
The following passage is adapted from the Doctrine of Simon Peter in Rome, edited by 
William Cureton.1

1.
In the the year thirty2 of Claudius Caesar, Simon Cephas went out from Antioch to go 

to Rome.
2.

And as he was passing, he was preaching in the countries the word of our Lord.
3.

And when he was near to enter there, many heard and went out to meet him. 
4.

And the entire church received him in great joy.
5 : .

.
And he started to say to them like this: I am preaching to you, Jesus the son of God, 

who descended from heaven and became man. 
6.

And was crucified by his will from the hands of the sinners. 
7 :

.

1 William Cureton, Ancient Syriac Documents (Gorgias Press, 2003), p. - .
2 Cureton has “third year” by mistake. 
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And immediately, they sent and brought him, Simon the Sorcerer, and said to him: 
make some sign in front of all of us.

8.
And while they were saying this, a (funeral of a) dead man passed. 

9
.

And they said that either of you who restores this dead man to life; that one, he is true, 
will be trusted and accepted, and we will follow him. 

10 ..
Simon then hesitatingly drew near the dead man, while saying many words, and nothing 

happened. 
11:

And immediately, Simon Cephas drew confidently near that dead one, and cried in 
front of all the gathering. 

12.
In the name of Jesus Christ, rise from there. 

13.
And with the word of Simon that dead (man) became alive, and he rose from the bed. 

14 :.
And all the people saw and said to Simon, “Christ, whom you preach, is true.” 

15.
And after these years, Niron Ceasar captured him. 

16.
And Ceasar ordered that Simon be crucified head down as he (Simon) had requested. 

17.
The Doctrine of Simon Cephas ended. 

Ambiguity With Unvocalized Text 
Most Syriac texts, especially the texts found in manuscripts, usually have no vowel marks. 
This sometimes creates ambiguity even if a larger context is present. 

Let us consider  in Sentence 1 which we (and the editor Cureton) 
translated as ‘(he shall) go to Rome’. The unvocalized version is . The 
manuscript from which Cureton took this text is quite ancient. Could there have been a dot 
on  rendering it ? If that was so, the translation will change to ‘(he shall) go to it, 
Rome’ (recall that city names are feminine). 

The only way to really get to the bottom of this is to get on a plane (or a train if you are 
in England) and go to the British Library where the manuscript is to be found, and check it 
out. In this case it is probably not worth your time, but frequently scholars find themselves 
in situations where they need to go and examine a manuscript personally. 

Revisiting Use of  Versus Enclitic 
An enclitic is an element (could be a verb, pronoun, etc.) which is joined at the end of a 
word and is read with it as one word; e.g., English can’t for cannot, shouldn’t for should not.
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The verb  can become an enclitic in which case the  becomes silent resulting in ,
and is used after verbs. In Sentence 1, for example, we have  ‘had gone out’, or 
simply ‘went out’. Here, it is attached to a past tense verb, and in such cases it does not 
affect how you translate the verb into English. 

It can also attach to present tense verbs. In Sentence 2, for example, we have 
‘he was passing’, as opposed to  ‘he is passing’. In such cases, it gives a past continuous 
sense.

It can even be used with the future tense as well. In Sentence 3, we have . The 
enclitic  is used because the event as a whole is taking place in the past. 

Passive  With Verbs Beginning With  and 
When the passive marker  is prefixed to a verb that begins with  (such as  ‘crucified’) 
or  (such as  also meaning ‘crucified’), two things happen in sequence: 

1. The  or  split from the verb, and place themselves in the middle of the  as in 
 and , where  is highlighted. This operation is called in grammars 

METATHESIS.
2. Then the  of  turns into  in the case of initial-  verbs, or to  in the case of 

initial-  verbs. The result is  and . The original  is highlighted. 

Roots of Passive  Verbs 
If I were to ask you to find the root of , you can simply remove the  giving the root 

. Similarly, you can find the root of the future verb  by removing  giving the 
same root, .

How about finding the root of ? We just learned that the  is the  of the  prefix; 
hence, removing the  and , we end up with the root . In a similar way, the root of 
in Sentence 16 above is found by removing the prefix  and the  which gives .

Revisiting the Object Suffixes , , , , and 
We mentioned that there are a number of forms for the object suffix for him:

•  as in  ‘received him’ in Sentence 4. 
•  as in  ‘brought him’ in Sentence 7. 
•  as in  ‘near him’ as in Sentence 10. 
•  as in  ‘you (m.) received him’. 
•  as in  ‘they (m.) received him’. 

These forms are found in Table 11, column B in the Appendix. From now on, we will 
not indicate these various suffixes in the Analysis sections. 

Summary of Assumed Knowledge 
So far, we will assume that you are able to recognize the following prefixes and suffixes. We 
will no longer vocalize them. 
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Prefixes

•  ‘in’. 
•  ‘of’, and a relative pronoun meaning, who, where, which, etc. 
•  ‘and’. 
•  ‘to’ and as an object marker. 

Suffixes

•  ‘your’. 
•  and  ‘her’. 
•  ‘my’. 
•  ‘our’. 
•  ‘your’ (plural masculine). 
•  ‘their’ (plural masculine). 
• , ending of plural masculines such as  ‘books’. 
• , ending of plural feminines such as  ‘virgins’. 
• The variants for him: , , , and .
• , the adverbial ending.

Prefix and Suffix Combinations 

Additionally, we will assume from now on that you can decipher words that have the above 
prefixes and suffixes such as  ‘and his book’. 

Analysis

Sentence 1 

 ‘in the year thirty’ makes use of the construct form of the noun , instead 
of  (with a silent  ). 

Sentence 5 

 is  and the possessive suffix  ‘his’, followed by the possessive  and .
From now on, we will not indicate this usage of the double possessive. 

Sentence 7 

 is the ancient form of .

Exercise 6.12 
1. Conjugate the phrase  using the past tense table in section 4.2 and the  table in 
section 6.8; e.g.,  (sing. 3rd masc.),  (sing. 3rd fem.), etc. 
2. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. In the fifth year of King Abgar (  ). [Hint: year in Syriac is feminine.] 
 b. In the seventh year of our Lord and God. 
 c. In the tenth year of Patriarch Matthew. 
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6.13 From the Discourses of Philoxenos of Mabbug 
New Words 
gave birth to you
beware
Amen
is said
desirable
sacraments
without

=then
your thoughts
living
life
he ought
beautiful
wine
straying, error
suckle

=every time
bread

there is not
spring
then
life-giving
baptism

=you grow
=you cleanse

gives to drink
is shown
are shown (f.)
you are remembering
becomes near
is required
nourishes
he shall believe
melodies
splendor
food

treasures
is baptized
quenches
table
impurity
thirst
listen
turn
rise
voice

=praise
simple
carries
tribe
breast
miracle
again
you shall be changed

Reading
The following passage is taken from the introduction to the Third Discourse, on Faith, by 
Philoxenos of Mabbug (d. 522).1

1.
Come again, listen O pupil (about) the desirable splendors of faith.

2.
Come, listen (to) the voice of your mother, in whose beautiful melodies she gives you 

life.
3.

Come, suckle the living milk of learning, from the living breast of the mother who gave 
birth to you. 

4.
Come, rise on the spring which gives drink to the tribes [literally, which gives to drink 

the tribes], which whoever does not drink from it, his thirst will not quench.
5.

Come, sit at the table which is full of the food of life, which whoever is not nourished 
from it, has no life in his life. 

6.
Come, turn your ear and listen; come open you eyes and see the miracles which in faith 

are shown. 

1 Budge, The Discourses of Philoxenus, Bishop of Mabbogh (1894), p. 52 lines 1-9, p. 53 lines 17-21, p. 
73 lines 9-14. 
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7 .
.

Faith is required from that one who is baptized, and then he carries treasures from the 
water. Without faith, then, everything is simple.

8.
Baptism is (only) water without faith. 

9.
The life-giving sacraments are bread and wine without faith. 

10..
Beware, then, that you do not change in your faith, remembering every time the word 

of Paul. 
11.

And in it (i.e., the word of Paul) you grow your faith, (and) you cleanse your thoughts 
from the impurity of straying. 

12 .  

As that (word) which is said, “he who becomes near God ought to believe that He is 
God,” to whom is praise forever. Amen. 

The Cross-Word Ligature 
There is one ligature in Syriac that crosses word boundaries as shown in  for 
‘whoever’. The ligature  appears when a word ends in  and the next word starts with .
This ligature is optional. 

Usage of 
The word  ‘again’ is used in to mark a new division (chapter, section, etc.) of a text, 
linking it to a previous division. Here, for example, the book by Philoxenus has many 
discourses preceding the one cited above. The word  marks the beginning of the 
discourse on faith. 

Church goers may be familiar with the phrase  (the particle  comes from 
Greek and while it sometimes translates into but, however, in many cases—as in —it
gets lost in the translation). It is used in the Diptychs, which are recited by deacons standing 
in the middle of the altar. There are six Diptychs in the Syriac Orthodox tradition, and each 
one of them—apart from the first of course—begins with  ‘also’ linking it to the 
previous one. Here are the first phrases of each: 

Let us pray and beseech … for all the 
Fathers

 ... 1

Also we remember all our brothers 2

Also we remember all the kings 3
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Also we remember … the Mother of God 
Mary

 ... 4

Also we remember those who are in the 
Beth Qadishé (tombs of the Fathers, i.e., 
the departed Fathers) 

5

Also we remember all the departed 6

This led many to call the Diptychs in English the tub-déns.

Using the Diacritic Point To Distinguish Homographs 
We have already seen that a point distinguishes the masculine suffix  ‘his/him’ from the 
feminine suffix  ‘her’. This is important in the absence of vowels; e.g.,  ‘in him’ while 

 ‘in her’. 
The point can also distinguish other homographs. A HOMOGRAPH is a word that has 

the same spelling as another. Homographs differ from each other in meaning, origin, and 
sometimes pronunciation. For instance, the following three words in English are 
homographs: bow (the front part of a ship), bow (to bend), and bow (a decorative knot). 

Most homographs in Syriac are the result of the lack of vocalization, in which case they 
differ in pronunciation; e.g.,  (for  ‘from’), and  (for  ‘who? which? what?’). In 
order to help us recognize which is which, some texts use a diacritic point in lieu of vowels. 
In this case  is  and  is . These are conventions which you will learn by experience. 
We will indicate in subsequent sections common ones. 

Another common convention is  for  ‘he’, and  for  ‘that (masculine)’. 
Another one is  for  ‘she’, and  for  ‘that (feminine)’. Sometimes the point appears 
in manuscripts between the two letters. 

How can  ‘he’ and  ‘she’ mean ‘is’ and ‘are’?
One of the most difficult concepts to understand in Syriac is that the pronouns  ‘he’ and 

 ‘she’ can be used as the verb to be meaning is and are.
In Sentence 7 we came across the phrase  ‘without 

faith, everything is simple’ (I removed the  because it is not relevant). Here,  is used as 
an enclitic ; that is, pronounced with the previous word. As a result  is pronounced 
with  at the end instead of , so the whole thing is read sh- ee-maw meaning ‘is 
simple’. In a way, you can think of the phrase in a literal sense meaning ‘without faith, 
everything—he/it—is simple’ where he/it refers to everything.

A similar formation is found in  ‘baptism is water’, literally it means 
‘baptism; she is water’ where she/it refers to baptism (note that  is feminine). Also 
here, you read  as one word, ma-yoy.

Another example is ; read it as one word a-yo-boo. ‘he ought’. 
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Internal Vowel Changes 
 is the relative pronoun  ‘who’,  ‘she gave birth’, and the object suffix 

‘you’. How did we end up with  in , and where did the  of  go? 
If you wish to understand the process (and you really don’t have to if you feel this is 

too much detail), then read on… 
The basic form of a verb in Syriac is the singular 3rd masculine form. In this case it is 
 ‘he begat’ which is an -type verb. The feminine counterpart is achieved by adding 

the suffix  so now we have . But Syriac does not allow for the vowel  (or even )
to be in an open syllable (a syllable that does not end in a consonant). The syllables of 
are   . Since  cannot be in an open syllable, it is removed and we get the feminine 
form  ‘she gave birth’. 

Now when we add the object suffix  we have
+  +  

Let’s divide the whole thing into syllables. We get 
 (aw-lé-da-tok) 

As I mentioned before, Syriac does not like  or  to be in an open syllable. So we 
have to start getting rid of them. But there is another rule: Syriac wants you to start getting 
rid of these vowels backward, starting from the end of the word moving to the beginning of 
the word. So starting from the end, the first vowel we encounter in an open syllable is the 
one on . We remove it, and end with: 

 (aw-léd-tok) 
As a result, now the  is in a closed syllable so we keep it and end up with  ‘she 

gave birth to you’. 
Again, if this is too much detail and you don’t want to get into it, then you can ignore 

all of this. You just have to accept that when suffixes are added, there will be changes to the 
vowels in the word. 

Revisiting the Subject Suffix 
Recall that Syriac allows for subject pronouns to be used as suffixes. The above passage 
gives additional examples. 

 is , and  is  in Sentence 11. In this case of the former, 
the final  turned into .

Exercise 6.13 
1. Is  in Sentence 3 masculine or feminine? Why? 
2. Put diacritical marks on the following: 

a ..
b.
c.
d.
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3. Find the enclitics in 2. 
4. Optional.  is an -type verb. The singular 1st person form is . Add the 
suffix  to  and explain vowel changes, if any. 

6.14 A Colophon 
New Words 
as, according to
yes, yea!
foreigners
one thousand
was arranged
became complete
was gathered, compiled
refuge
Mesopotamia

dwelling in a 
   strange country 
North
Denha
shaking
my strength
mistakes
days of
month
priesthood
priest
booklet

end of days
blessed
East
weak
the one who makes 
   (something) pass 
West
defiled

=you find
changes
becoming man
are named
to blame
is settled
a long time
he shall extend 
   (in length)
he shall be confirmed
is witnessing
deeds
passes

is clothed
upper
prelates
I made, worked
Emmanuel
strong (f.)
savior
prayer, intercession
Catholicos
far (absolute)
far (emphatic)
shepherds
Chicago
apostles
come to an end
tribe
eighty
correct (imperative)
nine hundred
November

Reading
The following passage is taken from a classic colophon by Mar Emmanuel Ammanuel 
(1958-).1

1  
.

Came to an end, and was completed this booklet in the blessed month of November 24 
in it, of the year one thousand and nine hundred and eighty and nine of the 
becoming man of our Lord and our God and our King and our Savior Jesus 
Christ.

2
.

1 Emmanuel Joseph, The Little Chronicle (Chicago, 1990), p. 14-143. 
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And in the days of the father of fathers, and the great of the shepherds, and the head of 
the prelates, the great priest Mar Denha the Catholicos Patriarch of the East.

3. .
 .

The Messiah (i.e., Jesus), our Lord, shall extend his days for a very long time, and may 
his See be confirmed to the end of days unshaken, with the intercession of the 
Apostles and Fathers. Yea and Amen! 

4

.
The booklet and its content was compiled and arranged by the hand of a sinful person, 

and (who is) defiled in his sins, the weak Emmanuel—(who is) clothed (in the) 
name of priesthood, and in deeds is far (from it)—son of Rehana son of Tamraz 
son of Joseph son of Samu son of Talya from the tribe (members) who are named 
the Monks of Rustuqa of Shamezdin in the Upper Eastern North (i.e., Northeast) 
of the region of Mesopotamia.

5
.

And now is settled with his parents and the sons (i.e., members) of his nation in the far 
West, in the strong and blessed city, and the refuge of foreigners, which is 
Chicago, dwelling in a strange country. 

6
.

O, he who reads in this booklet, do not blame me, but correct the mistakes which you 
find, and our Lord is my witness that according to my strength I have worked. 

7.
Praise to (Him who) makes times pass away, and He does not pass and does not change 

forever and ever. Yea and Amen! 

Passive  With Verbs Beginning With  or 
When the passive prefix  attaches to verbs that begin with , such as  ‘ended’, the 
splits from the verb and inserts itself inside the  like this:  (the  part is highlighted) 
which appears in Sentence 1. 

The same thing took place in . Here, the verb is  and begins with . The 
 split from the verb and placed itself inside the prefix. 

The Diminutive 
The DIMINUTIVE is a form of the word that describes the smallness of an object. One way to 
form the diminutive in Syriac is by using the suffix , instead of the usual . Hence, 
‘book’ becomes  ‘booklet’ which appears in Sentence 1. 

Another example, which does not appear in the above passage but you may come 
across is  ‘little brother’ from  ‘brother’. It is used in a more general way to simply 
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mean ‘my brother, comrade’. When His Holiness Mor Ignatius Zakka I, Syriac Orthodox 
Patriarch of Antioch, was consecrated back in 1980, he began calling his bishops , a 
departure from  ‘our son’. 

Months and Seasons 
We came across a number of months before. Here is a list of all the months: 
January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August

September
October
November
December

The name  is used for both months: October is the former Tishrin, and 
November is the latter Teshrin. One can also use the abbreviations  for October, and 
for November. The plural  denotes the autumn months. 

The name  is also used for two months: December is the former Kanun, and 
January is the latter Kanun. The abbreviations  and  can also be used. 

The seasons are called . They are:  ‘winter’,  ‘spring’,  ‘summer’, 
and  ‘autumn’.

I am So Horrible 
In Sentence 4 above, the author of the colophon calls himself 

 ‘a sinful person, and (who is) defiled in his sins, the weak’. This is actually a mild 
version of what other colophon authors call themselves. Here is a colophon written in 
Kerala, a state in India, at the end of a manuscript containing the Anaphora of Dionysios 
Bar Salibi: 

The translation is: “Ended this Anaphora of Mor Dionysios Bar Salibi by the hands of 
the weak, and sinner, and wretched, and feeble, and guilty, and fool, and full of fault, the 
Elder (i.e., priest) George who is called Edapullikulangra”. The last name is in Malayalam 
and is written in a mixture of Syriac and Malayalam scripts. See section 9.4 if you are 
interested in this. 

Analysis

Sentence 2 

 is  ‘and’,  ‘in’, and the plural construct form  ‘days of’ which gives the 
possessive form. Hence,  is and in the days of the father of fathers.

Sentence 4 

 is  ‘in’,  ‘sins’, and  ‘his’. 
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Exercise 6.14 
1. Rewrite sentence 2 above using the construct for the possessive instead of using  (review 
“Possessive without using ” in section 6.4).
2. Write the  form for the following verbs: 
 a.  b.  c.  d. 
3. Form the diminutive for the following nouns: 
 a.  ‘boy’ b.  ‘bird’ c.  ‘dog’ 
4. Write a vocabulary list of all the words in the Indian colophon under the heading “I am So 

Horrible” above. 

6.15 Patriarch Nuh the Lebanese 
New Words 
black
hands
bishopric
Arabic
Aramaic
was elected
became to be known
he was elevated
was instructed
step, rank
Damascene
he is, that is to say
solitary
their wisdom
Homs (in Syria)
Hamah (in Syria)
end

mountain
learnings
the arts, learnings
he grew
Lebanon

=of Christ, A.D.
diligent
Moses
poems
virtue
Maphrianate
al-Nabak (near 
   Homs, Syria)
they shall judge
Nuh (Noah)
they shall pray
they shall read

I am putting
apart from
self-denial
patriarchate
stature
Cyril
reader
village
elder, priest
he loved
he departed
is fit
July
correct faith, 
   Orthodox

Reading
The following biography of Patriarch Nuh the Lebanese was written by Philoxenos Yuhanon 
Dolabani (1885-1969).1

1 .  .
He is Nuh son of George the Damascene. He was born in Beth Qopha, the village, 

which is in the mountain of Lebanon in the year 1451 A.D.
2.

And when he grew up in stature, he became a pupil of our Orthodox faith.

1 Dolabani,  (Mardin, 1956), p. - .
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3.
.

And he loved self-denial and was instructed in learning, and he studied Aramaic and the 
arts of faith in the monastery of Mar Moses in the black mountain which is in the 
region of Nabak under the priest Thomas the Solitary. 

4

.
And when his virtue was known, he was chosen for the rank of priesthood, then to the 

bishopric of Homs in the name of Cyril in the year 1480 A.D.

5  
       

Then, to the Maphrianate of the East in the year 1489 A.D., and at the end was elevated 
to the rank of Patriarchate of the East in the year 1493 AD, and he passed to the 
Lord in Hamah in 28 of the month of July, the year 1509 A.D. 

6.
Apart from his Arabic writings, he has (i.e., wrote) one book of poems, this (one) which 

is in (our) hands. 
7

..
And behold, I put it in front of the diligent readers that they would read it and pray for 

me, and to judge that which their wisdom sees fit. Ph[iloxenos] Y[uhanon] 
Dolabani. 

The Demonym Suffix 
A DEMONYM suffix is used to denote the members of a people or inhabitants of a place. In 
English, for example, the suffix -an is used in American and Roman, and the suffix -ian is used 
with Parisian (someone from Paris). Syriac uses the suffix .

In Sentence 1 we came across  ‘Damascene’, someone from 
‘Damascus’. Similarly, one says  ‘American’,  ‘Syrian, Syriac’. 

The same suffix denotes members of a group of people. In Sentence 3, we came across 
 ‘the solitary’, a member of a monastic group. Similarly, one can say  ‘Christians 

(here it is with longer connections so you don’t confuse the letters: ).

The Suffix 
The suffix  which is feminine by virtue of the  ending, is used to create nouns similar 
to the English suffix -hood as in brotherhood, or –ness as in holiness; e.g.,  ‘brotherhood’ 
from .

Many words in the above passage end in this suffix. It can be used for an office, dignity, 
or profession as in  ‘priesthood’,  (or ) ‘bishophood’, 
‘Maph-rianate’,  ‘Patriarchate’. 
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It can also indicate a state, condition, or quality as in  ‘faith’, or to indicate a time 
or period as in  ‘childhood’, and  ‘old age’. 

Revisiting Passive  Verbs 
The above passage has a number of verbs beginning with ; e.g.  ‘he was born’ from 

 ‘gave birth’ in Sentence 1,  ‘became a student’ in Sentence 2,  ‘was known’ 
in the singular 3rd person feminine form in Sentence 4,  ‘was elected’ from  ‘he 
elected’ in Sentence 4, and  ‘was elevated’ from  ‘he elevated’ in Sentence 5. 
Sometimes the meaning of the passive form does not always correspond to the meaning of 
the original form; e.g.,  ‘was instructed’ from  ‘he followed’ in Sentence 3. 

Resolving Ambiguities in Letter Numbers 
In Sentence 1  is  +  +  +  = 1,000 + 400 + 50 + 1 = 1451. Why is the first  1,000 
and the second  only 1? 

Since letter numbers do not allow us to go as high as 1,000, we usually use the 
corresponding letter from the ones instead,  in this case. Its position in the sequence of letters 
indicates if it is a one or 1,000, the same way the position of Roman numeral I in IV (4) and 
VI (6) indicates if it should be added to or subtracted from V (5). 

In Sentence 4  is 1480. 
In Sentence 5  is 1489,  is 1493, and  is 1509. Here again,  (=400) is the 

last letter of the alphabet. What do we do to get 500? We simply use  which is also used for 
50. Of course this causes ambiguity. Now,  could mean 1059 or 1509. But the larger 
context of the passage clearly indicates 1509. Nuh could not have died before he was born! 

In , note that the initial  is a prefix for in, and  is 28. Of course, there is an 
ambiguity here as well. The same way we used  for 1000, we can use  for 2000. The whole 
thing will be in this case 2028. But that does not make sense in the sentence as the month of 
September does not have that many days. 

Revisiting  on  Letters 
We have by now come across many instances where a  prefix letter takes  when the 
first letter of the word has no vowel, such as  and  in Sentence 3. From now on, 
we will no longer show this vowel. 

About the Reading 
Most of the ranks of the priesthood were mentioned in the above passage, so let’s list them 
here.

There are three primary ranks of priests:  ‘deacons’,  ‘elders’, and 
‘bishops’ (singular ). Each rank has its own subranks as follows: 

1.  ‘deacon’: 
a.  ‘singer’. 
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b.  ‘reader, lector’. 
c.  ‘subdeacon, half-deacon’. 
d.  ‘evangelical deacon’, which is the first rank that counts as 

part of the priesthood. 
e.  (or ) ‘archdeacon’. 

2.  ‘elder’. A senior  may be named  or  ‘chor-episcopos’. 
3.  or  ‘bishop’: 

a. A senior  may be named  ‘metropolitan’. 
b.  ‘Maphrian’, a rank within the Syrian Orthodox Church giving a 

bishop an autonomous authority in a particular region with other bishops 
under him. 

c.  ‘Patriarch’, the supreme head of the church. 

Exercise 6.15 
1. Using the demonym suffix  translate the following words into Syriac: 
 a. European (Europe =  ) 
 b. Indian (India = )
 c. Persian (Persia = )
 d. Edessan 
 e. Mesopotamian 
2. Translate the following words using the suffix :
 a. adolescence (from  ‘young person’) 
 b. cleanness (from  ‘clean’) 
 c. beauty (from  ‘beautiful’) 
3. Add 15 to each number mentioned in the reading passages, and write the result in letter 
numbers. 
4. Explain the function of  in all words that contain it in the reading passage. 

6.16 The Flooding of Edessa 
New Words 
Abgar
porch
palace
they suffocated
was added
sides
(something) happened
Daysan (a river’s name)
yard

nave
wise man
five hundred
they are sitting
more, a lot
extra
Christians
night
spring

rain
died
became full
suddenly
Ma nu
are thinking
they shall do
they became full
ascended, raised
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Severus
they damaged
happening, doing
slaves
slaves of
custom

they are living
they tore
strong
became strong
beautiful
wall

overflown
thirteen
table-land, plateau
he broke
they broke it

Reading
The following passage is taken from a brief chronicle which is the first to mention the 
existence of a church in Edessa.1

1
.

In the year five-hundred and thirteen in his kingdom of Severus, and in his kingdom of 
king Abgar son of king Ma nu, in the month of November.

2 .
.

The spring of water which comes out of the great palace of the great king Abgar 
became strong. And it gained strength and was raised as its former custom.

3.
And it became full and overflown to every side, and the yards and porches and houses 

of the kingdom began to be filled (with) water. 
4

.
And when our lord king Abgar saw (this) he went up to the plateau which is above his 

palace where the servants of the servants of it–the kingdom–sit (i.e., reside) and 
live.

5
 ..

And while the wise were thinking what to do to the extra water which was added, it 
happened (that) a great and strong rain came at night, and (the river) Daysan came 
(i.e., overflowed) not in its (regular) day and not in its month. 

6 . .
.

And immediately, the water broke through the western wall of the city, and entered into 
the city. And they tore the great and beautiful palace of our lord the king. 

7 .
 ..

And they damaged also the nave of the church of the Christians. And many died in this 
happening, more than two thousand people. Water entered unto them suddenly 
and they suffocated. 

1 Guidi, Chronica Minora I (1960), p. 1 lines 1-13 and 23-25, p. 2 lines 1 and 4-8. 
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The Ligatures  and 
When the letters  and  come after each other in a word, one can—optionally—write 
them using the ligature . Examples from the above passage are  ‘porch’ and 
‘Christians’. 

Also, when  is followed by  at the end of a word, it—optionally—appears as . An 
example from the above passage is  ‘(river) Daysan’. 

While these ligatures are optional, they are built into many fonts, such as the Meltho 
fonts. See Section 9.3 on how to break them.  

Vowels Under Letters 
Take a look at the word  in the New Words list above. Note that the vowel is under .
This is so because the word right above it,  , has a low  which would hit the vowel on top 
of . To resolve the problem, the vowel was placed under the letter like this . This is purely a 
typesetting issue, but can also be found in some manuscripts and even some printed books. 
The vowels 

can be written 

For example, one can write  for . ‘Edessa is our mother.’ There 
are no rules dictating which vowels you can put under the letters, though usually one uses 
them in the case of tall letters. 

Variant Spellings (Orthographic Variants) 
Some words may have more than one spelling. We have come across the word  in 
the previous section which is also spelled . Actually both can also be spelled with 

 instead of , or even  instead of . This will give many combinations. Such variants in 
spellings are usually found in words that come from Greek. Native Syriac words that have 
variant spellings are more rare. We also came across  and , the older spellings of 

 and , respectively. These are called ORTHOGRAPHIC VARIANTS.
One may also find, especially in older texts, variations in the use of Syomé. In Sentence 

6 above, we have  ‘the water broke through it [the western wall]’. We learned 
that masculine plural verbs like  ‘they (m.) broke through’ or  ‘they (m.) wrote’ do 
not take Syomé, unlike feminine plural verbs which do such as  ‘they (f.) broke through’ 
and  ‘they (f.) wrote’. Our ancient manuscript, however, gives Syomé on the masculine 
plural . This is not simply a mistake by the scribe, or the editor of the text as one find 
such variant orthographic traditions in other manuscripts. 
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6.17 Grammar: Syomé 
New Words 

 = I say
masculine
verbs, words
they are called

are placed
dot
feminine
plural

we put
suffice
nouns

Reading
The following passage is taken from the grammar of Elia of Sobha (975-1046).1

1

.
I say, then, that these dots are two, which are placed on all the plural nouns, whether 

they are masculine or feminine, as we place on  , and , … , and .
2 :

.
And they are placed also on all feminine plural verbs as  … .

3.
On masculine plurals verbs, however, as , and  and , Syomé are not 

placed. 
4

And also these (i.e., the above) regarding the two dots which are called Syomé suffice.

The Construction Whether–Or
Sentence 1 has the phrase  ‘whether they are masculine or 
feminine’. The whether–or is achieved by .

Revisiting  in Present Tense Verbs 
In older texts, one can find  for  ‘I say’. You will find many instances of this in 
the Peshitta Bible. 

Exercise 6.17 
1. Translate into Syriac: 
 a. Whether you are a boy or a girl. 
 b. Whether he is a priest or a deacon. 
 c. Whether they are deaconesses or students. 
2. Place Syomé on the following when applicable: 

a.
b.

1 Gottheil, A Treatise on Syriac Grammar by Mar(i) Elia of Sobha (1887, Gorgias Press 2003), p. 
41:30, 42:1-8, and p.  43:26. 
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c.
3. The lists of words in the reading passage are not translated. Using Smith’s Compendious 
Syriac Dictionary (or another dictionary), complete the translation. 

6.18 How to Cure a Hangover: From the Syriac Book of 
Medicine

DISCLAIMER. Neither the author nor the publisher tried out the following treatment. It is not FDA approved, nor 
should you perform it. It is given here for amusement only. But if you are a daring person and want to try it, 
make sure to consult your physician first. 

New Words 
bath
blood (i.e., water)
rose
time
it is required
is necessary
sickness
juice

anointing him
viola
bathing
oil
arrange, separate
feeding
lay
food

until
flower
drunkenness
quietness
rest
boiling
sleep
she/it eases him

Reading
The following passage is adapted from The Syriac Book of Medicine (edited by Budge, 1913m 
chapter 17). 

1.
For this sickness, quietness and sleep are necessary, until the time his drunkenness eases 

him (i.e., the patient).
2.

And then it is required to bathe him in a bath, and to feed him food whose juice is 
good.

3.
And on his head he (the physician) must lay the water of the boiling of flower, and the 

oil of roses or viola.
4

And to bathe him again, and to anoint him, and to arrange for him quietness and sleep. 

Exercise 6.18 
Do not do anything! 

6.19 Syriac for Fun I 
New Words 
said, composed baptistery =namesake
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blessed you are
today
harp, Kenoro
birth

sings, chants
 = you

   are receiving 
womb

you are born
spiritual
sign
heavenly

Reading
This passage demonstrates how Syriac can become a passion and part of your life. It is a 
Madrosho poem composed by Sebastian Brock on the occasion of the baptism of his 
namesake Sebastian Kenoro Kiraz in 2004. 

1
Madrosho said (i.e., composed) by Malphono Sebastian Brock on the Baptism of his 

Namesake Sebastian Kenoro.
2

Blessed are you today, O Sebastian; 
For you are receiving the Sign of Heavenly Salvation 
In the womb of the Spiritual Mother, 
The Baptistery.

3

Blessed are you Kenoro for today you are born 
A Second Birth. May you become a Harp 
That sings praise to the Father and the Son 
And the Holy Spirit. 

Exercise 6.19 
1. Give the meter of the above Madrosho. Indicate any vowel additions/removals the author 
used to comply with the meter. 
2. Rewrite the above Madrosho where the writer now is Mary Johnson, and the baptized 
child is Mary. 
3. Are there any word plays in the above Madrosho? If so, explain them. 
4. List any contracted forms in the above Madrosho, and give their full forms. 
5. If you have gotten this far, that means you have begun to develop a passion for Syriac. 
Well done! Now it is time to initiate yourself. Write a poem! Pick a meter, or make up one, 
and compose away. 
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6.20 Syriac for Fun II 
New Words 
Words marked by * are my neologisms. 
small letter, e-mail*
road, path, way
another (f.)
electronic
Internet*
was sent (f.)
was presented (as a gift)
network*
supplication
Creation
miserable
monk
membership

tailor
computer
money
order, system*
hand of
is known
knows
nickname, last name
how many
intelligent
taxation
the one who sets
    in order

arrived
poor
monitor*
joining (in an 
   activity)
he shall mention
takes
visited
Ottoman
payment
worthy, deserving
Sultan
amazing

Reading
Here are more passages from real life that were composed by folks with passion for Syriac. 

E-mail Colophon by George A. Kiraz 

Scribes end their manuscripts with long and sometimes very informal colophons (see section 
6.14 for an example). I usually end all my books in a colophon, just for fun. Recently, I 
added the following colophon to my e-mail signature. 

1

This small-letter (i.e., email) was written by one miserable (person) and sinner who does 
not deserve to mention his name, but for (the sake of receiving) the prayers and 
supplications of the reader, and it was sent through the amazing way of the 
network which is known by the name Internet, from (one) computer to another 
until it reached the monitor of the intelligent reader; and through which region it 
passed, no one knows, and how many electronic systems it visited, also no one 
knows, but God who sets in order all the Creation. 

Stamp by David Taylor of the University of Oxford

2
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David who is ‘Taylor’ by nickname, the miserable who is sinner by nature. 2007 A.D. 

Ex Libris Note by Eugene Aydin 

Fr. Eugene, a monk (recently consecrated as Mor Polycarpus of The Netherlands), had asked 
if he can get a subscription to Mardu, the newsletter of Beth Mardutho (The Syriac Institute). 
I told him he had to pay—in one way or another—the membership dues. So he donated a 
book to the Institute in lieu of membership in which he inscribed:

3
 ..

This book was presented to Beth Mardutho from the monk Eugene instead of paying 
the money of joining of the membership of Beth Mardutho. George, like an 
Ottoman Sultan, also takes taxation from poor monks. 

Revisiting The Diminutive 
We came across the diminutive suffix for masculine nouns,  as in . The feminine 
suffix is  as in  , a neologism I came up with for an e-mail message. 

Transliterating Foreign Words 
Every language has foreign words, and Syriac is no exception. We came across many in this 
book:  ‘Patriarch’,  ‘America’,  ‘paper, card’,  ‘Christian’, etc. 

The Syriac fathers used emphatic letters, like  and , when they transliterated Greek t
and k. I followed the same tradition in  and .

Word Play 
Because words in Syriac are derived from roots, this gives the writer a good opportunity to 
use word play. A word play is a literary technique used by authors to use the same word in 
different ways; e.g., the use of hang in If we don't hang together, we'll hang separately by Benjamin 
Franklin. 

In the first reading passage, I used two words from the root . The first is , a 
word that already exists in Syriac to mean order for which I assigned the meaning system. The 
second is , a reference to God who sets things (i.e., the Creation) in order. 

David Taylor also uses word play in his stamp. Can you find it? 
Compare  with , and  with . Here each pair does not originate from 

the same root, but by simply shifting a few letters, David came up with different senses for 
the word. Smart isn’t it? 
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7 Grammar

This chapter gives a grammatical description of what has been covered in this book and 
much more. Additional information is marked with New. The style in this chapter, written as 
a reference, differs from previous chapters which were written in a tutorial style. 

7.1 Writing System 
Scripts 
§1. There are three Syriac scripts: Estrangelo, Serto or West Syriac, and East Syriac. 
§2.  Estrangelo is the oldest. It first appears in coins and inscriptions of the first century. 

The first dated manuscript using Estrangelo is from 411 A.D. Estrangelo is found in 
many scholarly editions of texts. Within the Syriac communities, today it is mainly 
used for headings. Estrangelo is introduced in Chapter 8. 

§3. Serto is also called West Syriac because it is used by the West Syriac churches. While it 
has an ancestry that goes to the first centuries of the Christian Era, it emerged as a 
distinct script around the seventh century. 

§4. East Syriac is used by the East Syriac Churches. It emerged as a distinct script around 
the sixth or seventh century. It is introduced in Chapter 8. 

The Alphabet 
§5. The Syriac alphabet consists of 22 letters. They appear in the following table along 

with their counterparts in Hebrew, Arabic, and the closest corresponding English 
sound.

Name Syriac  Hebrew Arabic Sound 
Olaph  (silent) 
Béth  b as in boy
Gomal  Egyptian  g as in give
Dolath  d as in dad
Hé  h as in home
Waw  w as in we
Zayn  z as in zebra

éth  (see §6)
éth  (see §6)

Yudh  y as in yet
Koph  k as in kilo
Lomadh  l as in let
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Mim  m as in meet
Nun  n as in not
Simkath  s as in sand
é  (see §6)
Phe  f as in fat
odhé  (see §6)

Qoph  q (see §6)
Rish  r (rolled, see §6) 
Shin  sh as in shame
Taw  t as in tea

§6. The following letters do not have exact corresponding sounds in English, for which 
see the respective sections in Chapter 1: , , , , , and .

§7. Syriac is written from right to left. 
§8. When letters are joined they connect with each other. The following letters are right-

joining only: , , , , , , , and .
§9. Letter shapes change depending on their position in the word as shown below: 

Name Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-alone
Position
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§10. Alterations take place with some letters when they connect to others: When right-
joining,  becomes ,  and  become  and , respectively, and  and  become  and 

. When left-joining, , , , and  become , , , and , respectively. At the end 
of the word and when right-joining  becomes .

§11. New. The following pairs of letters resemble each other in shape:  and ,  and ,
and ,  and ,  and ,  and , and  and .

Vowels
§12. Syriac vowels are symbols that are written above (sometimes below) the letters they 

affect. West Syriac has five vowels. They are: 
Name Shape Sound 

 Read a as in man
 Read o as in go
 Read e as in men 
 Read ee as in meet
 Read oo as in boo

§13. The vowel  is always followed by  as in  ‘he’ with the sole exception of  ‘all’ 
and  ‘because’ (both of which appear with  in early texts). It is this 
combination that makes the vowel. 

§14. The vowel  is usually, but not always, followed by  as in  ‘she’. 
§15. Vowel signs are optional and rarely appear in texts. 
§16. New. The vowel shapes shown in §12 were introduced by Jacob of Edessa (d. 708). 

There is an older system using dots which is still used today in combination with the 
Jacob of Edessa vowels. These are shown below: 

Name Shape Sound 
 e.g.,  for  ‘that’. 

 e.g.,  for  ‘behold’. 

 e.g.,  for  ‘flesh’.

 e.g.,  for  ‘she’. 

 e.g.,  for  ‘he’. 

 In addition, there is a (longer) variant of ,  as in  for  ‘from’, and a variant of ,
 as in  for  ‘to you’. These mostly affect pronunciation in East Syriac but 

can be found in West Syriac texts. 

Diacritic Points and Other Orthographic Signs 
§17. Two dots called  appear on plurals. Historically, the dots appear closer towards 

the end of the word. 
§18. A single dot above the feminine suffix  distinguishes it from its masculine 

counterpart ; e.g.,  ‘his book’,  ‘her book’. 
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§19. A silent letter, called , appears with a line under it; e.g.,  ‘city’ with a 
silent . In some traditions the line is slanted, and sometimes is placed above the letter. 

§20. A ‘decorative’ line is used above abbreviations and numbers; e.g.,  for 
‘glory’,  for  ‘Patriarch’,    ‘in the year 104’. 

§21. The letters in  can be pronounced with a ‘hard’ (plosive) sound, or with a 
corresponding ‘soft’ (fricative) sound (see §48 ff. for details). A dot under the letters 
indicates the fricative sound, e.g.,  , and a dot above it indicates the plosive sounds, 
e.g., . These dots are optional. 

§22. A single dot above or below words is used to distinguish homographs; e.g.,  for 
and  for . Following is a list of common homographs: 

a.  for  ‘that (m.)’,  for  ‘he’. 
b.  for  ‘that (f.)’,  for  ‘she’. 
c.  for  and  for  ‘from’. 

§23. New. A single dot above the first letter of a verb indicates the present tense; e.g., 
 for  ‘he is writing’. A single dot below the first letter indicates the past 

tense; e.g.,  for  ‘he wrote’.
§24. A single dot to the right of a final  marks a verb in the past tense singular 3rd

feminine form, e.g.,  ‘she wrote’, as opposed to  ‘I wrote’ or  ‘you 
wrote’. In East Syriac, two dots under the  is used for this purpose, e.g.,  (the 
East Syriac script is introduced in Chapter 8). 

Punctuation 
§25. Four points, , are usually used at the end of large units such as paragraphs and 

stanzas or as couplet in poems to mark the end of the unit. 
§26. The period marks the end of a sentence. 
§27. Clauses within a sentence are marked with :, , or . Other variant points can be found 

in manuscripts and Bible editions. 
§28. New. A series of marks can be used to mark the end of a chapter or text division, 

especially in Biblical editions, e.g., ... .

Ligatures 
§29. Ligatures occur when two or more letters are joined as a single glyph (character). In 

the Serto script,  is written , and  at the beginning of a word is optionally, but 
frequently written  as in  ‘God’. 

§30. Optional ligatures include  for  followed by  , and  for  followed by final  . A 
cross-word ligature is  for  ending a word followed by  beginning a new word, 
e.g.,  for  ‘the father left’. 

§31. Some printed types and fonts implement ligatures that are less recognizable. 
Examples include the following ligatures from the Serto Jerusalem font (part of the 
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Meltho font package available from www.bethmardutho.org):  for ,  for  , 
 for , and  (two Lomadhs) for .

The  Prefixes 
§32. The letters in  act as prefixes; e.g. with  ‘mouth’:  ‘in the mouth’, 

 ‘of the mouth’,  ‘and the mouth’,  ‘to the mouth’. 
§33. More than one  letter may be prefixed to a word. 
§34. When the word to which a  letter is attached begins with a consonant that has 

no vowel, the  letter takes ; e.g. with  ‘book’:  ‘in the book’, 
‘which is in the book’,  ‘and which is in the book’. 

§35. When a  letter is prefixed to a word that begins with , the vowel of the  moves 
to the  letter; e.g.,  ‘father’,  ‘and father’. In East Syriac, however, the 
vowel remains on the ; e.g., .

§36. The prefix  means in.
§37. The prefix  has many usages: 1) For the possessive of; e.g.,  ‘of the book’. 2) As 

a relative pronoun introducing a relative clause; e.g.,  ‘Emmanuel 
who descended’. 3) To introduce quotations; e.g.,  ‘he said, “come”.’ 

§38. The prefix  means and.
§39. The prefix  means to, but is also frequently used as an object marker; e.g., 

 ‘God fashioned Adam’. 

7.2 Phonology
§40. When there is a sequence of two consonants in a word without a vowel on either of 

them, a schwa (short  sound) is read, but not written, after the first consonant; e.g., 
 is read as if it were  (the sequence of three consonants is ).1

The Term Schwa 
The linguistic term schwa originates in Syriac. The Syriac  were two 
vertical points, : , next to a word and marked accent. The mark first appears 
in a manuscript from 411, now preserved at the British Library—it is also 
the first dated Syriac manuscript. The term itself was used by the Syriac 
grammarian Jacob of Edessa (d. 709).  

1 There are two types of schwas, vocal and silent. The vocal is marked with a line called 
‘vocal’ and the silent with a similar line called  ‘runner’ to denote that the first consonant 
should be pronounced fast. In his lexicon, Thomas Audo states that  is used when the second 
of the two consonants is one of the letters in , and  is used with the first of the 
two consonants is not one of the letters in .
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Later, Hebrew borrowed the sign and term schwa but for a different 
function, marking a very short vowel. The term was then adopted by 
German philologists, and later by modern linguists. The Oxford English 
Dictionary gives a citation for the word schwa in English from as early as 
1895. The International Phonetic Alphabet symbol for schwa ( ) was in the 
original IPA of 1886. 

§41. New. Historically, the schwa mentioned above used to be after the second consonant as 
if the word was . This is known to us from other phonological phenomena of 
the language. Unlike this Primer, all western grammars of Syriac note the historical 
schwa and not the one received from the reading tradition. 

§42. Short vowels ( , , and —see §16 for the latter) in open syllables are deleted. For 
example, +  +   becomes  (see section 6.13 for more detail). 

§43. The six letters in  have two pronunciations,  plosive and fricative. For the 
dot that distinguishes the sounds, see §21. For more details on the rules that govern 
these sounds, see §48 ff. 

§44. New. Doubling of letters in pronunciation occurs in East Syriac only. (Knowing its 
rules helps learning  rules.) A consonant that is preceded by a short vowel 
( , , and —see §16 for the latter), and also has a vowel is doubled; e.g., the  in 

 is preceded by  and has the vowel . In East Syriac only, it is read qa el.
Another example is  (it is  in West Syriac); it is pronounced quddasha with a 
double .

§45. New. A number of words have an historical  which is written but not pronounced; 
e.g.,  ‘year’,  ‘city’, and the pronouns , ,  and  ‘you’. 

Syllabification 
§46. New. SYLLABIFICATION is the process by which one divides a word into syllables, 

and is helpful to determine if a  letter is hard or soft. There are two types of 
syllables in Syriac: open syllable consisting of a consonant and a vowel such as , and 
a closed syllable consisting of two consonants separated by a vowel such as .
Using C to denote a consonant and V to denote a vowel, the two syllable types are 
CV and CVC. The word  then is made up of the syllables  (CVC),  (CV), 
and  (CV); the word  is made up of the syllables  (CV) and  (CVC). Using a 
dash to separate syllables, the syllabification of  is CVC-CV-CV (as the final 
is silent, it counts as part of the final  vowel), and that of  is CV-CVC. 

§47. New. An extra consonant may appear in a consonant cluster. In such a case, the 
syllable begins with two consonants instead of one. This syllable type is denoted by 
CCV. The word , for example, is made up of the syllables  (CCV) and  (CV); 
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the verb , for example, has one syllable CCVC. The syllabification of  is C-
CV-CV, and that of  is C-CVC. 

Rukokho and Qushoyo: 
§48. Six letters of the alphabet in the mnemonic  have two sounds each, one hard 

(called in Syriac ) and one soft (called in Syriac  ). The sounds are: 
Letter Hard Sound ( ) Soft Sound ( )

  b as in boy   v in victory
  g as in give   German ch in acht ‘eight’ or Arabic 

   d as in dad   th in that
   k as in kilo   French r in Paris or Arabic 
  p as in pin   f  in fat

   t as in tea   th in thin
§49. The hard sound is optionally marked with a dot above the letters  and a soft 

sound with a dot under .
§50. West Syriac today almost never uses soft  or hard .
§51. New. The four rules of Qushoyo and Rukokho presented below are based on 

syllabification1 (see above §46 and §47).
§52. New. The Rule of Qushoyo (Q). A  letter is Qushoyo when it follows a 

closed syllable CVC; e.g.,  (CVC-CV where I denote the  letter in bold) 
‘she took’,  (CVC-CVC) ‘translated’,  (CVC-CV),  (CVC-CV) ‘where?’, 

 (CVC-CV) ‘potter’s vessel’,  (C-CVC-C) ‘you sang’. 
§53. New. The First Rule of Rukokho (R1). A  consonant is Rukokho when it 

follows an open syllable CV; e.g.,  (CV-CV) ‘good’,  (C-CV-CV) ‘fence’, 
 (CV-CV-CV) ‘rebellious’,  (CV-CV-CV) ‘dark’,  (CV-CV-CV)

‘careful’,  (CVC-CV-CV-CV) ‘faith’. 
§54. New. The Second Rule of Rukokho (R2). A  letter is Rukokho when it 

follows an extra consonant C; e.g.,  (C-CVC) ‘purchased’,  (C-CVC) ‘inside’, 
 (C-CV) ‘one’,  (C-CVC) ‘closed’,  (C-CVC) ‘went out’,  (C-CVC) ‘six’. 

§55. New. The Third Rule of Rukokho (R3). A  letter is Rukokho when it ends a 
closed syllable CVC; e.g.,  (CVC-CV) ‘hope’,  (CVC-CV) ‘flesh’,  (C-
CVC) ‘died’,  (CVC-CVC) ‘succeeded’,  (CVC-CV) ‘morning’,  (C-CVC)
‘descended’.

§56. New. The above rules apply across word boundaries in West Syriac only; e.g., 
‘from the priest’ but  ‘this priest’;  ‘that priest’ but  ‘he, the 
priest’ (note that the  and  in diphthongs count like a consonant, as in  ‘mind’ 
and  ‘house’). If a  begins a sentence or phrase, it is always hard. 

1 The rules above are based on George A. Kiraz’s Introduction to Syriac Spirantization (Rukk khô and 
Qušš yô) (Bar Hebraeus Verlag, 1995). 
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§57. New. Doubling (see §44) must be applied when determining if a  letter is 
hard or soft. For instance, in -type verbs the second consonant is doubled; e.g., 

 is qabbel and its syllabification is then CVC-CVC (as if with two s). By rule R3 
the first  would be soft, and by rule Q the second  would be hard as in qavbel. By 
assimilation, however, the first  turns hard and the whole thing would be 
qabbél. Rule Q also applies on a doubled letter that looses its vowel through 
derivation; e.g.,  ‘they accept’ from + ,  ‘she accepted’ from 

+ .
§58. New. The silent  is also considered in syllabification; e.g.,  with a hard .
§59. New. Greek words retain the original Greek sound in West Syriac, but in East Syriac 

the above rules are applied; e.g., Patriarch, Philosophy (Greek p is 
soft  when it appears as ph in English, e.g., philosophy).

§60. New. Exceptions to the above rules include: 
a. The suffixes  and  always have a soft  regardless of what comes 

before them. 
b. The suffix  is always with a soft  as in  ‘afraid’. 
c. The 3rd person feminine and the 1st person when attached to the object 

pronoun are distinguished from each other by a soft  in the former and a 
hard  in the latter; e.g.,  ‘I killed him’,  ‘she killed 
him’.

d. In verbs whose roots end in  as , the  of the 1st person is soft as 
expected,  but hard in the 2nd person .

e. A soft  assimilates into a hard  if followed by , , or another ; e.g., 
‘was kicked out’,  ‘and breasts’,  ‘was written’. 

f. The third consonant in a number of nouns is soft regardless of rule Q. The 
most common ones are  ‘milk’,  ‘gold’, and  ‘new’. 

§61. New.  Some homographs are distinguished from each other using soft and hard 
sounds. The most common are  ‘composition’,  ‘treasure’, and 
‘bride’,  ‘joy’.1

7.3 Pronouns
Personal Pronouns 
§62. The personal pronouns are: 

1 Sebastian Brock found an instance in a poem (may have been by Saint Ephrem) where 
had to be read as bi-syllabic to fit the poetic meter:  (without ). This may indicate a historical 
bi-syllabic origin of the word, which would then explain the soft  (Brock, personal communication). 
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Table 16. Personal Pronouns. 

M He
3

F She
M You

2
F You

Si
ng

ul
ar

1 I
M They

3
F They
M You

2
F You

Pl
ur

al

1 We

Demonstrative Pronouns 
§63. The demonstrative pronouns are: 

Table 17. Demonstrative pronouns. 

M
This

F

MSi
ng

ul
ar

That 
F

M
This

F
M

Pl
ur

al

That 
F

Possessive Pronouns 
§64. The possessive pronouns can take the form of suffixes as in  ‘his book’ or as a 

separate word as in . The various forms are listed in section 5.1.

Interrogative Pronouns 
§65. New. The interrogative pronouns are  ‘who?’ (of person), and , , and 

‘what?’ (of things). 
§66. The pronoun for which? is  for masculine,  for feminine, and  for plural 

feminine and masculine. 
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Enclitics
§67. The 1st person personal pronouns appear in enclitic form as  ‘I’ and  ‘we’; e.g., 

 ‘I write’ (read ko-theb-no),  ‘we write’ (read koth-bee-nan). When the 1st

person pronoun is coupled with itself, it gives the meaning of the verb to be (i.e., am);
e.g.,  ‘I am’. 

§68. New. The 3rd person personal pronouns appear in enclitic form as  ‘he’ and ‘ ’. 
When coupled with the 2nd person pronoun, it gives the meaning of the verb to be;
e.g.,  and  ‘you are’. 

§69. New. With the enclitic pronouns  and ,  becomes  ‘this is’, and 
becomes  ‘this is’. 

7.4 Nouns
§70. Nouns are classified by gender and number. Gender can either be masculine or 

feminine. Number can be either singular or plural. Another classification peculiar to 
Aramaic is state which is discussed below. 

Gender
§71. Masculine nouns typically end in  and feminine ones in ; e.g.,  ‘boy’ and 

‘girl’,  ‘(male) teacher’ and  ‘(female) teacher’. 
§72. These endings can be used as a clue to determine the gender of words. Hence, one 

can conclude that  ‘book’ is masculine, while  ‘codex’ is feminine. Care 
must be taken as in rare occasions the  ending may be part of the word and not an 
ending; e.g.,  ‘house’ is masculine. There are also feminine words that end in ;
e.g.,  ‘road’,  ‘ship’,  ‘earth’, and  ‘knife’. 

§73. Pair body parts are usually feminine while single ones are masculine; e.g., 
‘mouth’ is masculine, while  ‘hand’ is feminine. Exceptions include the masculine 

 ‘wing’,  ‘arm’, and  ‘breast’. 
§74. Place names (countries, states, cities, villages, etc.) are all feminine. 
§75. Some nouns can be used as both masculine and feminine. Common nouns that 

belong to this category include:  ‘monastery’,  ‘salt’,  ‘fire’,  ‘heaven, 
 ‘sun’,  ‘moon’, and  ‘spirit’. 

§76. New. The word  ‘word’ is feminine, but when it refers to the ‘Word’ (i.e., 
Jesus), it is masculine. 

Number 
§77. Plurals are marked with the two-dot .
§78. Singular masculine nouns typically end in , while plural masculine nouns end in ;

e.g.,  ‘book’,  ‘books’. 
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§79. Singular feminine nouns typically end in , while plural feminine nouns end in ;
e.g.,  ‘(female) teacher’ and  ‘(female) teachers’. 

State
§80. New. Nouns appear in three ‘states’: absolute, construct, and emphatic. 
§81. The absolute is the basic form of the noun, usually before adding the final  or  ; 

e.g., the absolute of  ‘book’ is , of  ‘teacher’ is , of  ‘head’ is 
 , of  ‘great, chief’ is  , and of  ‘king’ is . Note that in some nouns 

as , the absolute has different vowels. Nouns rarely appear in their absolute 
form. Some dictionaries, like Margoliouth’s Compendious Syriac Dictionary, list nouns in 
their absolute form. 

§82. The construct in the singular masculine is the same as the absolute and differs only in 
usage. It is used to mark the possessive, but without the ; e.g.,  ‘head of 
the Apostles’ instead of  ,  ‘chief of the priests’ instead of 

 . Using the construct or the  to mark the possessive is optional, but using the 
former gives you fewer syllables and this can be handy in poetry when the poet is 
constrained to the number of syllables in a verse. 

§83. The emphatic is the noun with    or  endings, e.g., , , , etc. 
§84. The following table gives an example of the various states with their endings: 

Table 18. Nominal State Endings. 

M
Absolute

F

M
Emphatic

F

M

Si
ng

ul
ar

Construct
F

M
Absolute

F

M
Emphatic

F

M

Pl
ur

al

Construct
F
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Possessive Suffixes Attached to Nouns 
§85. Possessive suffixes attach to nouns. There are two sets of suffixes: one set attaches to 

singular nouns, and the other to plural nouns. These were discussed in section 5.1,
and are reproduced in the following tables. 

Table 19. Possessive suffixes with singular nouns. 

M His book3

F Her book

M Your book2

F Your bookSi
ng

ul
ar

1 My book

M Their book3

F Their book

M Your book2

F Your book

Pl
ur

al

1 Our book

Table 20. Possessive suffixes with plural nouns. 

M His books3

F Her books

M Your books2

F Your booksSi
ng

ul
ar

1 My books

M Their books3

F Their books

M Your books2

F Your books

Pl
ur

al

1 Our books

§86. The particle  takes the same suffixes as the singular nouns; e.g.,  ‘yours’, 
‘mine’. 

§87. The nouns , , and  take irregular forms when they attach to the suffixes. 

Nominal Forms 
§88. The diminutive is formed by the suffix  or , e.g.,  ‘book’ 

‘booklet’,  ‘baby’  ‘little baby’. The feminine suffix  attaches to feminine 
nouns; e.g.,  ‘little letter’. 
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§89. The demonym (used to denote members of a people or inhabitants of a place) is 
formed by the suffix , e.g.,  ‘Syrian, Syriac’,  ‘solitary’, 
‘Christian’. 

§90. The suffix  forms nouns similar to the English suffixes –hood and -ness, e.g., 
‘brotherhood’,  ‘priesthood’. It is also used to create nouns that indicate a state, 
condition or quality, e.g.,  ‘faith’, or a period of time, e.g.,  ‘old age’. 

7.5 Verbs
§91. Verbs are classified by tense, number, person, and gender. Another classification 

peculiar to Semitic languages is the measure discussed below. 
§92. Verbs are derived from roots. A root is usually made up of three letters, though there 

are a few roots made up of two or four letters. For example, the following verbs are 
all derived from the root  (or  if you were to connect the letters together): 

 ‘he wrote’,  ‘he is writing’,  ‘you (pl.) are writing’,  ‘it was 
written’,  ‘he caused to write’. Hundreds of verbs (in combination with number, 
person, and gender) can be generated from one root. While the singular third 
masculine of the -type verb is also derived from the root, it is usually used to 
indicate the root as its consonants, in most cases, match those of the root. 

§93. Verb conjugation is quite complex. In addition to the number-person-gender 
variables, verbs are also classified into classes called MEASURES (also called in other 
grammars forms or conjugations). The basic measures are:  (p al),  (pa el), 

 (af el). The three letters , , and  are place holders for the root. For 
example, if we were to replace them with the letters from the root  we get ,

, and , respectively. 
§94. Each of the measures mentioned above has a passive counterpart measure that begins 

with . The passive of  is , of  is , and of  is .
For example, using the root  one gets , , and .

§95. New. Additionally, verbs with certain letters in specific slots in the root may be 
conjugated differently. For instance, the future tense of a verb whose first letter is 
conjugates differently from a verb whose first letter is . For this reason, a form of a 
verb depends on: root content, measure, number, person, and gender. These variables 
are the driving force behind the verbal conjugation tables in the Appendix. The 
peculiarities of each verb type are discussed also in the Appendix. 

Tense
§96. There are the following tenses in Syriac: the past tense, present tense, and future 

tense. To these one adds the imperative, passive participle, and infinitive. These were 
all introduced in Chapter 4. Their full conjugations appear in the Appendix. 
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§97. The past tense is called in western grammars the perfect and the future tense the 
imperfect. These are terms that, strictly speaking, denote aspect rather than tense (see 
section 4.7). Further, the present tense is also called the active participle. 

Adverbs
§98. Adverbs are formed by adding the suffix ; e.g.,  ‘confidently’,  ‘in 

Syriac’.

Object Suffixes 
§99. Object suffixes attach to verbs, prepositions, and some particles; e.g.,  ‘he killed 

you’,  ‘to him’. These suffixes are given in section 5.2.

Subject Suffixes 
§100. Subject suffixes attach to the present tense (also called active participle) and passive 

participles as contracted forms. The conjugation of these is given in the Appendix. 

The Verb 
§101. The verb  ‘became’ corresponds to the English verb to be when used as an enclitic. 

The following table gives the conjugation of the verb, with the corresponding enclitic 
.

Table 21. The Conjugation of .

M He became He was3

F She became She was

M You became You were2

F You became You wereSi
ng

ul
ar

1 I became I was

M They became They were3

F They became They were

M You became You were2

F You became You were

Pl
ur

al

1 We became We were
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Conjugation of 
§102. The following table gives the conjugation of  ‘to be’. 

Table 22. Conjugation of .

M3

F

M2

FSi
ng

ul
ar

1

M3

F

M2

F

Pl
ur

al

1

7.6 Numbers and Numerals 
Using Letters to Represent Numbers 
§103. The letters of the alphabet are used to represent numbers. The basic numbers are: 

Letter  Number 
  1 

  2 
  3 

  4 
  5 
  6 
  7 

  8 
  9 
  10 
  20 

  30 
  40 
  50 

  60 
  70 
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  80 
  90 
  100 

  200 
  300 

  400 
§104. The letters  to  represent the ones,  to  represent the tens, and  to  represent 

the 100s until 400; e.g.,  is 1,  is 10,  is 11,  is 22,  is 133 (see section 6.1 
for more details). 

§105. The number 500 may be expressed by  (400+100), 600 as , 700 as , and 800 as 
, 900 as  (400+400+100). Alternatively, they can be expressed with  (50 with a 

dot above) for 500,  for 600, etc. 
§106. Similarly, the number 1,000 is expressed with , the number 2,000 with , etc. One 

can optionally put a dot or a dash above the letter. 

Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers 
§107. Numbers are specific to gender. The following table gives a list of ordinal and cardinal 

numbers. Ordinal numbers end in  for masculine numbers and  for feminine 
numbers, with the exception for second.

Cardinal Numbers Ordinal Numbers 
Number Masc. Fem. Number Masc. Fem. 

One First
Two Second
Three Third 
Four Fourth
Five Fifth
Six Sixth
Seven Seventh 
Eight Eighth
Nine Ninth 
Ten Tenth 
Eleven Eleventh
Twelve Twelfth 
Thirteen Thirteenth 
Fourteen Fourteenth 
Fifteen Fifteenth 
Sixteen Sixteenth 
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Cardinal Numbers Ordinal Numbers 
Number Masc. Fem. Number Masc. Fem. 

Seventeen Seventeenth 
Eighteen Eighteenth 
Nineteen Nineteenth
Twenty Twentieth 
Twenty 
one

Twenty first 

Thirty Thirtieth 
Forty Fortieth 
Fifty Fiftieth
Sixty Sixtieth
Seventy Seventieth
Eighty Eightieth 
Ninety Ninetieth 
Hundred
Two
hundred
Three 
hundred
One
thousand 
Two
thousand 

§108. New. One can also form ordinal numbers with  as in ,  ‘second’; ,
 ‘third’, etc. (but not for first, for which  is always used). This usage of  is 

useful in higher numbers; e.g.,  ‘two thousendth’. 
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8 The Estrangelo and East Syriac 
Scripts

We have thus far used the Serto script, also called the West Syriac script. There are two other 
scripts which are introduced in this chapter: Estrangelo and East Syriac. 

Both Serto (i.e., West Syriac) and the East Syriac script have been called, in older 
grammars, after the various religious groups that use them. Serto, for instance, is sometimes 
called the Maronite script (the Maronites are a West-Syriac religious community centered in 
Lebanon). You may also come across Serto being called the ‘Jacobite’ script. Why is this 
word in single quotes? Because you should never use the ‘J’ word. Historically it has been 
used as a derogatory term for the Syrian Orthodox Church. 

Similarly the East Syriac script is sometimes called Chaldean. It is also called with the 
‘N’ (i.e., ‘Nestorian’) word which is a derogatory term for the Church of the East. 

So do not use the ‘J’ word or the ‘N’ word, neither to denote the scripts nor to refer to 
the communities. Some may be offended. 

8.1 Estrangelo
Estrangelo, introduced in this section, is the oldest Syriac script. It is used in all early 
manuscripts, and is found in many scholarly editions of Syriac texts. Today, Estrangelo is 
also used in headings. 

When I was taught Syriac as a young kid, I was taught the Serto script. How did I learn 
Estrangelo and East Syriac? 

I simply picked up a table of the alphabet that gave Serto in one column , Estrangelo in 
the next column, and East Syriac in the third column. I memorized it. Mission accomplished! 

That’s all that you need. Look up the letters in the following tables, compare them to 
Serto, and start practicing on some texts. To make the job easier for you, I will give you texts 
in both Serto and Estrangelo so that you can compare them. 

The Alphabet 
Name Final

Position
Middle

Position
Initial

Position
Stand-
alone

Position

Serto
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Name Final

Position
Middle

Position
Initial

Position
Stand-
alone

Position

Serto

Texts
Estrangelo texts are usually unvocalized, so I removed all vowel marks. 

St. Ephrem 

1
.

1.

2 .
.

2 ..

3
.

3.

4  
.

4  .

5
.

5.

6
.

6
.

7. 7.

Mimro

1
.

1
.
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2 2

3
.

3
.

4 4

Madrosho

1

.

1

.

2

.

2

.

The Wolf, the Fox, and the Lion 

1 .

.

1 .
.

2
.

2
.

3
.

3
.

4
.

4
.

5 :. 5 :.
6

.

6
.

7
.

7
.

8 : 8 :
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John of Ephesus 

1
.

1
.

2  

.

2  
.

3

.

3

.

4. 4.
5

.
5.

6
.

6
.

7

.

7
.

8
.

8
.

8.2 East Syriac 
The Alphabet 
The East Syriac alphabet is primarily used by the Assyrians (Church of the East) and 
Chaldeans. It is also used in modern times by the Syrian Orthodox in headings or 
subheadings of texts. The alphabet is given in the following table: 

Name Final
Position

Middle
Position

Initial
Position

Stand-
alone

Position

Serto
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Name Final

Position
Middle

Position
Initial

Position
Stand-
alone

Position

Serto

East Syriac has the optional ligature  at the end of words for , and  for .

East Syriac has its own vowel system. While West Syriac has five vowels, East Syriac 
has seven. They are also pronounced differently: 

Serto Vowel East Syriac Sound 
  Read o as in dot

  Read a as in father

  Read e as in men

  Read a as in day 

  Read ee as in meet

  Read oo as in boo

  Read o as in note

Note that West Syriac  and  correspond to two vowels in East Syriac. 
It is crucially important that you distinguish between language and script. The language 

is the same, regardless of the script it is written in: the words are the same, the grammar is 
the same, the meaning is the same. The sound is not the same. For instance, I was raised 
reading West Syriac. I can perfectly read any text in the East Syriac script with the same 
speed I read it in West Syriac. In either case, I pronounce it in West Syriac. If you are 
interested to hear the sound of East Syriac, I encourage you to listen to some of the East 
Syriac readings in Healey’s Leshono Suryoyo (Gorgias Press, 2005). 
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Notes on Pronunciation 
There are differences in pronunciation between West and East Syriac. A few of these are 
listed here. 

The letter  when soft is pronounced as w ; e.g.,  is read awa not aba.
The letter  is pronounced like West Syriac .
The letter  is usually read with Qushoyo as p.
Further, the pa el verbal forms double the second root consonant; e.g., West Syriac 
 read qabel, but East Syriac  read qabbel.
Recall that in West Syriac, if a word begins with an  and is preceded by a  prefix, 

the vowel of the  moves to the prefix; e.g.,  ‘father’  ‘and father’. In East Syriac, the 
vowel remains on the , e.g., . When more than one  prefix is used, this leads to a 
different number of vowels in the word; e.g., West Syriac  ‘and of the father’ has two 
syllables or vowels, but East Syriac  has three syllables or vowels.

Words beginning with a consonant followed by  (with a Phtho o) in West Syriac 
have  (with a Zqofo) in East Syriac which is pronounced o; e.g., West Syriac  ‘day’ is 
read yawmo, but East Syriac  is read yoma.

Texts
Each of the following texts is given in Serto and East Syriac. The first sentence of each text 
has been vocalized in the East Syriac dotted system. 

St. Ephrem 

1
.

1.

2 .. 2 ..
3. 3.
4  . 4  .
5. 5.
6. 6.
7. 7.

Mimro

1
.

1
.

2 2

3
.

3
.

4 4
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Madrosho

1
.

1
.

2
.

2
.

The Wolf, the Fox, and the Lion 

1 .
.

1 .
.

2
.

2
.

3
.

3
.

4
.

4
.

5 :. 5 :.
6

.

6
.

7
.

7
.

8 : 8 :

Note that in Sentence 1, West Syriac , ,  correspond to East Syriac ,
, . Do you see a difference? East Syriac retains the vowels on .

John of Ephesus 

1
.

1
.

2  
.

2  
.

3 3
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. .
4. 4.
5

.
5.

6
.

6
.

7
.

7
.

8
.

8
.

Note in sentence one that the line is on top of the  in . In some types, this line is 
slanted.
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9 How Do I Do That? 

In this final chapter we learn how to use the dictionary, how to read manuscripts, how to 
type Syriac on the computer, and how to read Garshuni. The first topic, on how to use the 
dictionary, is essential if you want to move forward with Syriac. The other topics are 
optional. 

9.1 How to Use the Dictionary? 
Sooner or later you need to consult the dictionary. You probably know that all dictionaries 
list words in alphabetical order. Syriac dictionaries also sort items in alphabetical order, but 
what sort of items?

There are two types of Syriac dictionaries. The first type arranges entries by roots, not 
words. If you want to find a word, you first must know its root, and then you can look up 
the root in alphabetical order. For example, the words  ‘book’,  ‘writer’, 
‘history’ will all be given under the root . So will the verbs , , , etc. 
Dictionaries that list words by roots include Thomas Audo’s1 Syriac-to-Syriac dictionary, 
Awgin Manna’s2 Syriac-Arabic dictionary, Costaz’s3 Syriac-French-English-Arabic dictionary, 
and Brockelmann’s4 Syriac-Latin dictionary. You probably would want to avoid those at the 
beginning until you become a pro and know how to figure out roots. But in case you want a 
challenge, there is a section below that gives you hints on finding the root of a word. If you 
are a beginner, the easiest dictionary to use from this category is Costaz’s.

The second type of dictionaries lists words in alphabetical order;  ‘book’ and 
‘writer’ are listed under  with  preceding  and probably with many other entries 
in between. Then,  ‘history’ will be listed under . This is what you would expect 
from a normal dictionary, but even then things are not that straightforward. Dictionaries that 
list words alphabetically, rather than under their roots, are easy to use when you are looking 
up a noun. If you want to look up a verb, you have to look it up in the singular 3rd person 
masculine form of the  type. For example,  ‘he wrote’,  ‘she wrote’, and 
‘composed’, etc. are listed under . The main dictionary that uses this method is 
Margoliouth’s Compendious Syriac Dictionary which I very much recommend you get. 

1 Thomas Audo, Treasure of the Syriac Language ( ) (Mousol, 1897, reprinted 
in Chicago in 1978, Holland in 1985, and Gorgias Press in 2007). 

2 Eugene Manna, Chaldean-Arabic Dictionary  (Gorgias Press reprint, 2007). 
3 Louis Costaz, Syriac-English [-French-Arabic] Dictionary (Dar Al-Machriq, 2002) 
4 Carl Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum (Georg Olms Verlag, 1995). 
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How to Find the Root? 
Finding the root of a word requires some experience. I will aim to give you some guidelines 
here, but this is not a comprehensive how-to guide. 

The first thing you would want to do is to strip any prefixes or suffixes from the word. 
For instance, you know about the  prefixes. If the word begins in one or more of these 
letters, try to remove them; e.g., the root of  and   is . But remember that 

 letters can be part of the word such as  ‘chewed’; if you take the  out, you end 
up with the two-letter  which is unlikely to be a root as most roots have three letters. 

If a verb begins with  it may be of the  type. Try to remove it to see if you end 
up with a three letter root; e.g.,  yields  which is a plausible root. But recall that 
there is a class of initial-  verbs. If you remove  from  ‘he said’, you end up with , not 
likely to be a root. Familiarize yourself with the -initial verbal forms in the Appendix. 

The letters in  also act as prefixes to future tense verbs and participles; e.g., 
‘I shall write’,  ‘he writes’ (the present or active participle of the  type verb), 

 ‘he will write’,  ‘you will write’. If you remove the  letter at the beginning 
of all these verbs you will end up with  or . In the former, you know that the  is 
part of the future tense vowel, so if you remove it you end up with . In general, if you 
are out of prefixes or suffixes to remove, and you still have more than three letters and one 
of them is weak ( , , or ), you can try to remove it as well. 

There is also the passive  prefix in verbs (and its variants , , and ). Those 
should be removed to find the root; e.g., , , ,  all of which have 
the root .

There are also the suffixes which attach to nouns. We came across some already; e.g., 
 and . Once you read more texts you will find nouns ending in , , , and many 

others. There is also the adverb ending  which we came across already. 
Finally, there are the object suffixes to verbs, e.g.,  ‘he wrote it’, and the possessive 

suffixes to nouns  ‘his book’. Those need to be removed to find the root. 
There will always be words whose roots are difficult to find, especially those whose 

roots contain weak letters ( , , or ) as they tend to interchange. Do you know that the root 
of  ‘house’ is ? I had no idea until I started composing my concordance to the Syriac 
New Testament.1 It took me a while to figure out this one! 

9.2 How to Read Manuscripts? 
There will be times when you will find yourself in front of a manuscript. I was exposed to 
manuscripts at a very early age at church because my church until this day does not have 
printed texts of the entire liturgical cycles. We use manuscripts. You may also find yourself 

1 G. Kiraz, Concordance to the Syriac New Testament, volumes 1-6 (Brill, 1993). 
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in need to study an unpublished text, and may have to go to a library where the text is 
preserved in some ancient manuscript. If you find yourself in such a situation, take special 
care when you handle the manuscript. Don’t do what I did when I once visited the British 
Library and ordered a sixth century manuscript to read. What happened? 

Well, I just mentioned that I was exposed to manuscripts since I was a young kid. As 
such I handled manuscripts the same way I handled any modern printed book; it was not 
special. When I was studying at Oxford, I decided to publish the text of Saint George’s life. I 
learned that there is a sixth century manuscript at the British Library. I went down there 
armed with a letter of recommendation from Sebastian P. Brock. The librarian very kindly 
brought me the manuscript. It was not easy to open it as the binding was tight. I did what I 
was used to doing before. I placed the manuscript flat on the table, pressed hard to open it, 
then to ensure it remained open while I was copying the text, I pressed on it even harder 
with my left elbow and started copying with my right hand. After a few minutes the librarian 
saw me and was horrified. He ran and in a very polite British-like manner showed me how to 
place the manuscript on a book stand that had special arms to keep the manuscript open. 

So how should you read manuscripts? With care! 
The first thing you will need to get used to is the hand-writing of the scribe. There is an 

album of dated Syriac manuscripts by William Hatch.1 It is not the cheapest of all books, but 
you can use it to get familiarity with a number of scripts. 

There are manuscripts which are palimpsests. At a time when paper was too expensive, 
scribes took older manuscripts they no longer needed and rubbed off the writing, then wrote 
on top of the old writing. These are harder to read, especially if you are interested in the 
rubbed older writing. The Sinai manuscript of the Old Syriac Gospels is a palimpsest and is 
very difficult to read. 

I mentioned that we still use manuscripts at church. Since manuscripts are rare, you 
cannot expect to have your own copy in hand. All deacons stand around a larger book stand, 
called the  , and chant together. As the gudo gets crowded, you may be unlucky and end 
up reading upside down. Syriac children who grow up reading at church are experts in 
reading texts at any angle! 

Reading manuscripts is fun and gives you a bit of a challenge. Spend some time reading 
manuscripts from Hatch’s album. You can start with Biblical texts and compare the 
manuscript hand with the printed text. 

9.3 How to Type in Meltho? 
The Meltho fonts are Unicode fonts which work, at least, on the Windows platforms. This 
section describes how to use the fonts to type Syriac texts. As installation may change from 

1 William Hatch, An Album of Dated Syriac Manuscripts (Gorgias Press, 2002). 
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time to time depending on the latest operating system, simply follow the instructions that 
come with the fonts. The Meltho fonts can be downloaded from the Beth Mardutho Web 
site at www.bethmardutho.org. 

Once you install the fonts and setup your computer to use Syriac (instructions are 
found at the Web site listed above), you will see a language icon with “EN” (for English) on 
the bottom tray of your screen. If you click on it, you will see the languages that you set up 

your computer with. In my case, I have the languages shown in the following illustration. 
To type in Syriac, first open Microsoft Word. Click where you want to type Syriac, then 

click on the “EN” icon shown above and click on “Syriac.” You can now type away. 
There are two types of keyboard layouts, which you would have chosen during the 

setup process. The ‘standard’ one follows the Arabic keyboard, while the phonetic one is, 
well, phonetic.  Letters are on the normal keys, and vowels and other marks are on the shift 
keys. The fonts are smart enough to figure out the various shapes of the letters (initial, 
middle, final, or stand alone) and ligatures, and to add spacing, or longer connections, 
between letters when you add specific vowels to make sure that vowels do not hit letters. But 
this is not perfect in all fonts (see under Fine Turning Spacing below). 

The basic usage of the Meltho fonts, and the location of letters, vowels, and marks is 
very well documented in the Meltho package. Make sure to read it first. What I aim to do 
here is to describe issues that are not covered in the documentation. 

Order of Key Strokes 
The Meltho fonts contain hundreds of rules that fine tune the spacing between letters, 
especially when vowels or diacritic points are used. For example, there is a rule that makes 
the connection in  longer if there is syomé on the ; otherwise, the syomé will hit the .
Compare  with . If this rule did not exist, you will end up with  where the 
syomé hits the . That is ugly. 

There are also rules that define the vertical location of vowels and diacritic points:  on 
 is high, but on  is low.

The rules work on the assumption that you first type the letter, then in the case of 
 letters the Rukokho or Qushoyo point, then syomé if any, then the vowel if any. If 

you type the vowel then syomé, you may not get the intended result. So keep this order in 
mind: first letter, then Rukokho or Qushoyo, then syomé, then vowel. 
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Controlling Letter Shapes 
While the fonts determine the shape of a letter depending on its location in a word, 
sometimes you may want to override that choice. For instance, in many places in the Primer,
I had to type part of a word. For instance, if I want to say “  of ,” how do I type the 
middle  at the beginning of ? Usually it will come out as .

There are two control letters that you use to override the shape of letters. The first is 
called “No-Width Non Break”. The term “No-Width” indicates that the character has 0 
width and cannot be seen. “Non Break” means that the character forces the letter not to 
break (i.e., to connect). You type this letter by holding the Alt and Ctrl keys that are on the 
right (very important!) of the space bar, and then pressing on ‘V’. This combination of 
Alt+Ctrl+V inserts this character. Hence, if you press Alt+Ctrl+V, then , then another 
Altr+Ctrl+V, you get , a middle letter that connects on both sides. If you want it to 
connect only on the right, then type Alt+Ctrl+V then ; the result is . Similarly, if you 
want an initial version of this letter, type  then Alt+Ctrl+V, and you will get .

The other control character is “No-Width Optional Break.” This character forces a 
connection between two letters to break. You type it by holding the Alt and Ctrl keys that 
are on the right of the space bar, and then pressing B. For example, in older Estrangelo texts, 
the letter  does not connect to the left as in  instead of . You can get this by 
pressing Alt+Ctrl+B after you type . In Serto, some people like to have a straight non 
curvy  in the middle of a word as in  instead of . You can accomplish this by inserting 
an Alt+Ctrl+B after the .

You can use these two control letters to break ligatures that are automatically built into 
the fonts if you don’t like them. Many people do not like the  ligature and prefer .
Simply add an Alt+Ctrl+V between the two letters. Also some don’t like the inter-word 
ligature . Simply type , then space, then Alt+Ctrl+B, then  and you will get .

Fine Tuning Spacing 
Even with the hundred of rules embedded in the fonts that control spacing, the fonts are far 
from being perfect. I came across some difficulties writing this book. For example in  the 

 vowel is too close to the syomé. You can add an extra small space by clicking on the 
“Insert” menu, then “Symbol…,” then the “Special Characters” tab, then choose “1/4 Em 
space,” then click on “Insert.” This inserts a small space which you can make even smaller 
by changing the point size of the space. Doing so can perfect the spacing as in .

Typesetting Poetry 
You may want to typeset a Mimro poem by justifying it from both sides. You can do this by 
making the alignment of the paragraph “Justify Low” (from the “Format” menu, pick 
“Paragraph” and set the alignment). This will add a longer connection at the end of each 
word. Also, instead of hitting the “Enter” key at the end of each line, hold the Shift key and 
hit “Enter.” Here is an example: 
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Special Symbols 
In Microsoft Word, if you want to type a Unicode symbol, you can type its code then hit 
Alt+X. For example, you have seen the  symbol which I used as a place holder for letters. 
Its Unicode value is 25cc (Unicode numbers are in hex so they include the letters a-f in 
addition to digits). If you type 25cc then Alt+x, you will get the symbol. Conversely, if you 
press Alt+X next to a letter or symbol, you will get its Unicode value. 

Not that this is an easy way to type, but if you know that the Unicode code for  is 
0710, then you can type the number followed by Alt+X and the letter  will be typed! 

How to Create a New Diacritic 
Sometimes you may need a special diacritic mark on a letter. For instance, a colleague was 
working on Masoretic manuscripts, and he needed to place a dot in the middle of  like this 

. . No such dot exists in the Unicode definition for Syriac and it is not present in any of 
the Syriac fonts. Luckily, Microsoft Word allows you to overlay one character on another. It 
is a bit complicated but can be done. 

First you need to find the two characters that make the combination that you need. 
Here, we can use  and the English period to create . . Click on the “Insert” menu, then 
click on “Fields”. You will get the following dialog box. 

Under “Categories,” pick “Equations and Formulas” as shown above. Then under 
“Field Names”, click on “Eq.” Then click on the “Field Codes” button. Another button will 
appear next to it called “Options…”. Click on it. Then you will get the following dialog box. 
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Now, click on \O(), which is the overlay command, and click on “Add to Field”. You 
can now edit the text box where “EQ \O()” appears to read “EQ \O( , .).” In other words, 
you type the two characters you want to overlay with a comma separator. Now click OK 
twice. Word will overlay the period on top of . But you are not done yet. 

Now, you need to change the location of the period raising it a bit, and maybe changing 
its point size. Right-click on the  that was generated, and click “Toggle Field codes” to get 
“EQ \O( , .).” Then highlight the period. Now click on the “Format” menu, then click on 
“Fonts.” The following dialog box will show. 

Click on the “Character Spacing” tab. Set “Position” to “Raised”, and adjust it to 3 pt 
as shown above. You have to play with this number until it places the period where you 
want it vertically. 

If the period is too big, you can change its point size. If you want to move it 
horizontally to the right, you can insert a space before it (or ½ space) and play with the point 
size of the space as well until the horizontal location is where you want it to be. 

You can cut-and-past the new character anywhere else in the document. If you know 
how to record a macro, you can record the entire process and save it in a macro and assign 
the macro to a key. 
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9.4 Reading Garshuni 
Garshuni is a term, whose origins no one knows, that refers to another language being 
written in Syriac letters. The most popular form of Garshuni is Arabic Garshuni where the 
script is Syriac, but the text is Arabic. Other forms of Garshuni are Ottoman Turkish 
Garshuni, and Malayalam Garshuni. 

Arabic Garshuni 
Many manuscripts are written in Garshuni and you may come across them one day, that is if 
you know Arabic. There is a simple one-to-one mapping between Arabic letters and their 
Syriac counterpart. There are a few Arabic letters that do not have a counterpart in Syriac: 
is used for ,  for . In addition,  for ,  for ,  for ,  is used for , and  for .
Two dots on  indicate . The Arabic vowels are used instead of the Syriac vowels. Here is a 
sample text1 in the Arabic script and in Garshuni: 

12261244

 .
1264

 .
1286.

1226
1244

1264

1286.

1 Introduction to the Chronicle of Bar Ebroyo ( ) by Jean 
Maurice Fiey (Dar Al-Mashriq, 1991), p. (12).
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Ottoman Turkish Garshuni 
My grandfather used to write his letters in Ottoman Turkish but using the Syriac alphabet. 
This is what we call Ottoman Garshuni. Many secular publications from the late 1800s and 
early 1900s are written in this form. 

Malayalam Garshuni 
Malayalam Garshuni refers to Malayalam texts written in Syriac letters. Unlike the previous 
forms of Garshuni, where special symbols modify Syriac letters to represent sounds not 
found in Syriac, Malayalam Garshuni uses a mixture of Syriac and old Malayalam letters, 
intertwined beautifully. The colophon shown above contains two names in Malayalam 
Garshuni, one of which is discussed here. (I am grateful to István Perczel of Tübingen 
University, who took the photograph and who was able to provide the reading, which he in 
turn learned from Fr George Kurukkoor of the Pastoral Orientation Centre, Ernakulam.) 

The name is at the beginning of line 5. It is Edapullikulangra. Here is the word in a 
mixture of Syriac and Malayalam letters (I used modern Malayalam letters for the lack of an 
old Malayalam font): 

The word is made up of the following letters: Syriac  (but without the vowel) for E,
Malayalam da, Syriac  for pu, Malayalam ll, Syriac  for i, Syriac  for ku, Malayalam 

 la, Malayalam ngra, and finally an  for a.
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Appendix

Verb Paradigms 
The derivation of Syriac verbs depends on a number of factors: the type of the root from 
which it is derived, its ‘measure’, tense, number, person, and gender. These are described 
below in greater details. 

Root Types 

Syriac verbs are derived from roots which usually consist of three letters, although there are 
roots that consist of two or four letters. For example, the verbs  ‘he wrote’,  ‘she 
wrote’,  ‘it was written’, etc., are all derived from the three-letter root . The 
paradigms of a particular verb very much depend on the letters that make up the root, and 
the position of those letters in the root. For example, roots whose first letter is  may have a 
paradigm that differs from roots whose first letter is . Roots whose last letter is  may have 
their own special paradigm. 

Roots are classified as either ‘strong’ or ‘weak’. A STRONG ROOT does not contain any 
of the letters , , or ; e.g., , , . A WEAK ROOT contains at least one of the 
letters , , or ; e.g., , , , . The position of the weak letter in the root is 
important. A root whose first letter is  such as  has a different paradigm than a root 
whose third letter is  such as . Grammars refer to the position of a letter in a root 
differently. One can do so by the terms first, second and third as we have already done in this 
paragraph. Alternatively, we can use initial, middle and final since there are three letters only; 
e.g., we say that  has an initial ,  has a middle , and  has a final . Some 
grammars use the letters of the root  as an indicator (where  indicates the first/initial 
letter,  indicates the second/middle letter, and  indicates the third/final letter). For 
example, we say that  is a -  (read , then ) verb (i.e., its -position letter is ),
is a -  verb (i.e., its -position letter is  ), and  is a -  verb (i.e., its -position letter 
is ). In her A Compendious Syriac Dictionary under the entry for , for instance, J. Smith 
tells us that in the future it “is conjugated like a  verb” (p. 379); i.e., like a verb whose -
position letter is  like .

Additionally, certain letters in certain positions in the root may also affect the paradigm. 
For example, roots whose first letter is  differ in the future tense from regular verbs. Usually 
there is a reason for this. The future of the regular verb is derived by adding the prefix  as in 

 ‘he will write’. If the root itself begins with a  then its  merges with that of the prefix. 
For example, the future of the root  is  not . The paradigm tables that follow 
are:
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Table 1 Regular strong verbs. These are verbs deriving from roots whose letters 
do not contain , , or .

Table 2 Strong verbs whose initial letter is sibilant (i.e., , , , or ).
Table 3 Strong verbs whose initial letter is .
Table 4 Strong verbs whose final letter is guttural (i.e., , , or ), or .
Table 5 Weak verbs whose initial letter is .
Table 6 Weak verbs whose middle letter is .
Table 7 Weak verbs whose final letter is .
Table 8 Weak verbs whose initial letter is .
Table 9 Weak verbs whose middle letter is  or .
Table 10 Doubled verbs. These are verbs whose second and third letters are the 

same such as . The doubled verb is also called geminate in some 
grammars. 

Table 11 Attaching object pronoun suffixes to regular verbs. 
Table 12 Attaching object pronoun suffixes to final  verbs. 
Table 13 Some irregular verbs. 

The Measure 

The term ‘measure’, sometimes called in other grammars ‘pattern’, ‘template’, ‘form’, ‘stem’, 
or ‘conjugation’, refers to a verbal pattern in Semitic languages. The function of this pattern 
is not always clear. 

The root letters form the basis of this pattern, and one has to pick a particular root to 
serve as a place holder for the root letters. Historically grammarians used the root , and 
we shall do the same here. Each ‘measure’ or pattern simply adds vowels and letters to the 
base . The measures are: 

 It is the base measure, and has a vowel on the middle letter. This vowel is 
sometimes  as in  ‘he wrote’, or  as in  ‘he descended’. 
Dictionaries usually indicate the vowel for each particular root or verb.  

 While it sometimes gives a more intensive meaning than the base 
measure, in many cases the meaning of a  verb is not related to that 
of its  measure. In the root , for example, the  form 
means “he came near,” while the  from  means “he offered.” 

 While it sometimes gives a causative meaning, in many cases the meaning 
of an  verb is not related to that of its  measure. In the root 

 cited above,  means “to fight”. 
Each of the above measures has a ‘passive’ counterpart that begins with the  prefix. 

The word ‘passive’ is in single quotes because passiveness is its general function. But it is 
important to keep in mind that the ‘passive’ counterpart of a measure may give a meaning 
that is totally unrelated. The ‘passive’ measures are: 
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 is the passive counterpart of .
 is the passive counterpart of .
 is the passive counterpart of .

Tense

Syriac has the following tenses: 
Past The past tense is also called in other grammars ‘perfect’, and indicates a 

complete action. 
Future The future tense is also called in other grammars ‘imperfect’, and 

indicates an incomplete action. 
Present The present tense is also called in other grammars ‘active participle’. 

To the above, one adds the imperative which indicates an order, the participle which is 
called in other grammars ‘passive participle’, and the infinitive. 

Number Person and Gender 

Syriac verbs are also defined by number, person, and gender. Number can be either singular 
or plural, person can be 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, and gender can be masculine, feminine or common. 
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Table Organization 

Each paradigm table spans over many pages. The columns specify verb types or ‘measures’. 
These are  and its passive counterpart ,  and its passive counterpart 

, and  and its passive counterpart . The columns spread over two facing 
pages, and are marked by A, B, C, etc. 

The rows give tense (past, future, present, as well as the participle, imperative and 
infinitive), number (singular and plural), person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd), and gender (masculine and 
feminine). Each row spans two facing pages. Rows are numbered and may continue to the 
following pair of pages. For instance, Table 1 occupies pages 262 to 267. Pages 262 and 263 
contain rows 1 to 25, and pages 264 and 265 contain rows 26 to 49. The notes occupy pages 
266 and 267. 

A cell is identified by its column letter heading and row numerical heading, the same 
way grids are identified in maps. In Table 1, for example, cell C5 gives , the past 
singular 1st person form of the . A cell may contain variant forms which are separated 
by ‘/’. Full Rukokho and Qushoyo marks are given in Table 1 only, but can be applied 
throughout.

Empty cells indicate that the form does not exist for that particular morphological 
setting. For instance, all -type verbs are passive by nature and do not exist in the present 
tense (which is also the active participle); hence, you will find in Table 1 cells C26-37, E26-37, 
and G26-37 empty. 
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Table 1. Regular Strong Verbs 
The root of a strong verb does not contain , , or . The roots  and  are such roots. 

In the , the vowel on the second letter of the past and future tenses varies from 
verb to verb, and can be known from experience or simply by consulting the dictionary. The 
dictionary usually gives for each verb its past tense vowel and its future tense vowel. For 
example,  has  in the past tense and  in the future , while  has  in the past 
tense and  in the future tense . In general (but not always), transitive verbs (i.e., verbs 
that express an action and normally require an object) have the vowel  in the past tense, 
and  in the future tense); intransitive verbs (i.e., verbs that express a situation and do not 
require an object such as to sleep) have the vowel  in the past tense, and  in the future 
tense. Further, verbs ending in , , or  tend to have  in the past and future tense; e.g. 

-  ‘opened-shall open’, -  ‘listened-shall listen’, and -  ‘jumped-
shall jump’ (for which see Table 4). It is important to note that the past tense and future 
tense vowels apply only to the  measure. All other measures have a standard vowel. 
Column A in Table 1 gives the paradigm for  and Column B for . Other vowel 
combinations are given in the notes. 

The Entries  and  from Compendious Syriac Dictionary
Here are the first few lines of the entries  and  from Smith’s 
Compendious Syriac Dictionary that illustrate how the vowels of verbs are 
indicated.

 fut. , imper. , act. part. [present] , , pass. part. 
, , . A) to write, write out, copy out…

 fut. , act. part. [present] , , pass. part. . A) 
opp. to come to an end, be finished, concluded…

As you can see, the first thing that is given is the past tense and the 
future with the proper vowel. 
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Table 1. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C

 P al1M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) Past , future Past , future Ethp el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F 2/ / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F /3

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / /   /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / /   /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / / 6

/ / / / 7

8

9

/ / / / 10

11

4 12

4 13

4 14

15

16

17

4 18

4 19

20

21

/ / / /   22

/   / /    / 23

/   / / /    24

25

D E F G
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Table 1. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

Separated Pronoun Contracted Pronoun Ethp el

26 M    
27

3rd

F    
28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M    
33

3rd

F    
34 M 5

35
2nd

F 5

36 M 5

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F 5

38 M 6

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

6 38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F G
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Table 1. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs (iii. Notes)

1 [A-B] The P al verbs come in 5 past-future vowel combinations, two of which appear in the table 
above (columns A and B). The rest are listed below. The other verb type conjugations of these verbs 
follow Columns C-G above. 

Past , future Past , future Past , future

M
3rd

F

M
2nd

F

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

M / / /
3rd

F / / /

M
2nd

F

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

M
3rd

F

M
2nd

F

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

M
3rd

F

M
2nd

F

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

M

Si
ng

.

F / / /

M / / /Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /
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2 [A7-G7] The  suffix (including the Syomé) is a late West Syriac development. In early texts 
and contemporary East Syriac texts one finds , , , etc. for the past tense 
(perfect) plural 3rd feminine. 

3 [A7-G7] The form with a file  is rare.
4 [G12-G14, G18, & G19] Forms which begin with  as in  (G12) are reduced in 

spelling to two s only as in .
5 [A34-A37] These forms are pronounced as their contracted counterparts in B34-B37, 

respectively. Also note that while the rest of the tables give the contracted forms, the non 
contracted are more common, especially in early manuscripts. 

6 [C38-C49 & E38-E49] Apart from C38/E38 and C42/E42, the rest of the passive participle 
forms for the  and the  are identical. However, note the soft  (2nd letter of 
the root) in column C and the hard  in column E. 
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Table 2. Strong Verbs with Initial Sibilant Letters , , , or 
Verbs that begin in , ,  , or  differ from the verbs in Table 1 only in the ‘measures’ 

 and . The rest of the measures are identical to those of Table 1. 
In the case of -initial verbs, two transformations take place. First, the  places itself in 

the middle of ; e.g., the  of  becomes . This transformation is called 
METATHESIS. Second, the  of  turns into a  giving . This transformation is called 
ASSIMILATION.

The same transformations occur in the case of -initial verbs, except that the  of 
assimilates into  ; e.g.,  becomes  by metathesis, then  by assimilation. 

In the case of -initial and -initial verbs, only metathesis takes place; e.g., 
becomes , and  becomes .

Table 2 gives for each of the above verbs the  (as a starting point), , and 
 measures. For the , , and  follow the paradigms in Table 1, 

Columns D, F, and G, respectively. The initial-  verb  occupies Columns A-C on pp. 270 
& 272, the initial-  verb  occupies Columns D-F on pp. 271 & 273, the initial-  verb 

 occupies Columns G-I on pp. 274 & 276, and the initial-  verb  occupies 
Columns J-L on pp. 275 & 277. 
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Table 2. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs with Initial Sibilant Letters , , , or  (i. Past,    

A B C

Initial :  turns into  in  & M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) 

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / /  / 

7
3rd

F / /  / 

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / /  / 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / /  / 

23 M / /  / 

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / /  / 

25 Infinitive

A B C
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 Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

D E F

Initial

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

1

2

3

4

5

/ /  / 6

/ /  / 7

8

9

/ /  / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ /  / 22

/ /  / 23

/ /  / 24

25

D E F
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Table 2. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs with Initial Sibilant Letters , , , or  (ii. Active     

A B C

Initial :  turns into  in  & M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

26 M    
27

3rd

F    
28 M    
29

2nd

F    
30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F    
32 M    
33

3rd

F    
34 M    
35

2nd

F    
36 M    
37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F    
38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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and Passive Participles)

D E F

Initial

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

   26

   27

   28

   29

30

   31

   32

   33

   34

   35

   36

   37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F
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Table 2. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs with Initial Sibilant Letters , , , or  (i. Past,    

G H I

Initial :  turns into  in  & M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) 

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M /   /  / 
7

3rd

F /   /  / 

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C /   /  / 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F /   /  / 

23 M /   /  / 

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F /   /  / 

25 Infinitive

G H I
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 Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

J K L

Initial

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

1

2

3

4

5

/ /  / 6

/ /  / 7

8

9

/ /  / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ /  / 22

/ /  / 23

/ /  / 24

25

J K L
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Table 2. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs with Initial Sibilant Letters , , , or  (ii. Active     

G H I
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

26 M    
27

3rd

F    
28 M    
29

2nd

F    
30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F    
32 M    
33

3rd

F    
34 M    
35

2nd

F    
36 M    
37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F    
38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

G H I

Initial :  turns into  in  & 
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and Passive Participles—Continued)

J K L

Initial

P al Ethp el Ethpa al / Ethpa al

   26

   27

   28

   29

30

   31

   32

   33

   34

   35

   36

   37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

J K L
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Table 3. Strong Verbs with Initial 
Verbs whose first letter is  differ from the standard verb in Table 1 as follows: 

1. The  (Columns A-C): the future, imperative, and infinitive delete the initial 
. For example, past tense  becomes future  (A11), not , retaining 
the hard . The imperative is  (A21), not . The infinitive is 
(A25), not , again retaining the hard . The past tense, present tense, and 
participles follow the same paradigms as Table 1. 

2. The ,  and : these follow the same paradigm as Table 1. 
They are not shown in this table. 

3. The  and  (Columns D & E): these delete the initial  in all tenses. 
For example,  (D1), not  ; and  (E1), not .

In East Syriac, the deletion of the  gives rise to the doubling of the second letter; e.g., 
neppuq, meppaq, appeq, ettappaq. (Recall that the  in East Syriac is read 

as a p not as an f .)
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Table 3. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs with Initial  (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) Past , future Past , future Past , future 

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E

Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / 6

/ / 7

8

9

/ / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ /   22

/ / 23

/ /    24

25

D E
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Table 3. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs with Initial  (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine

Past , future Past , future Past , future 

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E

Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E
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Table 4. Strong Verbs Ending in a Guttural ( , , ) or 
Verbs whose last letter is a guttural (i.e., , , or ) or  tend to have an  vowel on the 
second letter (i.e., just before the guttural); e.g.,  (C1), not ;  (D1), not ;

 (F1), not . This is the only difference between Table 4 and Table 1. Note that the 
 (Column E) and  measures (Column G) already end in .
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Table 4. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs Ending in a Guttural ( , , ) or  (i. Past, Future, Imperative,  

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) Ending in guttural Ending in Ethp el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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 and Infinitive)

D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / / 6

/ / / / 7

8

9

/ / / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / / / 22

/ / / / 23

/ / / /  24

25

D E F G
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Table 4. Regular ‘Strong’ Verbs Ending in a Guttural ( , , ) or  (ii. Active and   

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

Ending in guttural Ending in Ethp el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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 Passive Participles)

D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F G
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Table 5. Initial  Verbs 
Unlike strong verbs, initial  verbs take a vowel, , on the first letter; e.g.,  ‘he ate’, 
‘he said’,  ‘he went’. Compare this with strong verbs whose first letter does not take a 
vowel like , .

The paradigm of initial  verbs differs substantially from that of Table 1 as follows: 
1. The  (Table 5, Columns A & B): 

a. Past (A1-A10 & B1-B10), the initial  is retained as in  (compare with 
regular  which has no vowel on the first letter).  

b. Future (A11-A20 & B11-B20), orthographically it looks like the regular 
strong verb; e.g.,  (compare with regular  ), but here the initial 
 is silent (but never underlined). When the future vowel is , then the 

prefix vowel is  as in  (A11), but when the future vowel is , then 
the prefix vowel is  as in  (B11). 

c. Imperative (A21-A24 & B21-B24), the vowel on  is  as in 
(compare with regular  which has no vowel on the first letter).  But in 
cases when the future prefix vowel is , the initial  is silent and can be 
underlined as in  (B21). 

d. Infinitive (A25 & B25), like the future, it is written like the regular verb, 
but the  is silent (and not underlined). The vowel on the prefix  follows 
the vowel of the future:  in  (A25), while  in  (B25). 

e. Present or active participle (A26-A37 & B26-B37) is regular and follows 
Table 1. 

f. Passive participle (A38-A49 & B38-B49), the vowel on  is  as in 
and  (compare with regular  which has no vowel on the first 
letter). 

2. The  (Column C): The  vowel of  is retained, but moves to the prefix; 
e.g., past  (C1), not ; future  (C11), not ; imperative 

 (C21), not ; infinitive  (C25), not ; passive participle 
 (C38), not . Whenever a verb has a vowel on the initial , it too 

moves to the prefix; e.g.,  (C2), not .
3. The   (Column D): 

a. Past (D1-D10) is regular.  
b. Future (D11-D20), as in the future of the  (A11-A20), the vowel of 

the ,  in this case, moves to the prefix; e.g.,  (D11), not 
(compare with regular ).

c. Imperative (D21-D24), here too the vowel of  moves to the prefix as in 
 (D21). 
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d. Infinitive (D25), the  vowel of the  moves to the prefix; e.g., 
(D25), not  (compare with regular ).

e. Present or active participle (D26-D37) and passive participle (D38-D49), 
here too the vowel of the  moves to the prefix; e.g.,  (D26), not 

;  (D38), not .
4. The  (Column E): The  vowel of  is retained, but moves to the prefix 

as 2 above. 
5. The  (Column F): The  of  turns into a  throughout the column; e.g., 

past  (F1), not ; future  (F11), not  ; imperative  (F21), 
not  ; infinitive  (F25), not ; present (active participle) 
(F26), not ; and passive participle  (F38), not .

6. The  (Column G): The  turns into a  as in 5. 
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Table 5. Initial  Verbs (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) Future Future Ethp el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / / 6

/ / / / 7

8

9

/ / / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / / / 22

/ / /    / 23

/ / / / 24

25

D E F G
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Table 5. Initial  Verbs (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

Future Future Ethp el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F G
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Table 6. Middle  Verbs 
Verbs whose middle (i.e., second) letter is  like  ‘asked’ have the following peculiarities: 

1. The  (Table 6, Column A): 
a. Past (A1-A10), the vowel of the past is usually  but moves from  back to 

the previous letter as in  (A1), not .
b. Future (A11-A20), the vowel of the future is  and also moves to the 

previous consonant as in  (A11), not  . In cases when the suffix 
begins with a consonant, an  replaces the  as in  (A14), 
(A16), etc. 

c. Imperative (A21-A24) and infinitive (A25), the vowel also moves to the 
previous consonant; e.g.,  (A21), not ;  (A25), not .

d. Present or active participle (A26-37), is regular as in Table 1, but in the 
sing. 3rd masc. (A26), the  is read as if it were a ; e.g., shoyel.

e. Passive participle (A38-A49), the vowel moves back to the previous 
consonant as well; e.g.,  (A38), not .

2. The  (Column B): In the entire column, the vowel of  moves back to the 
previous consonant; e.g.,  (B1), not . Also note that this verb is -
initial, and metathesis takes places as in Table 2, Column K. 

3. The  and  (Columns C & D): They are regular, but the  with a vowel 
on it is pronounced as if it were a ; e.g., shayel (C1), nshayel (C11), 

mshayolu (C25), mshayel (C26), mshayal (C38); eshtayal
(D1), neshtayal (D11), meshtayolu (D25), etc. 

4. The  (Column E): It is regular, but the vowel of  moves to the previous 
consonant; e.g.,  (E1), not , etc. The passive participle (E38-49) is not 
attested in the language. 

5. The  (Column F): It is not attested in the language. 
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Table 6. Middle  Verbs (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) P al Ethp el Pa el / Pa el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / 6

/ / 7

8

9

/ / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / 22

/ / 23

/ / 24

Th
e 

E
tta

ph
al 

fo
rm

s a
re

 n
ot

 a
tte

st
ed

 in
 th

e 
lan

gu
ag

e 

25

D E F
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Table 6. Middle  Verbs (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

P al Ethp el Pa el / Pa el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48Th
e 

A
ph

el 
pa

ss
iv

e 
pa

rti
cip

le 
is 

no
t a

tte
st

ed
 in

 th
e 

lan
gu

ag
e 

Th
e 

E
tta

ph
al 

is 
no

t a
tte

st
ed

 in
 th

e 
lan

gu
ag

e 

49

D E F
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Table 7. Final  Verbs 
Verbs whose final letter is  have the following peculiarities: 

1. The  (Table 7, Columns A & B): 
a. Past (A1-A10 & B1-B10), the past distinguishes between transitive 

(Column A) and intransitive (Column B) verbs. They differ as follows: 
i. Sing. 3rd m. (Row 1): the transitive ends in   as in  (A10), 

while the intransitive ends in  as in  (B1). 
ii. Sing. 3rd f. (Row 2), the transitive form is  (A2), but the 

intransitive is regular as in  (B2) (compare with ).
iii. Sing. 2nd m. & f. (Rows 3 & 4), the transitive has an  on the 

second letter as in  (A3) and  (A4), while the 
intransitive keeps the  as in  (B3) and  (B4), both 
retain the regular hard  which distinguishes it from singular 1st

person  (B5), with a soft .
iv. Sing. 1st (Row 5), both columns have  as in  and 

(again, note the soft ).
v. Plurals (Rows 6-10), the transitive has  on the second letter as in 

 (A6), while the intransitive has  as in  (B6). Also note 
that the final  disappears in  (A6) and turns into  in 
(B6). 

b. The rest of the tenses (A11-A49 & B11-A49), both columns are identical, 
but differ from the regular verb. The contracted participle forms (e.g., 
A28) always have a hard  even those that have not been indicated. 

2. The rest of the forms should be studied from the table as their endings differ 
substantially from the regular verb. 
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Table 7. Final  Verbs (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) Transitive (  ) Intransitive (  ) Ethp el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / / 6

/ / / / 7

8

9

/ / / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

/ / /    / 23

/ / / / 24

25

D E F G
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Table 7. Final  Verbs (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C

 P alM = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

Transitive (  ) Intransitive (  ) Ethp el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E F G

Pa el / Pa el Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F G
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Table 8. Initial  Verbs 
Verbs whose initial letter is  have the following peculiarities: 

1. The  (Column A): 
a. Past (A1-A10), the initial  takes an  vowel as in  (A1), with the 

exception of  (A2) and  (A5) which are regular. 
b. Future (A11-A20) and infinitive (A25), the  is retained but the  turns 

into an  as in  (A11) and  (A25). Some verbs have an 
instead of ; two that come to mind are  and . The future of 
the former is , , etc., and that of the latter is , , etc. 
Their infinitives are also peculiar:  and .

c. Imperative (A21-A24), the initial  is retained as in  (A21). Again, 
the imperatives of  and  are peculiar:  for the former, and 
for the latter. 

d. Present or active participle (A26-A37), these are regular. 
e. Passive participle (A38-A49), these follow the regular verb but with an 

 on the  as in  (A38). 
2. The  (Column B): in cases when the  does not have a vowel (if one 

imposes on it the regular paradigms) then it takes an , which we place on the 
previous consonant as in  (B1), compare with regular .

3. The  (Column C) and  (Column D) are regular. 
4. The  (Column E) and  (Column F): The initial  turns into  as in 

 (E1) and  (F1). As such, these are conjugated like the -initial verbs 
in Table 5, Columns E & F. The verbs  ‘suck’ and  ‘wail’, however, retain 
the  as in  and .
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Table 8. Initial  Verbs (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) P al Ethp el Pa el / Pa el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / 6

/ / / 7

8

9

/ / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / /   22

/ / / 23

/ / / 24

25

D E F
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Table 8. Initial  Verbs (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

P al Ethp el Pa el / Pa el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F
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Table 9. Middle /  Verbs 
Middle  verbs are called as such because they originally may have had a  in the middle. 
These verbs now appear as two-letters; e.g.,  ‘rose up’ where  is the first letter and  is 
the third letter. The second letter, the , is no longer there. However, if you want to look up 

 in the dictionary, you have to look it up under . These verbs exhibit the following 
characteristics in their paradigm: 

1. The  (Columns A & B): 
a. Past (A1-A10), the vowel is  as in  (A1),  (A2), etc. The only 

exception is the verb  where the vowel is  as shown in B1-B10. 
b. Future (A11-A20) and imperative (A21-A24), the vowel is  as in 

(A11). The only exception is the verb  whose future is  (B11) as 
shown in B11-B24. The prefixes take no vowel apart from the singular 
1st person which takes  as in  (A15). 

c. Infinitive (A25), has the vowel  with a  prefix; e.g., .
d. Present or active participle (A26-A37), the 3rd sing. masc. has  in the 

middle which is pronounced as if it were a ; e.g., qoyem (A26). The 
rest of the forms have  as in  (A27) and  (A32). 

e. Passive participle (A38-A49), has the vowel  as in  (A38). 
2. The  does not exist. The  is used instead. 
3. The  (Column C) and  (Column D): The middle letter appears as a 

 and is conjugated like the regular verb; e.g.,  (C1), compare with ;
 (D1), compare with .

4. The  (Column E): The middle vowel is  as in . The future, apart 
from sing. 1st person  (E15), has no vowel on the prefix. The passive 
participles (E38-E49) have  as in  (E38). 

5. The  (Column F): It follows the vocalization of the .
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Table 9. Middle /  Verbs (i. Past, Future, Imperative, and Infinitive)

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) / Pa el / Pa el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / /  /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / 6

/ / / 7

8

9

/ / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / / 22

/ / / 23

/ / / 24

25

D E F
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Table 9. Middle /  Verbs (ii. Active and Passive Participles)

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

/ Pa el / Pa el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F
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Table 10. Doubled Verbs 
Doubled, also called geminate, verbs are verbs where the second and third letters are the 
same; e.g., . Unless the second letter has a vowel, the doubled letter is collapsed into one; 
i.e.,  (A1) but  (B1). 

The  (Column A) is particular to this type of verb and does not resemble the 
regular verb with the exception of the passive participle (A38-A49). The present sing. 3rd

person masc.  (A26) is read as if the  were a , boyez.
The  (Column B),  (Column C), and  (Column D) are regular and 

follow Table 1. 
The  (Column E) and  (Column F) collapse the two  s into one, with a 

hard  as in  (E1) and  (F1). 
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Table 10. Doubled Verbs—where the second and third letters are the same (i. Past, Future,   

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) P al Ethp el Pa el / Pa el

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M / / /

7
3rd

F / / /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C / / /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F / / /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C
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 Imperative, and Infinitive)

D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / 6

/ / / 7

8

9

/ / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / / 22

/ / / 23

/ / / 24

25

D E F
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Table 10. Doubled Verbs—where the second and third letters are the same (ii. Active and    

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 

P al Ethp el Pa el / Pa el

26 M

27
3rd

F

28 M

29
2nd

F

30 M

31

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

32 M

33
3rd

F

34 M

35
2nd

F

36 M

37

Pr
es

en
t T

en
se

 (A
ct

iv
e 

Pa
rti

ci
pl

e)
 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

38 M

39
3rd

F

40 M

41
2nd

F

42 M

43

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st

F

44 M

45
3rd

F

46 M

47
2nd

F

48 M

49

Pa
ss

iv
e 

Pa
rti

cip
le 

Pl
ur

al

1st

F

A B C
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Passive Participles)

D E F

Ethpa al / Ethpa al Aph el Ettaph al

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

D E F
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Tables 11 & 12. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs 
Tables 11A-11F give all the verbal forms in Table 1 with the object suffixes. Each of the 
tables is dedicated to one of the columns in Table 1. Column A of Tables 11A-11F always 
gives the unsuffixed form. The rest of the columns give the various object suffixes according 
to number, person, and gender. Tables 12A & 12B give the object suffixes when they attach 
to final  verbs. 

Note that  (Table 11B) and  (Table 11D) forms are usually passive and 
hence never take an object suffix. In the rare occasions these forms have an active meaning, 
they may (though very rarely) take object suffixes. 
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Table 11 A. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs: P al (Table 1, Columns A & B)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M

7
3rd

F

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13
M

14

2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23
M

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

23

24

25

E F G H I
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Table 11 B. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs: Ethp el/ (Table 1, Column C)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M

7
3rd

F

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23
M

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

23

24

25

E F G H I
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Table 11 C. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs: Pa el/Pa el (Table 1, Column D)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6
M

7

3rd

F

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F /

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

/ / 23

24

25

E F G H I
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Table 11 D. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs: Ethpa al/ Ethpa al (Table 1, Column E)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6
M /

7

3rd

F /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / / /

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

/ / 23

/ / 24

25

E F G H I
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Table 11 E. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs: Aph el (Table 1, Column F)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6
M /

7

3rd

F /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C /

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F /

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F /

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

/ / 23

24

25

E F G H I
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Table 11 F. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to Verbs: Ettaph al (Table 1, Column G)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6
M /

7

3rd

F /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23 M / / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F /

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

/ / 23

24

25

E F G H I
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Table 12 A. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to a Final  Verb: P al (Table 7, Column A)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M

7
3rd

F

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23
M

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

23

24

25

E F G H I
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Table 12 B. Attaching Object Pronoun Suffixes to a Final  Verb: Pa el /Pa el (Table 7, Column D)

A B C D

Unsuffixed Verb Sing 3rd M (Him) Sing 3rd F (Her) Sing 2nd M (You)

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M

7
3rd

F

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

11 M

12
3rd

F

13 M

14
2nd

F

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

16 M

17
3rd

F

18 M

19
2nd

F

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C 

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F

23
M

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F

25 Infinitive

A B C D
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E F G H I

Sing 2nd F (You) Sing 1st C (Me) Pl 2nd M (You) Pl 2nd F (You) Pl 1st C (Us) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

   13

14

15

16

17

   18

   19

20

21

22

23

24

25

E F G H I
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Tables 13. Some Irregular Verbs and Four-Letter Verbs 
This table gives a few irregular verbs, and introduces verbs which consist of four (not three) 
letters.

The verb  (Column A): The  becomes silent when it has a vowel, and its vowel 
moves to the  ; e.g.,  (A2), not . Similarly, in the participles (which are not listed in 
the table), one has  but , , .

The verb  (Column B) is both initial-  and final- . As such its conjugation is more or 
less a combination of Table 5 (Columns A & B) and Table 7 (Column A). Note that the 
future tense prefix has  as in  (B11). 

The verb  (Column C) has its own pecularities. As it ends in , it has some of the 
features found in Table 5. 

The verb  (Column D) has a silent middle letter apart from  (D2) and 
(D 5). Its future is  which is conjugated like an initial  verb (see Table 3). The infinitive 

 is very rare, and one usually finds .
The verb  (Column E) looses its  in the future, imperative, and infinitive. In 

such cases, it is conjugated like an initial  verb (see Table 3).
Skipping Column F for a moment, there are verbs whose roots consist of four letters, 

rather than three. One such verb is  (Column G). Its conjugation is similar to the 
regular verb such as  (Table 1, D1), but with the insertion of the second letter ( ) after 
the first letter. 

There are two measures that have not been covered:  and . An example 
of the former is  from the root , and an example of the latter is  from the 
root . These are conjugated like four-letter verbs. Column F gives an example 
conjugating .
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Table 13. Some Irregular Verbs in the P al

A B C
M = Masculine 
F = Feminine 
C = Common (M & F) 

1 M

2
3rd

F

3 M

4
2nd

F

5

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C 

6 M /

7
3rd

F /

8 M

9
2nd

F

10

Pa
st

 T
en

se
 (P

er
fe

ct
) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C /

11 M /

12
3rd

F /

13 M /

14
2nd

F /

15

Si
ng

ul
ar

1st C /

16 M /

17
3rd

F /

18 M /

19
2nd

F /

20

Fu
tu

re
 T

en
se

 (I
m

pe
rf

ec
t) 

Pl
ur

al

1st C /

21 M

22 Si
ng

.

F /

23 M / /

24

Im
pe

ra
tiv

e

Pl
.

2nd

F / /

25 Infinitive /

A B C
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D E F G

/

1

2

3

4

5

/ / / / 6

/ / / / 7

8

9

/ / / / 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

/ / / / 22

/ / / / 23

/ / / / 24

/ 25

D E F G
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Glossary of  Grammatical Terms 

ABSOLUTE STATE, the form of the noun that does not have an ending such as 
‘book’ as opposed to *emphatic .

ADJECTIVE a word that modifies a noun. Syriac adjectives are declinable with respect to 
number and gender; e.g.,  ‘tall boy’,  ‘tall girl’,  ‘tall 
boys’,  ‘tall girls’. 

ADVERBS, words that describe or modify verbs. Adverbs in Syriac have the ending ;
e.g.,  ‘strongly’. 

AF EL, see APH EL.
APH EL, a transliteration of , a *measure of the Syriac verb. 
ASPECT, marks the verb as being complete (i.e., not in a state of change or flux), or 

incomplete (i.e., in progress or otherwise conveying a sense of change). A verb 
whose event has completed is said to be a *perfect verb; a verb whose event is still 
not complete is said to be an *imperfect verb. 

ASSIMILATION, a process by which a sound becomes similar to an adjacent sound; e.g., 
the  of passive  turns into a  in . See Table 2 in the Appendix. 

CARDINAL NUMBERS, numbers used to count (e.g., one, two, three). Syriac cardinal 
numbers are declined with respect to gender. 

CONSTRUCT STATE, a form of the noun used to indicate possessiveness; e.g., 
‘head of the priests’. 

CONTRACTION, the formation of a new word from two or more individual words; e.g., 
 from  ‘you are crying’. 

DEFINITE ARTICLE, used before singular and plural nouns that refer to a particular 
member of a group as in English the. Syriac does not have a definite article. 

DEMONYM, suffix used to denote the members of a people or inhabitants of a place. 
Syriac uses the suffix  as in  ‘Damascene’, and its feminine counterpart 

 as in .
DIMINUTIVE, a form of the word that describes the smallness of an object. Diminutive in 

Syriac is marked by the masculine suffix  or the feminine suffix ; e.g., 
 ‘booklet’,  ‘little letter, e-mail’. 

EMPHATIC STATE, the form of the noun with an ending as in  ‘book’ as opposed to 
absolute .

HOMOGRAPH, one of a group of words that share the same spelling but have different 
meanings. Consonantal homographs in Syriac share the same spelling of letters but 
may have different vowels; e.g.,  ‘father’ and  ‘fruit’. 
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IMPERATIVE, a tense which refers to commands, instructions, or requests for action; e.g., 
 ‘write’. 

IMPERFECT, a verb that denotes an incomplete action, which usually corresponds to the 
future tense in Syriac; e.g.,  ‘he will write’. See *perfect. 

INDEFINITE ARTICLE, used before singular nouns that refer to any member of a group; 
e.g., English a and an. Syriac does not have an indefinite article. 

MEASURE, called in Syriac , a pattern that defines the sequence of letters and vowels in 
a word with respect to the *root. Using the root  to denote the three letters of 
a root, there are three basic verbal measures in Syriac: , , and , in 
addition to their corresponding *passive measures , , and .

METATHESIS, the reversal of the order of two adjacent letters; e.g.,  and  interchange 
place in  from + . See Table 2 in the Appendix. 

MORPHOLOGY, the field within linguistics that studies the internal structure of words. 
OBJECT, what is affected by a sentence. The object in Syriac is usually marked by ; e.g., 

 ‘he kissed the girl’. 
OBJECT PRONOUN, replaces the object with a reference as it in English I read it. Object 

pronouns in Syriac take the form of suffixes and are declined by number, person, 
and gender. See Table 11 in the Appendix for examples. 

ORDINAL NUMBERS, numbers that express orders (e.g., first, second, third). Syriac 
ordinal numbers are declined with respect to gender. 

P AL, a transliteration of , the basic *measure of the Syriac verb. 
PA EL, a transliteration of , a *measure of the Syriac verb. 
PARTICIPLE, a form of the verb that acts like an adjective modifying a noun. In English, 

participles end in ing, ed, or en such as I like to see smiling faces, I ate a boiled egg, and he 
has eaten dinner. Syriac participles are declined with respect to number, person, and 
gender. See the tables in the Appendix for examples. 

PASSIVE VERB, a verb in a sentence where the subject receives the action expressed in the 
verb; e.g.,  ‘the book was written’. Passive verbs in Syriac start with the 

 prefix. 
PERFECT, a verb that denotes a complete action, which usually corresponds to the past 

tense in Syriac; e.g.,  ‘he wrote’. See *imperfect verb. 
PERSON, reference to the speaker, the addressee or others. Syriac defines three person: 1st

used with the personal pronoun  ‘I’; 2nd person used with  ‘you (s. m.)’, 
‘you (s. f.)’,  ‘you (pl. m.)’, and  ‘you (pl. f.)’; and 3rd person used with 
‘he’,  ‘she’,  ‘they (m.)’, and  ‘they (f.)’. 

POSSESSIVE PRONOUN, attributes ownership to someone or something. Syriac 
possessive pronouns take the form of suffixes as in  ‘his book’,  ‘her 
book’, and are declined with respect to number and gender. 
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PUNCTUATION MARKS symbols, in Syriac primarily points, which serve to indicate the 
structure and organization of writing, as well as intonation and pauses to be 
observed when reading aloud. 

RELATIVE CLAUSE, a clause that modifies a noun with the use of a *relative pronoun. 
RELATIVE PRONOUN, links two clauses of a sentence into a larger clause. In the English 

sentence here is the bottle which I bought this morning, the relative pronoun which joins here 
is the bottle with the relative clause I bought this morning. In Syriac,  is the relative 
pronouns as in  ‘We shall thank and shall 
worship him, Emmanuel who descended [from heaven]’. 

ROOT, three letters (sometimes two or four) from which words are derived; e.g.,  is the 
root from which the verb  ‘he wrote’ and the noun  ‘book’ are derived. 

STRONG ROOT, a *root whose letters do not include , , or .
SYLLABIFICATION, the process by which one divides a word into syllables. There are two 

types of syllables in Syriac: open syllable consisting of a consonant and a vowel such 
as , and a closed syllable consisting of two consonants separated by a vowel such as 

.
TENSE, expresses the time at which an event described by a sentence occurs. Syriac has 

three basic tenses: past, present and future. To these one adds the *imperative, 
*participles, and *infinitive. 

WEAK ROOT, a *root whose letters include at least one , , or .
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Syriac-English Glossary 

fruit
father

Abgar
was lost
fathers
your (pl.) father
our Father
feather
Abraham
letter
small letter, e-mail*
I gazed
Adam
O!
black
gave birth to you
nation
Edessa
road, path, way
meeting
beware
he was crucified
went

(he) goes
(she) goes
(they m.) go
we go
(they f.) go
I (f.) go
brother
brothers
sisters
my sisters
my brothers

Ahiqar
another (m.)
others (m. pl.)
another (f.)
hand (feminine)

hands
my hands
as, according to
where
stag
yes, yea!
who, which, what
he who
Isaac
they brought him
ate
eats
eat (pl., m.)
eat (pl., f.)
foreigners
succeeded (m. pl.)
succeeded (f. pl.)
he wrote
God
my God
our God
divine (m.)
divine (f.)
Elizabeth
taught
taught (f.)
one thousand
electronic
mother

Amid, modern Diyarbakir
Amen
said, composed
lamb
said

say (imperative, f.)
 = I say

she said
if
I
English
them
Internet*
person
people, mankind
wife of
porch
Asia
was arranged
I shall translate it
I translated
awaken (m. sing.)
awaken (m. pl.)
awaken (f. sing.)
awaken (f. pl.)
palace
bishop
Ephesus
bishopric
Ephrem
they aroused
Arabic
desirable
sacraments
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lion
Aramaic
rabbit
earth, land, floor
ground
left
grant
pour
was sent
I drank
became complete
it became certain
sign
he came
was elected
was presented (as a gift)
they (m.) became friends
became furious
they suffocated
became to be known
was given
was born
they are coming (f.)
was gathered, compiled
yesterday
he was elevated
was baptized
was instructed
countries
was added
descended
became a pupil
was made
was ordained
baby

please!
Baghdad
inside

immediately
duck

idleness
between us
evil, evil one
library, archives
refuge
baptistery
Mesopotamia
network
house

 =
you (f) are crying 
are immersed
without
bath
children
children of man, people
Daughters of the 
   Covenant
wanted, asked
he requested
supplication
son, son of
man, human (lit. ‘son of
    man’)
namesake
son
my son
blessed (m. sing.)
blessed (m. pl.)
blessed (f. pl.)
ignorant
in the beginning
Creation

 = bless 
   my lord 
but

daughter of David
virgin
dwelling in a 
   strange country 
after
head down
after you
afterwards
elected
side
sides
(something) happened
within
well (noun)

nut
treasure
particle

camel
he reclined
wing
wings
North
my bones
wolf
bear
uncle

lest
golden
miserable
David
Daysan (a river’s name)
monastery (f.)
monk
masculine
perhaps
blood (i.e., water)
they compare
Denha
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century
stair, step
step, rank
Damascene
yard
gift
abbreviation for Hallelujah
behold

give (imperative)
flower
this (f.)

guided us
guided me
membership
glory
he
that

to be
studies
he is, that is to say
I shall be
I was
remember
mind

=then
nave
now
like this, in this manner
these
this (m.)
now
goose

rose
paper
time
bell
righteous
it is required

money
shaking
sings
sing (pl. m.)
sing (pl., f.)
small, young
small, minor
composed
solitary
friend
one (masculine)

one (feminine)
together
joy
love
debts, sins
thread

rods
palms
look (pl., f.)
your thoughts
saw (past tense of to see)
apple
apples
sinned
he sins
we sinned
sins, trespasses
sinner
sinner (f.), sinful
    woman
living
he became alive
life
he ought
debtor
tailor
our lives

power
my strength
wise man
she made wise
their wisdom
milk
sweet (sing.)
sweet (plural)
pleasantness
beautiful
fervent
Homs (in Syria)
wine
five hundred
Hamah (in Syria)
Hannah
strangled
strangled him
enviable
diligent
sorcerer
end
computer
is necessary
dinner
sister
her sister
much
more than
news
good
blessed you are
blessed
Tur Abdin
mountain
money
they are flying (f.)
order, system*
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young
youthfulness, youth
are buried
mistakes
straying, error
is carrying (m.)
is carrying (f.)
taste
she fed
chief
is known
he knew
knows
learnings
learning
the arts, learnings
day

anddays
days of
today
today
pigeons
benefit
single, solitary, only-
   begotten
birth
she gave birth
you (sing., m.) learned
sea

suckle
Jacob
Jacobite
heavy, rich
he grew
month
heritage
Jesus
sits

they are sitting
   (pl. m.)

they are sitting (pl., f.)
more, a lot
extra
sickness
fair, just
stones
when, at the time
priest
priesthood
juice
priest
nickname, last name
window
all
dog
all of you

=every time
how many
then
association
harp, Kenoro
gathering
Christians
short
successful
book
books
booklet
no, not
trouble
heart
intelligent
he held him
Lebanon
outside
dressed, put on (garment)

black-board
boards
to, towards
deserves
bread
for me, to me
there is not
night
why?
why?
for us
end of days

forever and ever
according
crumbs
tongue, language

 = of Christ, A.D.
verse poem
spring
perfumed
blessed
taxation
then
certain, some
East
easterners
metrical poem
is trusted, believed in
diligent
birth
Moses
poems
beneficial
useful
sings, chants
restores to life
immediately
strike (imperative)
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strike him
weak
life-giving
printing press
the one who sets in 
   order
because
rain
arrived
honorable
died
dead man
virtue
virtues
from this time
food
you are preaching
full of
verbs, words
became full
salt
my words
fully
king
kingdom
spoke

speaker
teaches
teaching, doctrine
word
anointing him
from

suddenly
viola
he was preaching
bathing
poor
the one who makes 

   (something) pass 
baptism
Ma nu
West
defiled
shines
Maphrianate
commentator
can, able
middle
Egypt
is accepted

 =you
   are receiving 
I present
Lord of all

=you grow
womb
his lord
merciful
Lord
my Lord
our Lord
he appeases

=you
   cleanse
monitor*
he is jumping
oil
Christ

 = you
   find
tradition
deacon
gives to drink
joining (in an 
   activity)
changes

becoming man
are named
is shown
are shown (f.)
are thinking
you are born
titled, named
to blame
you are remembering
arrange, separate
was called, was named
becomes near
she is approaching, 
   coming near 
they are called
feeding
is required
is settled
are placed
nourishes
he will rest
he shall go
he shall say
he will come
al-Nabak (near 
   Homs, Syria)
attracted
attracted him
they shall commit 
   adultery
they shall become aware
they shall judge
he shall mention
Nadan
he shall
he shall believe
intelligent
a long time
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we shall thank
they (m.) will thank
Nuh (Noah)
they differ
fish

dot
kiss
he shall be crucified
let us look
let us see
they shall dig
hesitatingly
slaughtered
law

he shall strike
he shall anoint
he shall anoint you
he shall extend 
   (in length)
takes
we shall worship
they (m.) will
   worship
scribes
temptation
they shall do
he shall enter
melodies
fell

went out
they went out
self, soul
yourself (m. sing.)
yourself (f. sing.)
selves, souls

yourselves (m. pl.)
yourselves (f. pl.)
splendor

Nisibis
lay
they shall pray
feminine
they shall pick
they (m.) will cry out
they shall read
let us bow
women
he shall forgive
eagle
plucked
let us give
they became full
he shall be confirmed
the Severians
I am putting
hope
many
many
plural
is witnessing
dialogue poem
our need
Severus
in Syriac
Syriac (f.)
Satan
apart from
food
authors
literary work
we put
treasure
fool
offenses
he closed
ascended

put, composed
blind
she held fast

 =you hate
visited
suffice
book
polish
they damaged
they scribed, copied (m.)
make (imperative)
make him
happening, doing, deed
slave, servant

slaves
slaves of
passes
was passing
until
ecclesiastical
enter
wicked
Ottoman
goat
is clothed
custom
on
upper
prelates
world
reason
people

is baptized
hard labor
I made
Emmanuel
they are living
grapes
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died
self-denial
earth
compelled
compelled him
they tore
bed
ran away
strong
strong (f.)
became strong
old
beautiful
beautiful
body
division
Paul
exit (pl., m.)
payment
Peter
patriarchate
quenches
divide (imperative)
part
parts
lunch
pancake*
deliver
he ordered
savior
bird
table
open (sing., m.)
they hunted
near him
impurity
desired
will

she adorned
Zion
thirst
picture
listen
near
pray (imperative, pl.)
prayer, intercession
turn
crafts
morning
received him
tomb
tombs
holy
holy (f.)
in front
in front of you
the ancient ones
first
flower
rise, get up
stature
Constantinople
Cyril
truth
killed, slain
train
voice

Claudius Caesar
person
cried aloud
clipped
he approached, came near
reader
paper, leaf, card
he was near
neighbor

village
elder, priest
Catholicos
big
they are angry
persecution
car
Rome
spirit
spiritual
drunkenness
gift
sign
far (absolute)
far (emphatic)
Rachel
he loved
lover of
mercies
loved ones
love of
lying
high

evening
shepherds
painted
forgive (imperative)
glorious
forgave
we forgave
forgiver, forgives
adolescence
sent it (m. it)
they sent
sent it (f. it)

=praise
praise
Sultan
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beauty
jumped
wall
beginning
simple
Chicago
quietness
rest
apostles
peace
ended
boiling
name
nouns
Samuel
Shmuni
heaven
heavenly
listen (imperative)
they heard

 =I listen
she heard
he departed
years
year
sleep
overflown
is fit
carries

come to an end
tribe
banquet, breakfast
began
he began
true
true
drinks
sixth
come
repents
she will rest
you shall go
she will come
commit adultery
breast
miracle
again
faith
under
repentance
repenting ones
confidently
pupils (f.)
three (feminine)
thirty
thirteen
September
amazing

there
eighty
fox

=make us 
   enter
she/it eases him
table-land, plateau
tutor
you shall desire
you shall desire her
both of them
correct faith, 
   Orthodox
he broke
door
they broke it
my sense, my mind
corrected
glory
you shall forgive
story
stories
nine hundred
November
you shall drink
you shall change
you shall drink it
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Index
é, 23, 24, 25, 33, 140 
o o, 7
 79, 80 

abbreviation mark, 79, 80 
absolute, 149 
active participles, 93 
adjectives, 42 

and number, 53 
adverbs, 99, 152 
Af el, 100 
Akkadian, 92 
alphabet, 139 
Alphabet, 32
aspect, 70 
Béth, 1, 2, 6, 33, 139 
bonus words 

, 79, 80 
, 51 

, 54 
, 46 
, 48 

, 43 
, 61 

, 66 
Coakley, xix 
conjunction , 100 
construct, 101, 149 
contraction, 93 
demonym, 128, 151 
diacritic points, 141

and homographs, 122 
feminine marker on ,

108
dictionary, using the, 164 
diminutive, 125, 150 
Dolath, 1, 2, 6, 33, 139 
doubling, 144 
emphatic, 149 
enclitic, 117 
Enclitic 

and pronouns, 122 
enclitics, 148 
Garshuni, 171 
gender, 13, 148 

and body parts, 44 
and numerals, 45 
and pronouns, 46 

Gender, 39

Gomal, 1, 2, 6, 33, 139 
bo o, 12

Hé, 6, 7, 9, 33, 139 
Healey, xix, 160 

éth, 10, 11, 14, 33, 139 
homographs 

and diacritic points, 122 
imperative, 67 
imperfect, 70, 152 
interrogative, 86 
Koph, 16, 17, 20, 33, 139 
ligatures, 142
Ligatures 

, 17 
, 17 

Lomadh, 16, 17, 20, 33, 139 
Madrosho, 88 
Malayalam, xxiv, 126, 171–

172
manuscripts, 165 
Meltho fonts, 166 
Mim, 16, 17, 20, 33, 106, 

107, 140 
months and seasons, 126 
morphology, 59
Nöldeke, xix 
nouns, 148 
number, 50, 148 

and adjectives, 53 
numbers, 153 

andresolving
ambiguities, 129 

cardinal, 154 
ordinal, 99, 154 

numbers, in letters, 82 
numerals, 153 

and gender, 45 
Nun, xxii, 16, 17, 20, 33, 

75, 140 
object, 75 
object pronoun, 75 
object suffixes, 82, 152 
Olaph, 1, 2, 6, 22, 23, 33, 

139
orthographic signs, 141 
participles, 68 
particles, 96 
passive, 82 
perfect, 70, 152 
Phé, 23 

phonology, 143 
Phtho o, 2, 161 
poetry

Madrosho, 88 
sughitho, 92 
verse, 85 

possessive 
possessive, 147 
without using , 92 

possessive pronoun, 71 
possessive suffixes, 150 
possessive without , 105 
pronouns

and gender, 46 
demonstrative, 47, 147 
personal, 47, 146 

prounouns
interrogative, 147 

punctuation, 46, 86, 142 
Qoph, 28, 29, 32, 33, 140 
Qushoyo, 32, 34, 35, 108, 

145, 161, 176 
Rbo o, 2
relative clause, 66 
relative pronoun, 66 
Rish, 28, 29, 32, 33, 140 
Robinson, xix 
roots, 53, 155 

how to find, 165 
Rukokho, 32, 34, 35, 145,

176
Schwa, 143 
scripts

East Syriac, 139, 159
Scripts

East Syriac, 1 
Estrangelo, xxi, 1, 139, 

156, 157, 168 
Serto, 1, 139, 142, 156, 

159, 160, 161, 168 
Shin, 28, 29, 32, 33, 140 
silent letters, 47 
Simkath, 23, 24, 27, 33, 

106, 107, 140 
odhé, 23, 33, 140 

state, 149 
subject pronouns, 93 
subject suffixes, 123, 152 
Sugitho, 92 
Sumerian, 92 
syllabification, 144 
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syomé, 26, 27, 28, 37, 38, 46, 

51, 52, 55, 58, 67, 69, 72, 
73, 167, 168 

Taw, 13, 28, 29, 32, 33, 
106, 107, 140 

templates, 59 
tense, 56, 151 

future, 64 
imperative, 67 
past, 59 
present, 56, 63 

éth, 10, 11, 14, 33, 139 
Thackston, xix 
Turkish, 172 
Unicode, 166, 169 
verbs, 151 
vocalization, 36, 117 

vowels under letters, 
138

vowel changes, 123 
vowel deletion, 144 
vowels, 151

East Syriac, 141 
inserting, 22 

metathesis, 22 
Waw, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 21, 33, 

139
word order, 82 
word play, 137 
writing system, 139 
Yoda, 82, 86 
Yudh, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 

33, 139 
Zayn, 6, 7, 9, 33, 139 
Zqopho, 2

Construction, 86 
, 40, 153 

, 165 
, 114, 151 

, 101, 129 
with  and , 125 

, 82 
with  and , 118 

, 151 
, 151 
, 151 

, 145 
, 35

, 21, 76, 82, 143
, 21 

, 21 
, 8, 21 

, 21 
, 129 

double possession, 74 
quotation mark, 66 
relative pronoun, 66 
, 73 

, 107, 152 
and enclitic, 117 

, 114, 151 
, 114, 151 
, 35, 145 
, 35, 145 

Colophon

 .
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